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Class of ’61;
assistant general chairman of the SJS Alumni Achievement
Fund Drive for Santa Clara County; and Irene
Epstein, Class of ’41. All alums and seniors are
invited to a dance after the game tomorrow
night at the Hotel Ste. Claire. Tickets are available at the Alumni House, 224 E. San Carlos St.
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Problem Debated

E SPENCE
for any veSeventh Street
lar trmr.
teen San
les and San Sala- Streets. and the closure of
street will have no effect on
nt.syn San Jose traffic prob-

t Health Club

Alumni Assn.; Martha Allshouse,
Ben Reichmuth, Class of ’57 and

Spartans Tackle ASU
eventh Needn’t Socialism or Capitalism?
In
Homecoming
Game
e Open Smith

51

Its TI
heis.

Olirt)

WELL, ALMOSTThose old cars can’t always
be counted on, even for something as important as a Homecoming game. These game.
bound Spartan alums frantically fiddle with the
temperamental motor of their 1929 Ford, while
SJS couple Jerry Chaine and Cathy Piccolo
grow impatient waiting in their car of a later
vintage. Alums, from left, are Edwin T. Mosher,
Class of ’52 and a past president of the SJS

appa Sigma
Start Here
the first time in the history
the San Jose State fraternity
(sit a national fraternity
will
titnizing in an attempt to
a I’s-al taanch at &IS.
, national fraternity,
Kappa
U, will he starting from
ich in an attempt
to recruit
Furtive members tor its
groupSigs horn Stanford, Uniity of California
at Berkeley
Davis wal lot aiding in an
al formal rush to
take place
:147 next Wednesday
through
dy between
1:30 and 4:30p.m.

City

Cbuncil by Wilbur Smith and
Associates. The firm has conducted an extensive 13 -month research
survey on traffic and parking
problems in the San Jose area.
At an afternoon meeting in the
chambers of the city council.
Smith representatives presented
two proposals to the city. The
one adopted by the council will
determine the future of the central business district anti whether
or not SJS’ Seenth Street will
remain closed.
Plan A was designed for city
minimal
who
expect
planners
growth to the central business
tlistrict in the next 20 years. Se%enth Street at SJS would be reopened under this plan and the
remain
would
patterns
street
basically as they are now.
PERMANENTLY CLOSED
Plan II, which dominated the
discussion yesterday, foresees tre-

mendous growth

in San Jose. I

Seventh St met at SJS remains
tinder this
permanently closed
the downtimm
of
Most
plan.
streets become one-way, as wouldt
Ninth, 10th and 11th Streets.

From the council discussion that
followed, it appears the froitiles 1,1
Plan 11 will be the center of conaims of ’,Ionizing a fra- troversy for the council, as most
city planners expect San Jose to
1 are to establish at least
a
enough nit..leus of men who quadruple in population by the
PI the Irate,
nit’ hall rolling 1980’s.
One councilman, Clyde L.
11.4 will iecruit additional
Fischer, opposed the permtinent
When the ntii.leu.s
group is
mi it will
of Seventh Street. Said
tor formal closing
Illegal le,. 111. rollege,
Fischer in the half-crowded counand the
-Fraternity
cil chambers: "Twenty years ago
corning to It-u’
Seventh Street to carry
Adviser Dick we planned
, all natirial
traffic to the industries on the
fraternities
tiny on catitt,,other side of Keyes Road. The
KVI’e origin local group, ho were
closure of Seventh Street will
eventusnned with
that work and planning
In (ton- make all
gs! ettionai,,.
we have an;
national must useless. Why can’t
kern scratili
closing it forform a local underpass instead of
h. having tit.
:mital on-caM ever?"
men to work
with,
BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS
Carnahan ol the
Peninsula To this question. SJS Pres. John
4 Sigrna
Alienni Association T. Wahlquist replied: -We’re tryneed that
immediately tot - ing to look 2() years ahead. If the
nn the tirst
formal rush
ne- streets surrounding San Jose State
ttle chapter
will apply for are made One-way, no great inwith the eollege
IFc
and crease of traffic will he jammed
onto 10th Street. We will MVP!’
have a beautiful campus with a
street running through the heart

Daily Tribute
Homecoming

1:

.1 in today’s
Spartan
aree three
tire,, special
colorful
highloshting this year’s
71,,.!!nitlect.aling
festivities
and
make up this

What torm of society should
control the means of production
, in the U. S.? Should it be a democratic socialist form or a form of
’Capitalism which calls for more
’control by the people?
This was the problem debated
yesterday by Robert Edmontls,
SJS assistant professor of economies,
aryl
Bogdan
Den itch.
member of the Socialist Party of
the United States.
Edmonds, who admitted being
,a belieer in the Siicialist theory
some 15 years ago, told the (VOW(’
in TH55 that he changed his mind
alter working some seven years
for the U. S. government.

of San Jose State."
Wahlquist added that ti
plaza or a library could possibly
he built on the closed street in
the next ’20 years.
At the close of the hearing, the
choice between Plan A and Plan
B was placed into the hands of
the San .1051. City Council

lie told the group that IL..
broadening of control of prod
lion in the hands of the people in
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
"Arizona State is stronger of- : have one of the best offensive
a Capitalistic society is the best
:tt-,. and slightly weaker de- [backfields in
Sports Editor
the nation. Fullback
means of solving such problems
than in 1961." Titchemil ,Thny Lorick is averaging 8.2 yards
A revenge meeting with th.
,as poverty and unemployment.
I
i -il. "We’re the opposite -a every
evil’ and the spirit of San Jo -,
time he carries the ball.
Denitch stated that the best
:tronger defensive scoring
State’s 15th annual Homecom.:.
solution to poverty and unemTaylor has a
.. and not quite as strong on .7:
Game will be conflicting forts 14.1al an. 7
ployment is democratic socialism.
--..’::.
;;tif7ii. re being pushed
hen Bob Titchenal’s Sparta!,
I
The Socialist leader stated that
tangle with Arizona St,,te
Titchenal feels the Sun Devils for Alt \ e,aan hura,ts.
socialism is the most human form
Stadium tomorroo .tt s
Spartan
control and that it meets the
P.m
needs of man.
The"
"devil is the same Arizono
In closing, Denitch said that if
State Sun Devil, which litera.
socialism would take over in the
I burned the Spartans last year I
S. it would be evolutionary:
8, in the easiest victin-y of t t..
it would take over through vote,
season for the Southwestern pov.
and not force .
I erhouse.
:1(-1 .% it li’s. and to
\\NI silts
IS,
Titchenal vividly remembers the
will !wag it little atrial!. San JOSE. State.
Ari,,.
humiliating defefit at Tempe. Ariz .
Sorority teas will he held in
and hopes the spirit of Homecom- go Up 111 a Wale tti orange names
ing,which usually has a postive and black smoke dining this even- the afternoon from 12,30 to 2, foleffect on Spartan teatn play, will ing’s Bonfire Rally, kicking off the lowed by Campus Reception in the
make a similar impression again next 24 -hours of homecoming ac - cafeteria from 2-4 p.m. Preceding
the reception will be an hour betomorrow night.
Tonight’s rally will feature the tween 1 and 2 p.m. fin- registraIThere’s no question that Borne Wayfarer’s, a nationally known tion.
coming here creates added tea
During the reception in the cafespirit." Titchenal said. "There’s no quartet of folk singers. It will bedoubt in mind either that were gin at 7 pm at the Santa Clara teria tours of the campus will he
conducted, refreshments served,
sgota
going ..to need it against Arizona 1County Fairgrounds.
material
made
Assoc.
Also at the rally will he Coach Alumni
Bob Titchenal and his team, the
TWO YEARS AGO
festivitie% may
11,1111141.11111111:4
a
a go, on , l963 Homecoming Queen and hei
r
It was just tw o yers
Is,- dampened tomorrow with
another Homecoming evening, that i court, and the cheerleaders.
rain and satutherly stands preTELEVISION SHOW
the Spartans met the Sun Devils t
dicted.
in One of the finest football games
The bonfire will he built anti
ever witnessed in Spartan Stad- guarded until it’s set ablaze to as:tilatile, and I’ ilk singcrs will be
him.
Alpha Phi Omega, honorary fra- on hand for entertainment. The
The climax to an otherwisc even ternity.
1963 florneconung Q1leell will be
Tomorrow morning between 10 at the reception betwe.en 2 and 3
!game was provided by then
:old 10:30 San Jose State will he p.m.
more Walt Roberts. 5.15 s
Roberts gathered in in AS1 kick- .in like circuit television, in a proAt 4 p.m. Grand Marshal Dr.
off o n his eight a nd fought
gram designed to tie the nets Carl Duncan will begin the parade
yards for a touchdown that earned with the old through live inter- down First Street. followed by the
the victory. for San Jose 32-26.1 VIeWS and still pictures
Queen a tal et sort
ma ny float s.
Show producer, Ii, wie Reed high school bands. the SJS band,
It’s evident that Titchenal reere.
i
!its
says
has
that
his
show
spects Frank Kush’s S1111 Devils,
ROTC Cobtr Guard and Drill
who have W1III five straight games ated to pinpoint why hoc .’711n.
ttms
van, ,is individual cant,
th.
to
promote
this year. since losing the season I is held,
rts1 fire engine earrying the
sf

LET HER GOBeing pulled up into space is Kathy Hamilton,
song girl, as Paul Blair, who will be selling these helium balloons
at the game, waves and says, ’’Bye, Bye, Kathy." The balloons will
be used in a stunt and when Reggie Ferndock, a new member of the band, releases his balloon, the whole stadium is to
release theirs. A light -up routine will also be performed by the
band. When the band lights up matches, spectators are to light
up theirs. It is hoped that these stunts will become colorful traSJS.
ditions

Bonfire To Cremate Devil
n Pre -Game Ceremonies

opener to Wichita.
pract
Wednesday’s
After
-Titelr held a special playermeeting. during which Larry Ilar.
sen and Tom Myers were voted
San JOSe’S Se:150II co-captains
Sn ing such an honor till tam is
l’iichenal’s way of hopefiill turning a spark Into a fire homecoming, by itself, may not he
quite enough.
Hansen is completing his second and final SeaSlm at San Jose,
after two years at College of San
Mateo, The 203-potind guard was
toted the week’s top lineman in
Northern California after a superb
game against Oregon.
PROBABLY FILLED
Spartan Stadium, built in 1933,
will probably he filled to its 18.155 seating capacity. The game
should he similar to the 1961 donnybrisik, although the :tato:Boats
have been 50111I’Vlhat 1’1.51’1’5151

Mezey Defends
Poets In Speech
"The good poets of today are
plaersi squarely against the times;
they are enemies of their society."
claimed Robert Mezey. prize-winning poet who spoke on "The Tyranny of Literary Fashion," yesterday.
As "enemies of their society."
the Robert Frost Poetry Prizewinning poet explained that the
poets he vonsidered good today
were usually not imitated in the
literary journals because "they adhered too much to life instead of
death"
MeZeY referred In the literary
journals "as foul," and that they
nnls included the usual poets such
as Ft ’it. Kafka unit somet i MPS
Emerson.

rel cheerleaders.
PRE -Iii AMP: HOOT
Fraternity dinners will follow
parade. after which stiMents,
ima, and members (if the cons:, mity will begin flocking to a
pre-game hootenany at 6:30 pm.
in Spartan Stadium
After the hootenany, which is
being sponsored by 13r. Gus Lease
of the Music Department, the Aniona hand will perform.
The gridiron battle against the
Sun Devils will commence at 8 15
on the stadium field

Football Deadline
Today at 110011 15 the cleidline
for entries in this week’s Spartan
Daily Flying Football contest. Entries must he in the boxes in the
Spartan Bookstore anti Spartan
Daily office by then
Today’s, entry blank appears on
ihuge’ 7

1.4 --SP %TIT 1N TO %HS
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Thrust and Parry

-490By DIANE MAUZY
Sse,s Editor.
"Cuba is like the 51st state of the United States," said Robert
Cohen. lecturer and photographer, in an interview this week.
"After 50 years of complete dependence a big part of Cuba’s sociological, cultural and economic life is so tied to the U.S. that the
Communists cannot integrate," he noted.
Cohen is the first American to take any completly uncensored
motion picture of Cuba since the Castro takeover. In previous assignments Cohen has filmed Red China for NBC and in 1959 prosided the first documentary film of East Germany by a United
States citizen.
By his own admission, Cohen is not a political analyst. But
Cohen added that "there are certain questions I’ve had to ask
myself," and some of his views are most interesting.
"The power in Cuba today in Fidel. One million armed people
are unanimously behind him and Castro has direct popular contact
with these people. They don’t particularly like the Russians but
they have faith in Castro as an individual," he said.
"Cuba is an ’open door’ to western world trade which had been
almost a complete United States monopoly," he noted. "Almost all
the allies trade with Cuba. While I was there I saw a new British
ship unloading Russian crude oil for Cuba.
"The island has a very bizarre appearance with a tremendous
number of fin-tailed Chevrolets driving through streets strewn with
Red Flags." Cohen noted.
"Nothing points to any change (politically) in Cuba ... Castro
is able to blame all failures on United States subversion because of
the Bay of Pigs invasion and consequent mercenary raids. He is
also able to justify his huge armed militia because of this.
"Pro-Americanism among the people is very high. We have
everything to gain by getting back to them even on simple levels."
When Cohen was asked what he would do about Cuba, he replied, "I would favor the resumption of limited trade, begin negotiations so self-exiled Cubans can go home if they desire (these
people can do more good with Cuba), cease mercenary raids (they
do not hurt Castro). and establish contact with the Cubans.
’Most Americans just look at Cuba superficially and dogmaticallythey were not much interested in Cuba before Castro and now
they just pull out the Red slate. The American people think of Cuba
as some strange place behind the Iron Curtain.
In effect Robert Cohen was saying that America cannot afford
to slap Cuba with a cold and inflexible Communist label.
It is becoming more apparent that communism is not going to
fold in Cuba as a result of our present policies.
The important thing is that the American public not let itself
lapse into a single thought attitude (Red!) and then refuse to think
or look any deeper into the situation.

- 30 6 0

HEAVENS ABOVE!

tt Y

"Devastating to the
well-tuned funny bone!"
Inn, Crow*. 6 r

eSZ"

Peace Is Condition
Of Freedom -- Writer

Student Blasts ’Love,’
Says Altruism Evil

Editor:
If freedom can be defined as
the respect of the government
and citizens for the rights of
individual citizens, then historically peace has been a necessary condition for freedom. In
terms of war (Sr imminent war

Editor:
While I concur with Al Mason’s expression of freedom as
the goal of man (Thrust and
Party’, Nov. 51, I must disagree
with him on his injection of
"love" into his discussion.
It is the people whom he cas-

remarkably fluid end
A new film from Mexico
strong, rich in human revelations and vivid picCrowther.
New York Times.
torial qualities." Bosley

This is the underlying premise
of all collective doctrines, i.e.
liberalism, socialism, fascism,
communism.
Only by giving up this evil
doctrine of altruism and practicing a rational self-interest
can we enjoy the freedom which
Mason desires and eventually
achieve the peaceful world that
the pacifists seek.
In closing I also would disagree with the pacifists’ statement, "Better Red than dead."
and also Mason’s implied statement, "Better dead than Red."
I say, "Better to see the Reds
dead."
Ken McCort
A615

We in Tau Delta Phi, the
men’s honorary scholastic fraternity, wish to congratulate
Vice President Dusel on realizing the fact that Dr. Charles E.
Smith may have been intimidated by certain members of
"Authority" at the college. By
asking the Academic Freedom
Committee to investigate Dr.
Smith’s charge, we the students

Spa daft Sbaily

our military leaders demand restrictions on freedom of speech
and press and other restrictions
of freedom for "security" reasons.
Also in times of war there
is hysteria and fear of the eccentric on the part of the masses of people which is disrespectful of and injurious to the rights
of individual citizens. The relocation of Japanese-Americans
in concentration camps during
World War II is a horrible example of this which occurred
right here in California. As a
source of injury to the rights
of citizens, cold war hysteria is

tigates (the pacifists) and not
the libertarians who proclaim a
"love for all mankind." It is precisely this love which may eventually bring the Western world
to its knees.
As a part of their creed, these
"lovers of mankind" preach the
doctrine of altruism (the sacrifice of the self to the collective
whole) which has eeped insidiously into our culture through
the instrument of the JudiacChristian religion.
Through the doctrine of altruism each person must necessarily give up his personal "selfish"
desires in the interests of promoting the welfare of society.

and faculty of San Jose State
will find out whether there is
any validity to the charge.
We furthermore wish to compliment Dr. Smith and Dr. Dusel for carrying on an open discussion of this issue. Dr. Dusel
and Dr. Smith both apparently
have felt that letters to the
Spartan Daily to air this issue
would bring it to the widest
possible student and faculty attention. Such a forum apparently is regarded by both the
professor and the vice president
of the college as necessary for
the preservation of academic
freedom at San Jose State.
For the brothers of Tau Delta
Phi,
David Zucker
Master of Records
ASB 4800

Frat Congratulates
Drs. Open Discussion
Editor:

re.V.....V.W#4444.109.4064104444#444fiefaelete...,,,,WOWIWriiii
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John Paulson
A1996

*WU YOU HELP A POOR, STARVING; fi-000-13ATIEILD NE.16116DR?"

IT’S A
****
HIT:
"A brilliant comedy."

"Macario’

second only to crime and racism
In this country.
Al Mason’s failure to understand this point is a more important error than his hysterical
malignment of "pacifism" which
is, in spite of its shortcomings,
anything but an enemy of freedom.

Peter Sellers
in:

IT CM NI 1[12
CV.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of spaces limitations.
rnmirnurn of 300
will be limited to
words, preferbly typed and douldithis
exceeding
Letters
spaced.
amount either will not b printed or
will be edited to conform to length.
Th editor also rmarvits the right to
edit letters to conform to style and
good taste. Letters of persenel attacks will not be printed. All lettrs
must include Mil writer’s signature
and ASP number.
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Forum Speaker Hits
Editorial Implication
Editor:
the
As

principal speaker
against the ridiculous notion
that we "need" a student union
(at last Friday’s Seventh Street
Forum), I resent greatly the implication in the editorial of Nov.
7, that I am a member of "the
same group that opposes just
about everything." The ominous
overtones to a statement of this
nature are obvious. I wish to go
on record as:
It being FOR the closing of
Seventh Street

2/ being FOR academic
ft,
dom
3) being FOR
Proles/le
Charles E. Smith
41 being FOR TA(’
51 being FOR the right
et
Students for Goldwater to tit
loo
(even though I personally
can
stand the man;
6) being FOR Hie
presem
lion of Tower Hall
71 being FOR an
atlequiti
library
8) being FOR the right or
student and faculty to
truth wherever it may he foo,
and in whatever form it two
take
91 being FOR using it
colleR
as a place to develop
aearlent
and intellectual powers irk
ties sadly lacking in Our el
ture) arxi not as a kindergaat
for "getting along" (being lga
- a characteristic of the
mode
American which is lamentabl
to say the least)
101 being FOR a college ill
ion but NOT one intorporatin
the unnecessary frills and ft
tures of the one prewntly por,
posed.
For anyone who ale:tires th
leadership of the stwItnt eit,)
ment to defeat tit, rnion at,
now stands we Will oe hag,
to list the social, peldieki. ,e)
demic, and emotional givilifzi
(ions of these men. Wool
segment FOR do th,
TONY 111.111N
ASH A8I31

9 MOO 814Tt
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CY 5-7238
552 S. Bascom
"KILL OR CURE"
Terry Thomas
"ALL AT SEA"
Alec Guinness
Students $1.00

400 S. lot St.
"A STRANGER KNOCKS"
Sex Thriller from Dvnmark
"PEEPING TOM"
Myra Sherar
Students $1.00

)TOWNE"Y
3060
1433 THE ALAMEDA

"HEAVENS ABOVE!"
Peter Sellers
"MACARIO"
A new film from Mexico

Sffil LiaatiTOCI!

14602 BIG BASIN WAY UN 7-3011
"THE MOUSE ON THE MOON"

Terry Thomas

Marge,’ Ruthsrfei

"MG MONEY"
Ian Carm :heel
Students $1.00

TROPICA1RE
1969 Alum R,.o Are.

Alma and Ahead.. Rd.
"MARY, MARY"
"GYPSY"

South Screen
"TWILIGHT OF HONOR"

’STUDIO

Dave Atencio,

John Auaro, Janet Braun, Rex Buss,
Virginia Collins, Chuck Gould, Susan
Hervilla, Jim Hill, John Jagar, Yak
Komatsu:ski, Lee Lindeman, Dick
Maceda, Barry Namn, Arthur Patch,
Ed Pavane, George Winters and Jim
Williamson.

lit a San Salvador

"WHERE THE BOYS ARE"
North S,, -

CY 2-6778

"THRILL OF IT ALL

"LAWRENCE OF ARABIA"

"FOR LOVE OR MONEY"

re’rWefe.A444.405.WeeWe.e.W.0.40:04540:410140104010:11440.Wele.1414,010:1014440:144,3444064014400f0-00;i0546.Veriiii Weffill
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L.C.A

(Lutheran)

A.L.C.

Canterbury
Tales

St. Thomas Chapel
NZ

A Student chapel for tea doubter,
clue:tloriv and bel.rr

Sunday, 10 a.m.

sZ. Worship
L.S A. Meeting
N’s,

TWOS.

700 p .m.

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

VISIT THE CAMPUS RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATION OF YOUR CHOICE
The new

THE AUCTION BLOCK

The Catholic Student Center
is now open

for the complete collegiate experience

worship this Sunday at

294-7447

First Baptist Church
John Knox
Campus & Career
Fellowship

8.30
9:45
5.45
7:00

Ill Han,hem
Sunday 940 a.m.

"Assist at Mass"

6:00 p.m.
W.

S.

Transportation I
from 7th
end San Fernando 9.20 cm
and 5 30 p.m.

96 S. 2nd St.

Fr. Cyril Leach, Chaplin

CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST

First Immanuel Lutheran

AU are welcome

Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.

:adri

Sunday Masses: 6-7-8-9-10-11:15-12:15
Evening Moss: 7:30 p.m.
Daily Masses: 6:30-7:15-8:00-12:05
Confessions, Sat., 2:30 to 5:30, 7:30 to 9:00
to St Joseph’s Parish Catholic Information Center at
91 E, San Antonio St. where you ran find the ariswers to all of
your personal questions on the Catholic Faith,
W’,Orne

Christianity and Set
SPEAKERS:
Mrs. Helen Akers
Rev. Don Flame’
Dr. James Jacobs

Morning Church
Service
maefitl
545 p.m Supper
1100 a.m .

Roger Williams Fellowship
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
p.m.
8:45. 1100 and 7:45
Church Service
10:00 .m. College Bible Class
George "Shorty" Collini
Motist College Chaplain

and

Gamma Delta Meeting

2 blocks from school

Schedule of Services:

A. J. Bremner, Paster
292-5404

SUNDAY
Worship Hours
Bildt. Study flame
"Aiming Wornhip

WEDNESDAY

8:30 em.
10:45 a.m.
9:45 cm.

(Methods, %AM
Center)
441 Sstorueteht Otk

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

p.m.

R. Fiedler, Dir. ref Mesta
N. Itfaes, Vicar

Spartan Tri-C
3rd & San Antonio
Sunday, Novendier
9;171 a.m.

Seminar.

5:43 p.m.

Tri-t; Fellowship Hour

Sunday,’ et 9,1’i a.m.
al North Eighth St.
Miniater. Paid Iller

7fe’rllie’e’te*We’r"e’eVi.#0WeVe’r,Vafeiretrt"14010101We’W.0"),00Yriv".

Noe.tber II
6:00

7.00 p.m.
7 ’39 p.m.

Wed

John (4
Foto,

Wesley
Foundatiol

(Missouri Synod)

*Sunday Morning Services:
8:1S, 9:30 and 11:00

ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH

-Emil Brunner

ii 00 a.m., 7.00 pm,

RELIGIOUS GIFTS

292-2353
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Evening Service
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its So Second St. Se, Jose

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor
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RECORDS

BIBLES

the downtown church
catering to the college community

Collegians meet at

Wnrship

RELIGIOUS

PRAYER ROOKS

Daily Mass at C.W.C. 11:45 a.m.
Discussion Group Tues, eves, at S p.m.
Newman Club Meetings Wed, at 111 p.m.

79 S. Stis
CY 5-9638

Various 501’S lees are provided
weekly by the SJS chapter of
the Newman Club.
Daily mass is held at the
( ’at holic Women’s (enter at
I I :45 a.m.
Discu.ssion groups are held
Tuesday evenings at S.
Newman Club meets Wednesdays at 8 p.m. at 79 S. Fifth St.

INTERVARS1TY SUPPLIES

NEWMAN CLUB

Need a strong back and a willing Is
do housework, gardening and such?
8.0204: as or
Call Canterbury CY
Nov. 23, we’ll provide a worker at
$5 for 3 hours. Proceeds go to our
Conference Scholarship Fund, This
Sunday at 5:30: "SIN: Illegal, Ire
moral. or Fattening?"

The Alameda
at Shasta

Newman Club Has
Weekly Services

Your Store
for

Ec,scoonliens at ’,an Jose State

300 SOUTH TENTH

Discusion
of Zurich"

Evangel Bible
Book Store
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four State College AS/3 Post
Representatives Interviews

To Meet At SJS

Students arr. liii oil to fill .1
variety of Mailable positions Ii
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will he rep- the SJS
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weekend at a Interviews w. ill be Itottabileterl Iii
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here
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Student Jim Sperling, perm /mad offices’.
California State OtIlege
Applications and interview sign.
subcommittee
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President College Union. Applications foi
Along with 5.15 ASR
Spurgeon of the positions are due at noon the
Steve Larson, Mike
Norm Fawley day prior to the interview.
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THIS IS SPARD17Alph1 Tau Omega is looking for a third successive Sweepstakes win with its 25x13x13-foot float entitled
"Thanks for the Memories." The AT0s, with the help of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, are going through the seemingly chaotic
process with the actual construction of heretofore paper plans.
The movable float is complete as to wooden framework and
wiring, but the Greeks will
waif until the last minute to apply
finishing touches.
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Homecoming is something special ...
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We Too, Will Remember . . .

-

MY NAME IS RIPRip, played
by Richard Overmyer, tells
Seth Slough, played by Christopher Curtis, who he is. This
scene takes place when Rip
returns to the village of Falling
Wsters after his 20-year sleep.
The American fable "Rip Van
Winkle" by Washington Irving
is the Jefferson version. It will
play tonight and Saturday night
at 8:15 in the College Theater.
Also, a 2 p.m. matinee is scheduled for tomorrow.

Homecoming is the time of vear alums return to their alma
meter, students find reasons to celebrate and the entire atmosphere
is rather lestive. Why? Because of feelings of rivalry, pageantry,
spirit and competition -- all rolled into one. Probably more than
any other time of the year, society plays its largest role at Homecoming.
Fraternities and sororities, both, will open their doors for
alums to visit and "remember when."
Overheard, one alum: "This place is different now -I can
remember when we threw olive pits back and forth at dinner time."
- So times change, but alums return.
Part of the pageantry is the parade. Prior to the short review,
where trophies are given for winning entries, living centers spend
long haggard hours getting moving mechanisms to work, sewing and
stuffing crepe paper, and assembling parts.
This year, too, will be added to the "Kai-Leidoscope" of colorful memories.

;

Arizona State
Had a King, Too
in 1958 Arizona State had a
homecoming king as sell as a
queen. The pair were crowned
with white Stetson hats. During
the half time activities of the
game, the Retail Bakers A Mrs
elation spelled out "Arizona
State Universii.. on the field...
vvith

(’/11.11/1/ . 1)
Look your best at the
Homecoming game and
Dance. Be one of the
first to Call:
CY 4-8962
At E
SAN FERNANDO
(Bor.’s!, :so and
Ser.*

10%

Discount to all
Collings students and p.rsonnel

Cull for Appt.
Bobbie Cocanour

R. C. A.
Presents

THE latlEAT PUMPKIN NEVER CAME . . .
UNIII)Ween night the reign of the Great Pumpkin descended
upon the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.
Scores of pumpkins dotted the scene as the Alpha Phi sorority
and the Delta Sigs held their annual Halloween exchange.
The Great Pumpkin never came, but the Invaders did. That is
the rock and roll band that provided music for the couples in the
DSP recreation room.
LAST MINUTE RELAXATION
Prior to the Coronation Ball last week, Homecoming organizers gathered for a pre-dance cocktail party at Bob }limas,
halftime and grand marshal chairman.
Also invited were Jerry Engles, Al Malyon, George Boldizar,
Sue Stacks. Dave Travers, Bruce Edmonds. Jack Barbour. Phoebe
Moraes, Maureen Urey. Paula McCorkle, Jeannie Gates, Pete Dedini,
Jere Owen, Rick Buxton and Himil.
FLAPPERS AND FLICKS
Old Time Flicks at the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority were shown
by the inter-house activities committee (rah rah board’ recently.
Chairman for the evening was Edwina Moreno. Sisters of AOPi
and their friends enjoyed popcorn and punch as they viewed Fatty
Arbuckle, a 1920 great. Intermission entertainment provided further
atmosphere as "flappers" sang and danced to "Tiptoe Through
the Tulips."
PINNINGS
Joanne Johnson, Chi Omega, junior social science major from
Yuba City, to Dennis Chambers, Alpha Tau Omega, business management graduate from Pacific Palisades.
Patricia Jan Melby. junior social science major from Downey,
to Gary Wescornbe, Sigma Chi, senior accounting and finance
[mom Torrance
ENGAGEMENTS
Kathie Sellers, junior elementary education major from San
Mateo, to Nick Clever, junior finance major from San Francisco.
The couple plan a July wedding.
Sandra L. Mundoy, junior elementary education major from
San Jose to Tom K. Harris, junior. graduate student from Huntington Park.
MARRIAGES
Gale A. Mix, junior elementary education major from San
Mateo. to Arthur C. Miner, senior business management major
from San Mateo. The couple wa,
married Oct. 27 in Carson Coy.
Nevada.

\

COFFEE HOUSE
Espresso, Art,
Live Folk Music
Fri. & Sat. Nito
featuring
Flamenco Guitarict
KENT NEWMAN

Robert Cohen, American news
correspondent gained a visa to
Cuba anti took his camera to
shoot this controversial island.
Ile will show his efforts in a
movie called "Inside Castro’s
Cuba" at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium Saturday night at 8.
As soon as he got to Cuba,
Cohen went to the Foreign Ministry and explained to them he
wanted to shoot life on the island, stressing its controversy.
Also, he wished to have some
govt. personnel with him much
of the time for not only protection, but so they could see what
he was filming.
He couldn’t film anything he
wished. First denial came when
Cohen wanted to sec the abandoned missile sites. The Cuban
government refused this on the
basis of principle, "since the
United Nations was already denied inspection of Cuban bases."
Cameraman Cohen was also
denied the right to shoot political prisons. The reason given
was that the priming are overcrowded and there was a shortage of water. The government
felt shooting the prisons would
only result in bad impressions.
Also, Cohen requested to photograph the training Cuban militia, but an answer never came
so he was unable to shoot such
a scene.
However. Cohen was able to
shoot such scenes as vacant lots
and warehouses jammed with
Russian built farm equipment,
life on both State and private
farms, a rally of one million
people in the "Plaza of the Revrw
lotion," and the Russian lady
astronaut visiting Havana.
All these scenes and many
more will be shown at the world
premiere engagement Saturday
night. Tickets are available at
the San Jose Box Office or at
the perthe door the evening
formance.

KSJS News Team
Wins SDX Award
Three members of the SJS
KSJS Radio news staff were
second -place winners in the radio reporting division of the student radio-TV contest at the
5401 annual convention of Sigma
Della Chi, professional .inurnalisnThsewiiten’tnYuncement that SJS
students Tom Worsls. Steve
Shelby and Don Buffun had won
the award for the documentary
"Profile of a Disaster"’ was
made at the iirwning session ol
the convention Wednesday. in
Niirfolk, Va.
"Profile of a Disaster" W:i
concerned with the J. C. Penney’s Department Store explosiam whieti ki Pint five
doviolown
only raw
Woods, in
block from the store when the
blast Wel/ rred, rushed to the
scene and began interviewing
wit nes,es. it inns, and store

end
Follisinger

ELLEN FAUST
JAZZ JAM on SUNDAYS

THE WAYFARERS

eliWIDi’
’ntarlPss,. Shelby rind Buffun
spent twelve hours the next day
interviewing police and fire officials, injured periple and eyewitnesses. The milli,’ documentary was rompleted by 10
a.m, the following day.
The entry marked the first
time 5.15 radio staff members
have entered the national competition.

Open Tues, Hire Thurs.
11:30 a.m.-12 p.m.
Fri. 1, Sof. AFTER HOURS
Sunday Hoofttite
MEMBERSHIP AVAILABLE

109 E. San Fernando
PS Meney

Gono

at the

"THE LINE GOES"This is what Bob Jimenez (I.), Universiht
Santa Clara student, and stage manager for "Gypsy" is tellin
Rod Morrell, SJS sophomore art major. But who cares when Gx
Hirschman, SJS freshman art major, pauses nearby, rehearsin
her part in "Gypsy." This San Jose Light Opera Association
production will run tonight and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in Non
gomery Theater, Civic Auditorium. It will also show next Rids
and Saturday evenings.

Weekend Doings
RENT A

TONHaur
"Rip Van Winkle." Colli..4e Theater, 8:1:i p.m.
Homecoming Bo nf ire Rally,
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds. 730 p.m.
"Gypsy." Montgomery Theater’,
8:30 p.m.
San Jose Symphony, Civic Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
"Under the Yum Yum Tree,"
King Dodo Playhouse, 8:30
p.m.
November Art Show, Villa Montalvo, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
"Rip Van Winkle." College Themiter. 2 and 8:15 p.m.
Homecoming Game, S pa r t a n
Stadium.
"Marriage - Go- Round." K in g
Dodo Playhouse, 8:30 pm.
"Gypsy," Montgomery Theater,
8:30 p.m.
November Art Show, Villa Montalvri, 130-4 :30 p.m
SI
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WE LIKE GYPSIES

Cohen Slates
Film on Cuba
Tomorrow

Friday, November 8. 1;

Give Your
Homecoming Queen

BONFIRE RALLY

flowers from

Friday Nov. 8th
7:00 P.M.

188,

At the Fairgrounds parking lot

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
2nd end San Fernando
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Hootenanny Craze Hits Colleges
By STAN NAsCIMENTD
Guitar, air becoming just
about as common as textbooks
on campuses throughout the
flat ion.
The reason the hootenanny
craze is here. Now the college
student
can expre.is himself
through an entertainment means
folk music. Through it, he can
identify himself with his country.
Wlis has folk music and its
re, allin ; tiontenannies become so
lag" Chad ol the Chad Mitchell
Trio thinks, "Kids swept up in
rock ’n roll during high school
were ready for something diflerent when the ’60s came. So
they turned to lolk music in of jazz liecatise the latter
just too complex."
Folk singing has become a big
business. Coffee houses, featuring folk singers, are multiply tog

million at retail, have been purchased, along with 5.6 million
single records.
Ilowever. the more well-known
folk artist, are passing out of
folk music and into popular music. They rarely do campus ioriyetis any Imre but rely on night
clubs for prest ig e and cornmerriak for cash.
Besides earning mimes hs the
fistful,. some folk rIlar-1,
are flipliallafti. Steve Addy, ;del
Hill Crafut, a folk duo, have accepted an invitation from Adlai
Stevenson to perform before a
large group of United Nations
dignitaries. Creating such a la
they have been swamped with
requests to perform in many
other countries.
This commercial aspect of the
craze is refuted by some who
claim the hootenanny is a eul-

FORMER SJS STUDENTS(l. to r.) Dick Bailey, Tom Adams,
Ray Blouin. and Sean Bonniwell, known as the Wayfarers, are
succeeding because of the folk music boom. They will be the
main attraction of the Homecoming festivities.

HAWAII 1964
UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
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Residence at Wilcox Hall on campus
or in apartment -hotel at Waikiki

HOWARD TOURS

Nov. 13, 14 & 15
1:30 - 4:30 P.M.

Representative on S.J.S. campus

MISS KATHRYN CASSIN
Housemother at Delta Upsilor.
155

South 11th

Tel, CV 3-2049

ONLY $25 DEPOSIT
COMPLETELY REFUNDABLE AT ANYTIME

Mos

ROOM 147, ENGINEERING BUILDING
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THE SHIRT
THAT GREW...

JR "RENT
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By invitation of San Jose State College Kappa Sigma

CHINES
’ICE EQUIPIStirrit

uth

current folk music craze.

will form a local chapter immediately preceding the first

Second

formal rush.

any looks
bie Brooks

Kappa Sigma, one of the nations largest and strongest

Y .

social fraternities, currently has 135 chapters in leading
colleges and universities throughout the United States
and Canada.
Kappa Sigma was founded at the University of Virginia
in

1869 and currently has 80,000

alumni.

Kappa Sigma has the nations largest fraternal endowment fund which is set up to provide chapters with houses,
to provide scholarships to outstanding Kappa Sigma
scholars and leaders and to provide student loans to undergraduate Kappa Sigmas.
All Kappa Sigma transfers and Kappa Sigma Faculty
members are invited to participate in the chapters
founding.

4161
1 4.99

10.99

fPePta:6

All interested San Jose State College
students are cordially invited to
the first rush.

like rabbits in San Jose, and the
hootenanny has gained Prime
time on television.
There are hootenannie, almost everNwhere. They’re men
moving into Carnegie Hall. I.a,t
week SJS bad hall rooters had
it hoot in Oregon. The Civic Auditorium had one last week, and
now 5.15 is having one tomorrow
kir I hinleconling.
The n ilk music field is really
being saturated. Such a flood of
songs can only lead in the
drowning out of the craze. And
it ,eems to be nearing its saturation point right now, according
to the recent hoot at the Civic.
Here, a small band It people
gathered in the center of the
echoing auditorium to listen to
and ,ing along with the folk
singid,. By the end ol intermission, t
auchener had henomn
111P1/111VIN WV!,
and it
;:o.11111.;
111..1r 51o1,111f01’...
Thr01:1111, h. sing ;di
IlaVe Icenti !wean., illany of tie.
songs were unknown to the fib
jorit, and the singer,
plain
laeked enthusiasm Not only in
San Jose. but almost evers vinery. this hootenanny has received the same puny reaction
I.ike every craze. the entertainers are really cashing in on
it. Chubby Checker has been
raking in the money, but now it’s
the turn of groups like the
Kingston Trio; Peter, Paul, and
Mar,. ; The Chad Miteliell Trio,
The Limeliters; and man. maro.
more.
Tops in taking advantage ot
this folk music craze is Thc
Kingston Trio. averaging 514-5121100 lie:. concert. TI111,1. V4’114.1<, if
.trellanUf Grove Ill Lie An
.ieles netted them $1-. do, In
194;2 their recordings
$300,000. About 8.7 million copies
ssiirth ..$41/
1 the Tr in-,

No KSJS Monday

14 l

9.00

Pm

TIiq 100’.. Cotton ,ease i
elongated shi.1 1 ust what vo.
been looking to, YOu can ...ear .1 ior
lounging. for a date for a quick
shopping trip and as a dress. The
Dorn Snit, COteeS ,e assorted 1010’

to root seekers who find basie
valdes ;;f American life in folk
songs.
Whatever type of lad. Ameiica’s folk music does have stopping power because of it, s
riety of subjects. Topics deal
with everything from nuclear
fallout ("What Have They Done
to the Itain?"I to direct digit
dialing I-560 Million, 941I000
More, 137, Extensirin 24-1.

pr.nts
4

O’

y

Ar

1"

VIII the hootenanny still be
with us by the end of this year?
If the promotion managers continue their presently sueressive
campaign in overwhelming the
public, the fad might be able
to last until June.
Meanwhile, the guitai
Tatum explosion commie
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SJS FOLKSINGERSherry Snow, junior philosophypsychology
major, is one of the many students on campus performing in the
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Delta Sigma Phis Begin First Year in $250,000 Fraternity
Dedication Sunday of New Structure
By KU SIMMS
The first fire will he lit Sun lay in the fireplace of the newlv.
...instructed Delta Sigma Phi
Fraternity. This will be a part
.tf the dedication ceremony’
which will transpire.
feralding the event will be
dtdler Harris. immediate pied
ore,i,lent of the national fraternity and Francis Wacker.
executive secretary of the fraternity. They will formally dedicate the house at a 1 p.m. ceremony for fraternity members
and alumnus. Ftillowing the
hour-long event, the fraternity
will be opened to the public for
the remainder of the aftermion.
OVP:It 512511,000 IN
UONSTRIT’ITION COSTS
The IICIW St root tue. IAbich exceeded $250.000 in construction
costs, has said to 111 the imly
split level fraternit
on
the West Coast. Said traounity
president Don Canto!. -Wt feel

COME TO OUR

1st Anniversary Celebration
November Ilth - 16th
BIG PARTY & GRAND DRAWING
November 16th, 5-8 P.M.

1/1.71,1,11

.1

we’ve

SPVII

let !
the new
The
bast.,
building I,.
,i1f411, It
1110111 1111.1
parking lot, II WI’ I, 411 :Intl entry hall, ditiogt room. hedrooms
and livinv quarter,
the layThe spaciorisness
out i a%ve,f ume in it, high ceiling ronstruetinn, The decor is
extietnely modern %% Oh the inside iiiehiteettite relating a modern I;of liii I,iiiisphere
CIRCUIAlt STAIRWAY
t hp morp out.
Probaht 1111,
standing feature, in the fraternity is the suspereltsl. circular
stairca,ce that lead/ off to different points of the building.
Upon ;ntering the building,
the S t-it or will immediately see
the trophy case, which contains
Delta Sig trophies and awards.
After lea% ing the entryway. a
quick right torn will take persons lip the stairs to another
level the dining section which
will accommodate 150. This large
area may be cleared for danring
or mien irigs.
Hight off the (Intim, area,
framed hy large sliding glass
windiis.. I, the eranda that
1/VPI.,Ii.
the bacecyard patio
section. It can he used for danclin; or ripened up on balmy

MUSIC - REFRESHMENTS - FREE PRIZES

evenings lor eating. Off to the
side of the dining area Is the
kitchen, centered around a grill.
Over farther irorn the kitchen
are the officers’ sleeping quarters, where the president. vicepresident, secretatay, and treasurer sleep. The entryway to
their rooms is the office, where
fraternity records are maintained.
HOUSEMOTHEWS
QUARTERS
Immediately at the top of the
dining room stairs is the housemother’s entry room and sleeping area. There, the first Delta
Sigma Phi housemother, Mrs.
Margaret Brown, handles fraternity domestic business for
"her boys."
Descending the stairs into the
living room area, which is the
nucleus of most fraternity gatherings, one will notice the ceiling -high fireplace.
SOUNDPROOFED LUBRARY
Off to the side of the front

room is the library, where the
hrothers may quietly gather to
study. The room is heated and
soundproof. The only stipulation
"No pledges in the library," This
is said to be a fraternity tradition. One door over the ladies’
powder room, delicately finished

in pastel colors.
The spiral staircase, which

separates the dining area
and
the main front rieim.

lead to the
hying quarter:. %%hitt,
other
than the offieers.
Ih0 42
Delta Sig member i o
,

ICOOM
Below
.4 gip
fraternity air’ ttt,, di, I
arras,
the recreated] ro ’et .It.’1"4ratte.
In.,,,e41141illg a ry’l
iine can walk iii ;i,.
we,
which ueeomm..1;ii,
cars
Furthet down the
Is
the recreation rioiro. ti h,re the
men can play pod.
or have coeds over
The fraternity laundry aryl shirt.
age rooms are off to the side
of this seet
The nev% structure i, built fin
the old Delta sigma Phi fritter.
nity hodse site. The onIN i.ern.
Haut of the old him,.
II,
be4.4ue pit in the
1.rtekat it
PLANNIN4.
FOR SLAt.N 1,1: Sits
been tor i,..1, toward
this new house for se%
3.ears.
but we hadn’t really planned to
build for it year or -t." aid
Carroll. "However," he e...filinu
tied, "the big step eati.i. when
our old house hurried
vt last
The brother, rd.. et
their thl,d flu lb ..
.!11’ in
their first nev:
t.ce the
fraternity’s rharterii.v

Trojan s.s. 80

T.V.
POLAROIDLAND CAMERA PORTABLE
TRANSISTOR RADIOSFREE DINNERS
& MANY MORE

C

MEIECEMARI

%-11.310 AliZERfAsS, AVENUE
C
ELEFIIND SE4S ,-- :SAN JOSE
7 FAMILY

*

RESTAURANTS UNDER ONE ROOF

4

Suzuki, made by the world’s largest
manufacturer of 2 -cycle engines.
Call
Your Campus Representative
Dan Ardell at 293-2370

IN THE MEANTIME Playing
bridge before dinner, the
-brothers- congregate with the Delta Sigs’ first housemother,
Mrs. Margaret Brown. This section is a part of the main living
area.
To the right, Gene Gastelum, left, and Jerry Be!!, immediate
past president, look into the trophy case which lines the entry
way into the front room.

RED MARION ENTERPRISES
Phone 377-8854

1711 Bascom. near Hamilton

r
osners
.,;11H1.!’iff
tI
;,?1;’

WELCOME ALUMS

f:
:;ft:

I f.t.e

Reversible Parkas

Monday
-BROTHERS- GATHER Prior to
night meetings the men gather in the front
room. This room, decorated in a modern motif,
is accented by the spaciousness of the archi-

tecture. Off to the side of this area is a huge
fireplace, which is the nucleus for most informal
gatherings.
:::.

,..1

"Stolen From The Boys"
From $17
They are going everywhere! Quilted Parkas in solid nylon reversing to stripes
or prints. Many with hidden hoods. Small,
medium, large.

SPAR TAN
F
NJ TA L
SEIRN/ICE

It’s not too

early!

414 E. WILLIAM
Valley Fair

;3

Check the adantages of our 16 ,esident
PARKING FACILITIES
2-3 BEDROOMS
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
COMPLETE KITCHENS
OF CAMPUS
Reasonable rates begin at $190

Stop in today
Downtown: 161 South First

;;

CY 7-8877

$72.50

veil $42 so

You are invited to drop in and
browse in our new campus shop.

r/r

Plan now for
next semester’s housing!

SHARKSKIN
Hard Finish
SUITS
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Russians May Attempt Policy
Change on Berlin Check Points
East Ger- Western Allied convoys traveling
BERLIN IUPD- The
indicated yester- on the Berlin highway.
Communists
man
The official East German Comagain may atIday the Russians
controls on munlst party newspaper Neues
tempt to impose new
___________________________________________

NEW AND REBUILT PARTS
FOR ALL IMPORTED CARS

BAP JOBBERS

the

,

Bosch, Lucas, Ducellier
Electrical Systems
SU, Zenith, and SEV Carburetion

F. A P

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

Open Monday Thru Saturday

re is built
iii Phi fritter.
he only rent.
itie IS hi.
of the

2934/29

1695 W. San Carlos
the Spartan Dedy
Whn you call in pls mention
Wit ere checking the thectiynats of our ad

WITCO. INC.
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FOLK MUSIC
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irking toward
r seken year,
Ily planned te
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he c.altinu
p calm. v.hen
fled

Friday & .tiaturday fates
FEATURING ...

ii.Wii

The lkie
chadwoee 7Pio

zi

Come sing along with this exciting new group of
folksingers. And don’t forget our delicious

PIZZA
rfileff

Bring If Back!

VB-1’

Rocky Will Run
For Presidency
New
NA.SHIJA, N.H. tUPIt
I; wk Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
; formally announced yesterday his
;candidacy for the Republican nom! ’nation for president.
After making the long-antici.ini announcement at Albany.
.V
Rockefeller flew in a rain iii to New flampshire to do
..! ne spade work for the state’s
itt -I-in-the-nation presidential mi. mary in March.
He said he will turn to Nevi
Hampshire "when he can."

I ieutschland, and an attack on
American "arrogance and stubbornness," said "the autobahn of
the East German Democratic Republic is no paradise for provocas and troublemakers."
It made the statement in an attempt to justify the 41 -hour
blockade of a Berlin -bound U.S.
Army convoy at a Soviet checkpoint because the American sol.diers refused to leave their trucks
; to be counted.
A small U.S. convoy of 22 men
; in 10 vehicles was sent into Berlin
’from West Germany without incident.
PANNED (PICKILY
The Russians quickly passed it
through checkpoints at each end
Of the 110-mile highway to Berlin. No trouble had been expected
because the Russians never have
asked such small convoys to dismount to be counted, and they did
not today.
It was considered likely the
East tterman statement reflected
the Russian viewpoint.
If so, new highway incident may be unavoidable because
American officials have said the
Army will not submit to new controls and that convoys with less
than 31 passengers will not dismount.
Informed Western sources said
new Western Allied convoys will
he sent along the same highway
soon to test Soviet intentions.
Neues Deutschland said to
Soviet army "nipped in the biiir
the "American provocation" oi
Marienborn Monday. The Amen can convoy was stopped at 9 Iii
’ a.m., Monday, and released earl,
Wednesday.
Neues Deutschland accused the,
U.S. Army of carrying out a
"planned provocation." It took the
same stand as Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev.

The silver and blue decorilt,-1
ball which was reported missini.; ;
, from the Coronation Ball still has ’
not been returned.
Bruce McDonald, chairman of
Tropicana Shopping Center
the Social Activities Committee.
Phone 258-8474
King and Story Roads
would like the ball returned to the
\eh ir’\10(47’i Sigma Chi house and "no quet11"11i.i11,11S0nr.
11,
he nisked."
hills

SPARTAN DAILV-7A
N.ReMber 8, 1963
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MADAME’S CHILDREN IN ROMEThe three
younger children of Mme. Ngo Dinh Nhu are
met on arrival in Rome by their uncle, Arch-

bishop Ngo Dinh Thuc (left). The children (from
left to right) are Ngo Dinh Le Quyen, 4; Ngo
Dinh Quyhn, 10, and Ngo Dinh Trac, 15.

Spaztanaily

Your Homecoming Flowers

PSA WEEKLY FLYING
FOOTBALL CONTEST

,
’’

GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF NOV. 9-1 I
Ii

(NOTE: Circle the expected winner and indicate
the probable score).
SJS

vs.

Arizona

Arkansas

vs.

Rice

848 DORMS
This is the fourth year of operation for the SJS’ six dormitories
The red -brick structures opened
in 1960. Some 200 students live in
eaeri dorm

tt
VU4soi
I

r

,

et,;;

s

4,:"Nalgi

ti4174..,4341)

Stanford

vs.

USC

Wisconsin

vs.

Northwestern

Mich. State

vs.

Purdue

Nebraska

vs.

Kansas

..1,11111
Come in and order your blue and gold ’mum cor-

Entry Per Person

sage for pre and post game activities. These beautiful flowers, complimented by your school colors,

All entries must be in the boxes in the Spa’ on
Bookstore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon

will look good with any outfit.
With this ad you get 10c;
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BANJO BANDS
* ************* *****************

SUNDAY
THE WORLD’S WORS1’

DIXIELAND BANI)
PIZZA, WARM DRINKS

...16-’19/111L
-AWFUL
AA 7-8390
12160 SO. FIRST ST.
I Milo South of County Faiiiiraiindi
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, lye Fashions
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MADEMOISELLE. SAN JOSE NOT AFFILIATED
WITH ANY OTHER STORE

QUITTING BUSINESS
SELLING OUT TO THE BARE WALLS
No Exchanges

for the tastiest treat in town!
TRY THE

SMART NEW WOMEN’S APPAREL AND ACCES
SACRIFICED FOR A COMPLETE SELL-OUT
Famous MakesAdvertised Brands

149 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

All Sales Final

before or
after the
game

’1111111.r Ni’ittIS( .1 )W I 1 ’I
kita Khrushchev said that if Po,
American Army had tried to fon e
latest Berlin convoy through .,
Son it blockade it would have 11,iit
Ii, roll "tom. our dead bodies" and
isissibly have triggemd war.
The Soviet leader, in an inter
said the Russians agreed to
lift a nearly two-day-old blockade
of 44 American soldiers only after
they obeyed Soviet control procedures.

Closing Our Doors After 20 Years

iltadenteicielle

No Refunds

980 So. 2nd
Open 9 to 9

Blockade Crashing
May Mean War -- Nikita

1I,WAYS

riVrtrh

to ell members of the SJS faculty and student body. with th
inception of members of the Spartan Daly editorial and advertising staffs Winne,
will receive a free, round-trip ticket on Pacific Southwest Airlines between San Fran
good until June. Winner will be notified by the Wednesday
Angeles.
clue and Los
following each contest.

The
ASIIINGTON (UP!)
I ioted States now has no fool-’
iir,iof anti -missile missile defense /
-v stem. But, the Army has spent I
more than $1.2 billion on development of the Nike -Zeus anti -missile
missile that it claims will be able
to do the job.
The Army successfully intercepted Over the South Pacific the I
nose cone of an Air Force intercontinental ballistic missile.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTh

14 )1 SY

Jloweri,
Call 286-1464

PHONE
It open

Army Intercepts
ICBM Warhead

WELCOME BACK ALUMNS

7-1

ADDRESS

ALL

/AMERICAN’

._1

Before or after the ball game ... or for a
1,isty snack anytime ...bring your date to
NIcDonald’s. Enjoy the goodness of

-4;440ml/

PURE BEEF HAMBURGER
GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES

100%

N1cDonald’s Hamburgers made of 100’e
pure beef, government inspected and ground
fresh daily. They’re served hot off the grill
on toasted bun. Here at NIcDonald’s you
get fast, cheerful, courteous service ...
plenty of parking ... no car hops ... no
tipping ... the tastiest food in town at
prices that please.

OLD-FASHIONED SHAKE

First National or Bankamericards
look for the golden arches

BLOUSES

SKIRTS

SWEATERS

SPORTSWEAR

LINGERIE 0 BRAS
SUITS

Entire Stock at Drastic
Reductions

DRESSES

ANAL DEFECTIVE

GIRDLES
COATS

ETC

UP
TO

1/..
IL

OFF!
and MORE

MODonald’s

THIRD AND SAN CARLOS

RA-MBARTAN

From,’ "Jcvembm

Dt11.V

R
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Yell leader workshops mill heAn elvetruine
gin Thursday from 7 to 10 pm j talking robot HI a lunar scene high’
the Men’s Gym. There will be six light the displays at the Industrial
,,
weirkshops to be held every Tics- ,ai"’I,s;pitt:"is
Imte.OP" I louse t" .
11,1y and Tiell’S.1:1), from Nov
11 be
i
,,IIIuI S
(
law 5.
..,111041’% e411’, i ill; n
/N1,11111111
Men mum meet ltlene Ast3 Ne. Needs litre l Tlii1P,
at the paocake breakfast
f,a yell Wader, a 2.25 ties."
8::10 teaneeDow tioeriany. in the
eoer-all C.PA and a 2.00 for
Auto Court.
1961 spring semester.
I ther student dispbeys include
Tryouts for next year’s yell a collection eel’ Melee-dna] iiadgets
leaders will lx’ held on Dee ft ’ rim le s placing the hand (en the
l’he new yell leaders will lead the exhibit’s cover glass; an elect Nettie
. t Latent body at the opening bas- weather station, an amateur radio
ketball game against Portland station, and a light beam moduItnivyrsity in Iasi 7.
lator that changes sourest waves
into light waves.
[bidding tours will he eonducted
CARNEGIE LIBRARY
’teddy le0111 10 :LW. lit 4 p.m., and
The closest thing SJS has ever le/Men:row front 9 :1311 le ne on.
had to a College Union was the ,
( NION ELEV8ION
old Carnegie Library at the col.The College Union election
iii Sati Fern:IMO :11111
Streets. The college purchased the nellellIlled 14/1’ lit, II arid 12. A
library from the city in 1937. The two-thirds majority ,
building was demolished in Jan- necessary to pass the measme
uary, 1960 to make room for the :1,1111’f ItV.111 3,0011 ,t shuts are ex
loaded to %ote
IleW six-slot’)’ library addition.

2/
0

ttedieL.ven31
-5Torof
4-

4--

Fi,q.57-

._51-Reet-
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Beauty Hallmark

Past Queens of SJS
ADRIENNE KENNEDY

Its

For all Your Holiday Occasions . . . fabulous
after-five fashions in the AFTER FIVE SHOP
now at M. SLUM’S.
Exciting velveteen separates, glamorous cocktail and dinner dresses ... all at prices designed
to treat a college budget nicely.

AsTar rAssc
I (IST VT

4--

A--

I I

THE SJS HOMECOMING PARADE tomorrow at 4 p.m. will
travel north along South First Street from San Salvador Street
to Santa Clara Street. It will then turn right and move one block
east on Santa Clara Street and one block south on Second Street.
Parking area for the floats is on Seventh Street.

ION is F4AnC

Ill) NT %I\

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send if with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

With her coronation last Saturelaj evening, Queen Nanej Niele’t’holzer joins a myal line of 15
San Jr se State coeds. Homecoming queens since 1948.
Each year Homecoming pageantry has been graced by the reign
of that special girl "
monopoly was
A short-lived
aotieed ire the first
Iii,’ queen contests %%hen. in 1948
and 1949, two 19-jear-old sophomores from Oakland, both graduates of Fremont High School.
reigned successively.

2
3
4
5

One time
501 a line

Three times
250 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

lines
lines
lines
lines

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

ROYAL FAMILY ADDITION

sponsorship of Alpha Phi Onievii
service fraternity. The 19-year -o1,1
blue-eyed blonde was the I
Homecoming queen not
with a social sorority Ott campus
Green eyes and brown ha i
characterized the 1959 Homecoming queen, Alpha Tau Omega’s
entrant Marcia Day. Junieer art
major from Mt. Shasta, M;11,i,1
1,1,,
was’ a member

2

I

FOR

SLACK

rcw

5398
D-2 OMEGA ENLARGER

I..",

250

an

SALE

8’

CRUISE MEDITERRANEAN

%

4

51. .Al

BIKE FOR SALE. One speed. New. $25
144-7925,
PERSONALIZED CHRISTMAS CARDS
2’;, !:113 TANDEM TRAILER. ’
If CA.
VW PARTS

FEET?

SORE

GUITAR; L

MARTIN

ANNOUNCEMENTS It

,

APARTMENT FOR RENT
;
2 r ,
GIRLS . .

1.00

.75

.50

STATE MEAT MARKET

C,rner 4th and Santa Clara

CY

11126

Complete Line of First Qualify Meats
Wholesale and Re tail
- HOMECOMING WEEK’S SPECIALS -

SIRLOIN STEAK
T-BONE STEAK
FRESH SPARERIBS
COLUMBUS BACON
SLICED BACON Top

89c
85c
49c
37c
49,

lb pug,

Qualify

of

-

lb.
lb.

lb.

Free Perking -

WHOLESAI F TO FRATS SORORITIES AND BOARD1N
...........

.....

,,,,,,

...............

,,,,,

,,,,, 1,.,1,",

,

Thptcbto-fiE
STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, San Jot.
Since 1925

\l -N l -N1- N1- \li1I1,II.

AUTOMOTIVE
58

In

SIMCA ARONDE

HOUSE

UNFURNISHED DUPLEX
PLUS
LOST AND FOUND Oil

)1
GREEN

4

FRIDAY NEEDED

GIRL

BOARDING

GIRLS

LOST ,,

HELP WANTED 141
56 N. 9th

;

APPROVED HOUSING

4’l

Add this
amount for
each addtl line

nrnymnTrentrrrmarr.mmlus

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

Five times
204 a line

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Queen in 1952, Patsy Liefrinek
was sponsored liv the International
Student Organization. Patsy was a
21 -year-old senior music and eduI.ation major from Santa Rosa.

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! -By official decree SJS student: wi
observe Veterans Day, Nov. I I, by a one -day shutdown of acd
demic proceedings, including library facilities. Displaying tie
good news are: Vets’ Club President Bob Leighton, right, an,
member Mike Oliver, while Melissa Miyovich, senior sociolog
major, happily watches.
rrnrerrnrnrcm

Kappa Keippa Gamma was the
suceessful speensor of Trish Meyers, Homecoming Queen of 1953.
Delta Sigma Phi,
hy
tiptIte4t1rell
Joan Dalton was the 1954 addition
01.1111.1( 111.11 1 1
Cur the 11 **al family.
(..
Blembaj,
so
Barbara Dale, the first and
thirteenth member of the 1,
far the only native San Josean to line when Maryleela Ran, 20-ye.rewear the crown, reigned in 1955. old journalism senior, was sponSponsored by Phi Sigma Kappa. sewed ley her sorority, Alpha Phi
and a member of Kappa Alpha in the queen contest of 1960. In
JO! RN.11.ISM MAJOR
First Homecoming Queen Gay- Theta, the 18-year-old sophomore 1956 maryieela, as the II..
nelle Miller fits this description. had blonde hair and navy-blue woman entrant on the India
Queen in 1948, Gaynelle was a eyes.
Olympic team, was chosen thy
ART MAJOR
-,..feeed. 5-inch, brown-eyed brumost beautiful participant in the,
::e journalism major. sponsored
San Jose State’s own Spartan Olympic Games, Melbourne, Aus.. Sigma Kappa.
’Roses were carried by 1956 Home- trajja.
Miss San Jose of 1961 was also
1 In 1949, Debris Peterson, a coming Queen Anna Beal. The secbolnde accounting major, tri- rend queen to he sponsored by Phi that year’s Ilomeniming queen
!timpherl in the final judging event, Sigma Kappa and affiliated with pat Travis, a member of Chi.
a talent competition. to become the Kappa Alpha Theta, Anna was a Omega, was sponsored by Delta
second Ifoinecoining queen. Deka:is ’20-year-old sophomore art major Sigma Phi. From Torranre. Pai
was a member of Alpha Omicron trom Davis.
was a junior eduyation major
Dorothy Fairburn, 21 -year-old
Pi.
REcENT %%INNER
as
senior from Jackson, reigned
Phi Signir K;r;rlr inn M./tilde!
DE:I.TA 6.5MIMA ENTRY
her queen in 1957. The 5-foot, 6-inch. Hall sponsored last j1,1I
’,any Burke
sir’ esered
sponsored
OrOtily,
Delta Gamma; was the blue-eyed brunette was Alpha Elaine Halvorsen. Elaine. nowtr
try her sorority. Kappa
/2-year-old senior education major
queen in 1950. Sigma Kappa had
. is a 5-foot. 6-inch brunette from
;mother brown-eyed brunette win- Theta.
Los Angeles.
MARYLAND TRANSFER
ner when they sponsored metre
verj
San Jose State queens
New transfer student from the
hers, Barbara Kelley. in 1951.
Queen Barbara was a 20-year-old University of Maryland, Judy Al- special coeds for that very speelel
Homecoming.
len became queen in 1958 under the time of year
education major from Ifayvvard.

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lints
One time

NO SCHOOL MONDAY

Yell Session I. A. Exhibit
Scheduled Opens Today

?AB

’

STAMPS

LOST
2%

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4.20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.
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5112
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LORD JEFF

TV RENTALS
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TYPING.
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Is place an ad:
Call at Spartan Daily
Ad 00ke, J207, 1.30 3 10
Send in handy order blank
- Enclose cash or disci
No Om ordri
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Wordrnis,

Charqr MI"
lInnkanscrica and First Notional

attan

1961

1960
Wash. St.

29

San Jose

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1963

6

1962

1963

San Jose

32

New Mex.

25

San Jose

??

Ariz. State

26

San Jose

13

Ariz. State

??

SECTION B

’Hey, Buddy! How Come You’re Dragging?’

SJS Vs. Arizona State

Indian Soccer
Test Reslated
For Tuesday

SPARTAN STADIUM

November 9, 1963

8 p.m.

STARTING LINEUPS

tIo.
83
17
ay
51
25
72
87
11
42
25
34

students will
iown of aca
splaying the
n, right, and
ior sociology

ARIZONA STATE

SAN JOSE STATE
Wt.
Player
193
Harry Kellogg
215
Tony Machetes
205
Vince Darone
215
Bob Kroll
203
Larry Hansen
Walt Firstbrook 240
190
Bob Davis
175
Ken Berry
162
Walt Roberts
175
Cass Jackson
187
Herb Engel

Pos.
LE
LT
LG
RG
RT
RE
Q8
LH
RH
FB

Wt.
190
237
210
215
179
222
208
195
174
208
203

Player
Alonzo Hill
Frank Mitacek
Bob Johnson
Chris Stet-zer
Joe Kush
John Seedborg
Henri Harrison
John Jacobs
Ray Young
Charley Taylor
Tony Lorick

No.
BO
70
59
55
69
72
86
20
29
37
26

Tuesday night’s scheduled No, Cal League soccer match between
Stanford University and San Jose
State wits 1ertilison(-4 until next
1,, the heir. y
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SPARTAN LOVE CALLWalt Roberts, senior halfback (right),
calls to Walt Roberts, sophomore halfback (left). Soph Walt is
shown moments after returning a kickoff 92 yards for a touchdown in the 1961 Homecoming game against Arizona State,

s-

89cb.

Series Scores

TITCHENAL
(61-32)
1937
s 1-:
Ast’
1938
S.TS
AS1

14

1952

HOUSTS

Sits
ASt’

A111111.1.141.41Lialla....1

1953
AS1’
S
1955

MEAN RASCALFred Heron, 6-4, 240-pound tackle, is a chief
reason why the Spartan line structure is definitely two-deep.
Heron, a sophomore, plays on Bob Titchenal’s "red" (second) unit,
which practically sees as much playing time as the first team.
That mean look may be for Arizona State.

an Jose State Remembers
ames Like Pete McNeill
foot ball team
its 15th Home,ow night, and
- J. "Pete"
heart could
II Stadium.
SJS as an
’IiiII 1915, died
Aug. 3, at the
ii a fishing trip
Frances ran a
athletes only on I
whirl) has since been
ivn Frances worked on I
.n.1ll!’hI(tS

Joseph

Mrs. Nadine
were both San
irrived at San
lob as post handfed
!., .41)011.
Pelt‘

wont.

Jt11,1

I

Chorgt.

en 1/1,,
-11

ltr1)11/.111

.1M1
lett

11

form

i

"Our affiliation was much closer
than the usual coach -equipment
man relationship. I sincerely miss
his friendship and warmth."
trainWith no previous at
ing, Pete took up golf at the
of 55 and twice won the at hie? iv
department championship. He ’’I
ten shot in the low 705.
Pete became an "unofficial"
coach through countless hours 1,f
chalk talks and watching films.
"There were times when Pete
should have
would tell me
punted on third down.’ You lino.,
he was usually right.- Browitti
said.
Pete’s contribution I State can be sized by the i..
I
of respected citizens he co..,
for so many year!.

1956
Asi’
s.h.;

IT
1957

AS1’
5.15
1958
sAs .
AS1.

21
21)

1959

1960

1961
’12
211
1962
.

44
6

SJS
Arizona State
!Rini vs.
Michigan
USC vs.
Stanford
Rice vs.
Arkansas
Purdue vs.
MSU
Notre Dame vs.
Pitt
Nebraska vs.
Kansas Texas vs.
Baylor
UCLA vs.
Air Force
Cal vs.
Washington
WSU vs.
Oregon
Navy vs.
Maryland
Raiders vs.
Chiefs
49ers vs.
Cowboys
Browns vs.
Steelers

Illini
121-71
USC
124-141
Arkansas
(20-7)
Purdue
(14-7)
Pitt
(14-7)
Nebraska
(21-7)
Texas
(27-7)
Air Force
(20-7)
Washington
(20-14)
Oregon
12114)
Navy
(28-7)
Chiefs
(28-21)
49ers
(28-20)
Browns

(32-24)

BONDS WAS TOP HURDLER
Spartan end Robert Build: was
one of the top five high school
hurdlers in the United States
while a member of the Riverside
Poly High School track team in
1959.
He raptured the California In -

NEWHOUSE
(63-37)
SJS
(2013)
Illini
(21-6)
USC
(28-171
Arkansas
(10-7)
Purdue
(9-7)
Notre Dame
(14-10)
Kansas
(7-0)
Texas
(13.7)
UCLA
(17.7)
Washington
(21-7)
Oregon
(15-13)
Navy
(244)
Raiders
(24-22)
49ers
(21-14)
Stealers

(30-28)

JONES
157-361

Illini
113-61
USC
(2113)
Arkansas
(17.7)
MSU
(33-13)
Pitt
(21-13)
Nebraska
(13-12)
. Texas
(14.0)
Air Force
113-31
Washington
(14-7)
Oregon
(21-13)
Navy
(21-7)
Chiefs
(14-7)
49ers
121.131
Browns

124-141

ANDERSON
(57-36)

Illini
(17-10)
USC
114.131
Arkansas
(21-17)
MSU
121-201
Pitt
121-141
Nebraska
(28-21)
Texas
(14-7)
Air Force
(28-14)
Washington
(28-7)
Oregon
(21-14)
Navy
(28.21)
Chiefs
(28-21)
Cowboys
(28-17)
Browns

(30-21)

terscholastic Federation 120 high
hurdles championship with a time
of 13 9.
During his senior year. Robert
’also ran the hurdles in the first
Golden State track meet against I
the best high school athletes in
the nation sit Lus Angeles State

Judo Coach Leaves
Hospital Bed Today

Spartan judo, coaeli Yosh I
father
his
Itetiatise he was has heen in the Ito-pita! sun
’I iv. he grew ittriro leant helped N,.1’thel’ll I.1han. problems
California
fornin whip Sledthern
It when kids
San Francis"
South
in
Saturtlat.
an 111.0
li’osh has lieen tinder ulcairva-1
1,11
ilas
t han a thin for the past list.
hi, ;ill ii
1-i
...ver a was expected to leave the
once sometime today.
it man reMembers tit Yosh’s into team
. all Non. worked with have been handling the instruction
sessions in his classes with the
.11.erennial optimist," assistance of Jim Baker and 1.yle
lit ti/.111, who hunted Smith.
,11% With Pete.
Yosh was reported to he sufferpartiin team ing from a kitties ailment. accoidIk entild be- ing to sonic. 4.1 iii- iii, I’i’ I iii’
ii.00an said.
have %ivied viol! hint

...1.11..1

Daily Sports Grid Parade

1936

49c
37c
49,

rtliC

oli1,11 I

awl

85db.

ied and
ter

which helped the Spartans pull out a 32-26 v.ctory. Senior Wait
is letting ’the youngster" know that there’s more of the same
needed in tomorrow night’s Homecoming test against Arizona
State.

REMEMBER WHENGene Menges (left) was
an on -target passer at San Jose State and Bob
Bronzan (right) his coach. Menges holds most
of the passing records at SJS. He is now backfield coach under Bob Titrhenal, while Bronnin

has been San Jose State director of athletics
since leaving the coaching ranks in 1956. Picture WAS taken during the 1949 season, when
Menges threw 16 touchdown passes for a school
record that still stands.
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158 421
5.15
(20-18;

MURPHY
(57-43)
SJS
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(24-17)
Stanford
121-14)
Rico
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USC
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Slanford’s Indians %kith a
reeord are leading the league
State is second
while san
at 4-2.
Al Kerlrls and Eui,k Akpan will
lead the Spartan offensive line
against the Dons. Korhus has
scored 20 goals in 10 season Caine-.
Lunt Fraser and Byron hanayashi will fill telt the sipartan
scoring line at tiii- %sing ptetition. On defile., sari .1ime slate
still hat e Turn linter. ltd.,. 111:11 and Slutteuedan 1.aleth or
jinn,
Dave ilialior at the halfhaels
wets. loul Zumot. olin Linsiores
still man the fullback posit
:Ind 5aldiv Ss an.. still he in the
nets.
Dave
performer
All-around
Kingsle, one-of the most versatile
soccer players in the NoK’al
League. will float back and forth
post. Kingsley
at his inside
has been responsible for setting
up most vf the Spartans’ goals and
.;<,:et on defense.

Who Can This Be?
For Answer, Turn Page

11
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PLAYING IT DEEPand playing the defensive secondary well
are the foursome of 11.4.) Cass Jackson, Dennis Parker, Walt
Roberts and Bob Paterson. This quartet has come up with some
sparkling performances this fall, namely in the Washington State

and Oregon games. Jackson and Roberts are seniors, Pater
a junior and Parker a sophomore. They’ll be doing a lot
roving against Arizona State’s vaunted running and pass

Varsity Vs. Alumni Poloists;
Cal -Hawaiians, Moulder Hall
Coach Faces Pupil Tonight Vie in Intramural Title Contest
Follow Me
to Ted’s Cleaners. Bring your
shirts, pants, socks and any other
garments you need cleaned. Let’s
go now.

’-:-1 I’
_Jed
\

NI)11\

,111.1

1:11:

\

It’ll be coach vs. pupil tonight
at 8:30 when the San Jose State
varsity water polo team meet the
IAlumni at the Spartan pool.
’ Dr. Charles Walker, director of
the physical education student
teaching division, and former SJS
, water polo coach, will direct the
alumni forces against Lee Walton’s crew.
Walton played under Walker in
1954-57, and was named to the
Spartan Hall of Fame.
Walker’s wonders have dominated the traditional classic, winning five of the last six meetings

Moulder Hall and the Cal -Hawaiians clash today for the independent intramural touch football
championship at 3:30 p.m. on the
South Campus.
The game postponed because of

heavy rain will be the deciding
contest fur the independent championship. The winning team will
battle the Fraternity League
champ on Nov. 15 for the college
crown.
Fighting it out for the fratern-

That’s Me

\I. V.

555 E. Santa Clara
shirt’s best friend

attack tomorrow night.

Dr. HARVEY GO(
Dr. ED E. 1’011
Optometrists

87 E. San Antonio
11/2 Blocks from Science E
Phone: 292-0507

Ili

N,111.

Tortas (real Mex.
sandwich)
Combination Plate
(three choices) I

JIM MONSEES
... alumni star

between the two clubs. And this
year. he brings a stronger club
into the pool.
Jim Monsen*, thi
Spartan
leadinizr in 1961, headline
the
PURITAN OIL CO.
.tarting lineup along
.rt 1.,iiiihert a former
6TH & KEYES 4TH & WILLIAM
teammate id Walton’s and a
Ilan of Varner.
10TH & TAYLOR 13TH & JULIAN
Also slated to see action are 1,
Austin Wiswell. Jim Baugh, John
Henry. from the 1962 varsity, and
.91111iiiIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiIii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111- other former Spartans like Lonnie
Christiansen. Jay Flood. Rich Dinner. and Dale Anderson.
The vars.ity will counter with
E- top sextet of scorers in Gitr.
Frank Barnes, Jim Ada:
Sterling Silver and Gold Filled
. I Parker. Charley Douglas.
TIE-TACS . . . 990
:.,k Riddle. Bruce Hobbs oil]
,
probahiy
in the
Read :Ind /111111, are tooth
12-Transistor
turning off their be.t perform Er
agaitn.t stanAM/FM and S.W. RADIO . . . $45.99
hole team is
1,,r,I. and
to., ea on a bright nate after the
Toys for big and little kids
irrnus hos, lii Ili. IlaltiOn’s No.
I us titer polo team.
Saturday. the Spartans come
Xmas cards, gifts, gift wrapping paper and all the
hack for their final NorCal
other goodies for the Holiday season.
League game of the season against
cal at Berkeley. The locals whipped the Bears 27-9 previously.
See Them At
’F he freshmen look for the 13th
in of the season in
7:30 pro nary game tonight against
College. Greg Buckingham. Jack Likins, Fred Haket, and
297-3642
16 E. ’on Fernando
Chuck Pyle, shill Aiiirk the
01011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117 sparta babes.
-.II Min

HOMECOMING SPECIALS

/111:

DAHNKENLERMAN

us

a

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

ACAPULCO TACO
Park Ave. and Market St.

L-

SAME GUYPictured above and on the bottom right corner
of the preceding page is San Jose State football Coach Bob
Titchenal. The page -1B photo is Titch" as an end -center on the
undefeated 1939 Spartans. Twenty-four years doesn’t seem to
have made much of a physical change.
or

SURFERS.....
ANNOUNCING ...

VELZY
SURFBOARD
KITS
150.1T-YOURSELF AND SAVE! Each Very Surfboard kit
contains: Polyureathane blank, sv:oden skeg, glass cloth,
rope, six quarts of resin, ever 2 oz. of catalyst, sand
paper, trask,no tape and detaned instructions. Priced
$54.75 to $66.95.

28

RE -INSTALL TRANSMISSION
REMOVE TRANSMSSION
COMPLETE AND THOROUGH ROAD
REPLACE EXTERNAL SEALS
TEST
AND GASKETS
ALL
PARTS AND LABOR GUARANTEED
ADJUST BANDS AND LINKAGE
Inrludr. All Fsfrtnnl Stnl. All Frfrrnell ("vq..4,-.1.,, All I nbor

OFFER GOOD THRU NOVEMBER

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE
392 RACE ST.
CY 7-7308
SAN JOSE
ACROSS FROM
SEARS

BankAmericards Welcor

Tacos

Lowest Gas Prices In San Jose

B.
A.
IP.

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Contact Lenses
Lenses Replaced
Frames Repaired

Straight from tile pan

PER GAL.
REG. GAS

LEAK
SPECIAL

at your doo

TACOS DE ACAPULCO

PER GAL.
ETHYL GAS

G.,araioeed Ma or Oil Co. Gasolin

OPTOMETRIST

ity title are defending all-college
champion, Phi Sigma Kappa, Alpha Tau Omega, and Sigma Chi.
Phi Sig features a tough defen.se which has held its opponents
scoreless while battling to the top
of the league with ATO. Sigma Chi
trails by a half game and meets
ATO today in a rescheduled game.
Bowling enthusiasts are reminded that all bowling entries must
be turned in today by 1 p.m. in
order to be eligible for the intramural bowling league.
Each entry represents one team
and must contain the names of
four team members. The games
will be rolled at Alma Lanes and
at Downtown Bowl at 3:45 in the
afternoon. A meeting is slated for
Nov. 12 at 330 p.m. in MG201.

SAVE MONEY

3c OFF
2c OFF

There is an

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 8 TO 5:30
wr-vc -
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41,Va2[7-1 I=
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Special Christmas Hawaiian Holiday

ricards Welcome

tVEY (;()1,1)1.
E. P011%

Depart Dec. 20, return Dec. 29, at 6:30 a.m. by United
Jet Airliner. Stay at the Sheraton Moana, right on
Waikiki Beach. Special Christmas Party, Luau and many
extras. Price: $300.00. Sponsored and planned by Miss
Helen Windham, Foothill College Faculty, and Argo
Travel Co., San Francisco.
Call 253-3667 for further information

San Antonio

THE ALPS...made

in Italy by FABIANO

Handmade Imported Boots for the Outdoor Man and Woman
.
or
WOmen.
STYLE ,436
...ge Rock Climbing and

le: 292-0507

leather

ng

Boot
Padded Quarter and

APULCO
H. ,,,

Tongue, Vibram lug soles.
N and
N.

to

$14.95
pht., potdge
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5 to II ,n these Fashion
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team in the nation. In winning the 1962 national
rile,
the cross-country team
’,insight much prestige to San
I,se State.
A second straight t r iii nip h
.. alibi not only lie a shot in the
rrin for San Jose State’s national
i.restige, but a boostei intieulatital
the Spartans’ ever-improving
in s program.
s1.1RTAN ROOTERS
blouses
Whit I’ shirts and
llornevoming button and
looter section I’’mt’ro%’
sell and inspire the
-.lima Arizona State
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Now, see her
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The hard cc art, has paid off.
’1111. Spartans %ton the IMag
BY311.11 Illleitational in Sieplenalier,
turning hack southern California rivals Long Reuel, State,
san Diego State, and ESC.
ii nut’ hack two weeks later
cc up Stanford. and Cal in easy
fashion at the Sari-an-lento Invilational.
Fishback. Murphy, Tricker, (;ii ,’rile and Tulle led a ()effect SCUM
Win over Cal. on (tet. Pr. It was
the sec enth straight sweep for the
Spartans over Brutris Hamilton’s
Bears
A Ifie43 win met. the Golden
Gate Track Club, which featured
many of the top non -collegiate
harrier; on the coast, a(11/C91 111c1
io the fist’,
Last Thursday, the spartans
,T1111ell rival Stanford with a
perfect nrore of I:1. Bert Nelwin
.if Track and Field News termed
the
race, "The greatest team
lifort
in the hintory of crosseountrj. anyn here in the world."
Indian l’exach Payton Jordan

%%hen
entatie

into

reporturs

4,1r

the Golden Gale In% dation.’ I
llowever, an ulcer Ha ierip slowed
Cite’ junior distance stun in the
spring. After laying oft compete
CiVe running this summer. ’Murphy
has bounced nick lit presitiris fonts
A spriliffst rtnkle. saltr.red three
weeks rrat. hated to hamper him.
and Ir. ran los best
Of 1114.
1;111 at Stan, ! it last Thursday.
The team. re a whole, has been
r.volkitit harder !his fall than last
year. For the first time, the Spartans have been concentrating 011
1W0-a-lfay
Work011tS.
running id
7 a.m. and again at 2:30 p.m. The
goal right now is 90 miles per
bid last year before the
nationals Bliller’ /Tem. was op I"
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Iiinstil hoar
’OrTfalli Jr’, ...here he was the
slate eross-country champion in
1961, before sitting f,tit 196’2 with
injories. This year, Rich was third
man on the team heft ire spraining
im ankle.
Throligh hard slimmer work,
Gurule and ’Iii Ito have both sparkled, and now figure heavily in
plans tot’ a second straight
win.
Jeff Fishback has been the big
winner for SJS this fall. The senior steepleehaser was third in the
NCAA steeplechase and six -mile
4111
thin
past
:11141 SI14,111
Sitr1111!
I’

back ii illS
S.1ti has three men
went onS(Plalli us huh
1962
he
ilhentthrorigh In dual meet and
rornament compel it ion. The Spa
(’harilIlit
annexed
rn
omhips aryl ihe West Coast
Inmpionships belt ire the nilnat

ExaminA
criptions Filled
Fact Lenses
es Replaced
les Repalred

the team this suuur, l,iih Dean
’tiller’s harrier. lia%I. nilitic it iii,
tins ii.
ntrength ith the
1 lint’noirierit 01 Tiiiie arid 1.111’111v

and her

44’s

Plus: Exotic Dancers
and other entertainment

Amateur
Shows
Fri. & Sat.

wbere

REPEAT PERFORMANCE?Hoping to regain
their championship, members of the winning
1962 SJS Cross -Country Team took time out
from practice recently to pose for the Spartan
Daily shutter. NCAA Champions and undefeat-

ed in dual competition, are, from left to right,
kneeling, Dan Murphy, Ron Davis, Coach Dean
Miller, Jeff Fishback and Horace Whitehead.
Standing are Jose Azevedo and Ben Tucker.

Sawyer Qualifications
Total MoreThan One
By TOM O’NEIL
Bus driver, deputy sheriff, student, Nat ional Collegiate Judo
Association overall champion, husband and father are all positions
Chat San .Jose State senior Dave
Sawyer cum qualify for.
Dave drives a school bus for the
Campbell Union School District
during the school year and works
as a deputy sheriff for Santa Clara
County In the summer to support
I his wife, two small children and
college education.
An indontrial management Career is cc teat

Ihive’n goal

in after

graduation from San lose State
this 00000 niter. Ile is uorking teecc
his B.A. degree In Busir 44.110111,
ness Mill after n
he will receive his diploma.
10 San J4 ,SP
In 1959, Dose
Slate from Kent Meridian High
Sento] in Washington. to play
toothall. During his freshman year
:it SJS, Dave played halfback and
fullback on the Spartan frosh
team but his grades weren’t tip
to par to play the follostant year
withdrew from
7Init Dase
During the summer, Doe \sere
back to Washington where hi.
married his high school sstis.,_
heart, Prim, a nursing struleto
In the hill, Dave ltrid his %%ire
NIiirried to Sum .1110... cc tare’ they
and he
make their h
neat
worked for the entire vear and
took a feu 1111115 al night who’d
at .JS.
Dave returned as a runtime
student in 1961 and took up judo
a.long with his studies. Judo was
noi a new subject with Dave. He
was a member of the Meridian
High School team which didn’t
io.e a match in three years
1.1.4. Parr. a longtime friend and

3 Speed Bicycles

tormer p.p.! at Meridian I:
with Dave, was also on th- tan judo team. Together tire
young men worked as a 1,
through the last twrt years
the judo team.
I"Inatls at the national finals
at ( ornell I esic ernitv last sear,
troth I)ai%.. and Lee capt tared
their welght ills isions to reign
as national 1.11:1111111.4. Howes er.
ilak 0. went
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. !own.
Dave comments that thrr.
esents will always be rerneml
by himself in the years to
While on his high school
-.Tool etas never defeated
that he won the national chain
pionship and as it soph,,,,, :.
deleatryl sesen opponeti
1.1..!!,01,,nal tournament
:
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Longer weekend hours
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ilool-degree black bell.
.21 Retain his national ci
1.,,,nship at Illinois State i
ersity in April.
Graduate from San .1..n.
State with a B.A. degree in I,
ness.
Dave’s success at San Jose State
can be credir,..1 to his desire to be
successful I.,. i, the same time
File about his aehe is very I
romplishineor- r ’to:Leh Yttsh Uchida
r- ,
l’esP41,11’1.’

Whether it’s a meal or
a snack . . . try

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
FOUNTAIN RESTAURANT
7/11 & Santa C d’r
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1030

SA^ Jose

p.m.Closed

on

Mon

GOOD LUCK SPARTANS!
FOR PRE -GAME OR AFTER GAME MEALS
DROP BY ARCHIE S FOR A CHUNK OF
TASTY, LUSCIOUS SAVORY, TENDER, U.S.
STEAK COOKED THE WAY YOU LIKE IT

$1.49
$1.15

FOR ONLY

$39.95

(DINNER STEAKS)
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FREE PARKING
ONLY TWO BLOCKS
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Assemblymen To Discuss Colleges

Chapel Symbol of Tribute

Santa Clara Cour!

isso Demo-Fa meeting of the American FederAssemblymen. Alfred E. Al- ation of Teachers Local 1362 iii
t Tuesday. Nov. 19 at 2:30 p.m.
quist and William F. Stanton, \sill
:
Alquist represents the 24th As and
discuss -The Legislature
thr:ernhly District and Stanton the
California State
25th in the California Legislature

FOR YOUR HOMECOMING . . .
Enjoy
Beauty Care
at Low, Low

By NICK FEBENTINOs
Nestled in a corner on south
ampus, surrounded liv redwocx1
ices and sehety lassn, a quiet
memorial stand, hi men and women of San June State who fought
and served in the Second World
War.
Memorial Chapel, constructed in
1952 with funds donated by alumni,
students, faculty. and .friends of
the college, remains as one of the
few spots of simple, serene beauty
on the metropolitan campus.
OPEN DADA’

Prices
\II

The ret lw,s af and shale structure now seres as a place of
meditation and reflection, open
each day from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
when classes are in session.
The chapel design reflects a distinctly Spanish architectural in-

011.111’

mule i

lluence with its sloping tile roof,
walls of brick and %visa’, and almost complete glass enolosure.
A number of religious groups on
campus use the Chapel for weekly
meetings, while others use it for
imitations.
200 WEDDINGS
Sonic persons get married there.
As a matter of fact, the Chapel
has seen more than 200 weddings’
in its 11 years. Summer and
Christmas holidays are the most
popular times with the marrying
students and alumni.
Shortly after Lt. Kenneth C.
Bailey. class of ’42, was killed in
action in 1943, his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur E. Bailey of Palo
Alto, both SJS graduates, suggested the Cnapel’s construction.
The Bailey ’-. in a letter to the

Alumni Assn., pissposed the memorial as a tribute to the war efforts of all those from San Jose
State.
By 1949. a site 1)ehind the Men’s
Gym, by a T.,kkcl Hall %sing. had
been chosen, and atter a struggling
fund-raising campaign, the $50,000
goal was reached.
On March 28. 1952, E. S. Thompson, college chapel committee
chairman and SJS business manager, along with Emerson Arends,
Alumni Assn. president, presented
the Chapel to the college.
’GIFT OF VALUE’
Dr. ’I’. W. MacQuarrie, then
president tf the college, and Lud
Spolyar. ASH president. accepted.
Pres. MacQuarrie, in his address.
set the tone for the Chapel’s purpose in the years to come. "1 am

-11111r% 1.111

BL \I Fin

,(Ill\

CPRS Plans Disp
For Civic Progra

Honors SJS War Effort

8, litti.;

1:111.1.1.A;P:

Moseil to New Location

glad to accept a gift which represents the highest values in life
at a time when many influences
are at work to tear down the lives
of young people."
Perhaps the keynote was struck,
hovs-ever, by Chaplain Iloward
Sholten of Mather Air Force Base,
In this benediction. "This chapel
is not a meaningless MCMOrial of
wood and stone, but a vital tribute
to the memory of those who gave
their lives so that others can worship according to the dictates of
their own consciences."
COUNCIL MEMBERS
The current Student Council is
composed of 19 ITIPMbel*S. They
are Vice President Bob Pisano,
John Hendricks, Pete McGrath,
Dan Dahlen, Don McInnis, Jules
Loventhal, Pat Butler. Carol Eckert, Ginny Vessel, Don Carrol.
Jack Perkins, Burke Coveny, Frell
Best, Charlene Hiatt, Bill Clark
Jerry Spotter, Rick Trout, Dee INio
Dwight and Pete Briggs.

The Calitorni
reation Societ
trounced plans
at San Jose’s -,:.
day decimation
for next ’fuesday,
Thursday in Matt11.,:, r,
of San Jose Chit’
The program is
Christmas displie..,
and crafts dernornti
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,
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Recreation office ni
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fLi
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i
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TYPEWRITERS
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MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando

2)15

295.47ils

;71 ...all I

Just Like Having Your Own Private B.B.O.
. . . We Furnish The Cooking And Patio
DELICIOUS
CHAR -BROILED BURGERS
(ALL with lettuce and tomato)

DELICIOUS DINNERS AND
SANDWICHES

Deluxe ... Sesame bun ... 25c

Chicken Basket

Chuekburger . . . Sesame bun,
. . 39c
Kosher Pickle

Shrimp Boat

99r

119.1

Spare Rib Basket

1/4 lb. Steakburger. French Roll
Kosher Pickle . . . 59c
French Fries

I/2 lb. Extra Large, French Rog
Kosher Pickle . . . 89;

I5c

COTTAGE CHEESE

29c

or

Shakes

254

Rib Eve Steak sandwich frencS
roll, Kosher Pickle . . . 890

SPECIAL CHUCK BASKET
LARGE PIZZA
EXTRA LARGE

69c

99c
$1.25

TRIBUTE TO WAR EFFORTMemorial Chapel,
located on south campus, was completed and
presented to the college in 1952. If was built
with private donations and subscriptions as a
tribute to the men and women of San Jose
State who fought and served in World War Two.

"CHANGING SCENE" Folk Music Fri. and Sof. night 9-12
HOOTENANNY TUESOAY NIGHTS

BIG BEN
460 E. William

Telephone Order: 294-8344

HERE FOR THE BEST

SJS is the only California State College to
possess a non-denominational chapel on the
college campus. The chapel is often used for
meetings for religious groups, initiations and
weddings.

ELSEWHERE FOR THE REST’

Hoover, Allen Halls Thesis Meeting to Aid Grad Students
To Offer Cash
In Art Contest

FOREMOST

Iiiiist be completely retyped," saiii
Students incounterolLi ’III I Lill
ties in writing their graduatc Dr Harold Deiley. aFsistant I.
are urged to attend a the- the Graduate Iteari. Fie noted thio
- meeting Wednesday. Net. 1:I most erhms can be avoided if sin dents read the Giaduate Bulletin
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By JAC KIE ZIMMERMAN
Corn mush, rice awl meal sauce
over potatoes for breakfast, lunch
and dinner for two and a half
mont ha.
This diet was not at all unexciting to the Africans in Tanganyika or Nsaland
ya
trot to Get iv
Joyce, 21. a senior s’ cial wo r k and
j,,yehology to, lin
a lid I:obbie
Post, 21. a
eiclectilIly ed13cation trelior, ’he
,c,41-it of
any eorn mush or rice proses to
li, undesirable.
Gerry and Bobbie. the first Isso
coeds and the lir,t represent atisr)s from SJS in the nperation
Cros.srliails Africa Program, spent
lico and a half months working
it Tainzanyka
Nyasaland this
summer ( mc.
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Before their trip all the Cross- in the Game Parks. Al Lake Manyarn and Nogorong,io Crater, tiso
roaders, approximately 300 from
all over the United States, had it she’ saw
lions, elephants, leopard,.
neck orientation at Rutgers Uni- cheetas, impalas and rhinos all out
versity, New Jersey. Each Cross - in the open. "We were completely
Fonder had to do an individual safe in the Game Parks as long a:,
study on Africa, a 15-page term ,is e stayed in the land rovers I Engpaper relating to the area in which lish jeeps). These Game Parks prothey would work, and read 25 tect the animals fairly well him
books about Africa.
i hunters and Mise proved to IX. a
Upon arrival in Africa the big tourist attraction."
The most outstanding highlr:ht
Crossroad group was split up into
25 sections which would then go of Gerry’s whole summer was her
to 17 countries in East. West, and
Central Africa. Although Gerry
and Robbie were separated, Gerry
in Tanganyika, Bobbie in Nyasaland, some 500 miles apart, they
remained in groups of 12 American Crcrisroaders to 12 African
(’rossroaders.
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1592 Meridian Road (At Hamilton)
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"Everything your little car desires" at I I th & Santa Clara
Telephone 295-9920

CY 2-1266
1401 S. First St.

THE LATEST FASHIO N
Gerry Joyce (II and Bobbie
Post (r.), SJS’ two representatives to the Operation Crossroad Africa program, spent two
and a half months working in
Tanganyika
and
Nyasaland.
Both Gerry and Bobbie are
wearing the country’s native
costume in which they worked.
The Operation Crossroad Africa program is considered a
forerunner to the Peace Corps.
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eoery Keep,oke ritomond engigement nag, Each setting is
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So Thh Is The Way It Happens ...
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What’s Behind This Semester’s College Drama Productions?
The sweet maul,
imaginat
tIt.. black villain the warrior
and the lady- in red are ready.
with a story to make you laugh

it .11. iti sNTLEI
the
Slash
lights are
dimming. Ttu. overture begins
and a eeorlii of fantass and illusion comes WI with the lights.
Polished speeches and r0,1111S
or canvas are carctillis
to early sou into the land
pretend. a in Hg it circle or

or (TY.

Bot they weren’t always mends-,
there had to he :1 beginnine,
As with all works of art. the
phis- begins with an idea Some-

FOLK Sil:GIR

sshicii .met ifl1P, a 1(1) 55 l’!’ lit
has el alma/rid a group of lietiple
with a problem iir sttugglelie
cives these people words to express their feelings and actions
Ii. illustrate them.
A director, inspired tiy the
playwright’s idea s. makes a
weig lit y decision when he
chooses to present the play Ile
not only must recreate the characters :mil story in hi, I AVI1

mind, hut also eorniiiimicate the
thoughts ;mil emotions intended
lis the playwright for :in audience. He must make the shit,’
live.
Suecialists in scene design and
lighting set abortt to build the
phssical world ill pretense. Flats,
painted scenery anti props must
look and function like the real
thing. Nothing breaks the illusion inure quickly than a wall

that springs him into believability. It’s sliowlime.
"The overture is about to
start,
You cross your fingers
and hold your heart.
It’s curtain timetutu
away- we go,
An. ml iii iipining ml ntin111
she

GRAND
OPENING
*aline
.

MAN
SPLE1

Center
Nov. 8 - 9 . 10
Free 1TeTr7eirnii e

Personalized Cleaning with

NeveraLv_e 24, 190

Everything ki ,se
Famous name Lrand-,
Boots Skis- Clort.

Door to Door Service
Two C.::ncerts
Yours with a Call to

Complet Ski Rental Service

730 and 9:30 p.m.

Corns to our grand ocnninq
and brine e

WATKIN’S CLEANERS
2 Day Service
FOO

Irma

Ism

Student Act. Office. Foothill
Tres dder Be, Officc Stanford

A

2

A

LIGHTINGLast minute instructions are given to students who
are responsible for lighting on the stage.
- - -

for the
price of

FINAL OUTCOMEAfter all backstage work is done, this is
the final scene of -Rip Van Winkle.- Richard Overmyer, as Rip,
talks to Thomas Novi, as Hendrick Vedder.
1111

1

VA
A

Entire Stock of

for N’S

SW:Iy1

Plain Front Slacks
from $12.95 to $24.95

121 S. 44h

440 So. Winchester Ave.

Watkins Cleaners

Welcome the Alumni
to
San Jose State
Homecoming

Pr
orrnfttirmrtityrrepr:
HANK’S BARBER SHOP
Alrr, Center, I48B

Pin,

St

293 0705

You’ll find that Hank specializes in
ALL STYLES OF HAIRCUTS
4 Barbers To Serve You
Henry Watanabe
Owner

Look For
Our Sign
Verrie

etnyous IS’

’r.2 1.71,1TMrilj

ii

0

San Jose
144 0880

Phone 269 6592

CLEANUPThis is one of the
many chores required after the
play is performed.

(across from SJS library)

,,,,,e
Mystery Ho."

When

VOSTI’MES
Costumes also require special
attention. Much research and
skill goes into the designing and
construction of clothing for the
stage. Is the print too small to
he seen? Will the girls wearing
bright blue obscure the other
people in the scene? Did men
wear high -heeled boots in 1750?
These are the kinds of questions
that must ire considered if the
story is to represent reality.
But there wouldn’t he a story
se-ithour storytellers. A performance ran be given on a raised
platform in broad daylight with
imaginary costumes, hut the

SLACK SALE

A

MARINA
SKI CENTER

Good Cleaning and F;nishing

THEATER

y.

Fresh Ground Meat Used
Exclusively

Holiday 150 Burgers
441 & San Fernando Sts.
(Across from Library)

CHECK OUTStudents make
sure everything is in order.

c4;1;Of

story needs a live actor to make
It a niav a liking drama.
INSTRI ’TION
Gatherinc and instrueting the
players can have its harrowing
moments but the show must
on, an old cliche that Win kV:*
he 11’111, for theater people.
When the piecing together ol
canvas and costumes is complete anil the actors have found
that certain quirk of character

rt

BURGERS

Stop By
Staltra/Pv

Bekrizzitine,

for
YOUR OFFICIAL HOMECOMING ROOTER
BADGE, S.J.S. BANNERS, SWEATSHIRTS,
MEGAPHONES
Or

Kup

pRo-ELEcriile
BEFORE-sii41,4, 44
-ON

407-/
No dripping, no spilling! Covers completely!
Old Spice Pro -Electric protects sensitive

Iv

THI11. ,
’rap

skin areas from razor pull, burn. Sets up
your beard for the cleanest, closest,

Any Other Incidental Item You Might Need

most comfortable shave ever! 1.00

j

WE’LL BE HAPPY TO SERVE YOU

at

Boaz.-&n.,

"Right on Campus"

wadi

Intser C qv,

Behind The Scenes .
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A Queen and Court Prepare for Homecoming
Our Queen

Prior to
FINAL TOUCHES Homecomtomorrow evening’s
O’Brian preing, finalist Kerry
game." A
pares for the "big
candidate for Sigma Pi fraternity, Kerry is a junior medical
secretarial major. A member of
is the
Gamma Phi Beta, Kerry
The
O’Brien.
E.
J.
of
daughter
19-year.old coed lists art, piano,
singing, and sports cars among
her interests.
Anna Lou Dyson

Sun.
- to
ihments
1

’
Real Service

NA
NTER

inumuumuumummumiliumrFruity or Nutty =
or almost any other
flavor of delicious

ICE CREAM
at the new
CARNIVAL of FLAVORS
=
First at San Antonio

MIRROR, MIRRORCarolyn Ohliger, co-sponsored by Aloha
Phi and Delta Upsilon, adds a pink carnation to her brown tresses
as she anticipates the Homecoming activities. The daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Ohliger, the I8-year-old elementary
education major is active in campus activities. Swimming, skiing,
Heart Fund, singing, and reading are among her interests and
hobbies.
_

ester Ave.

Ishast o
IOUS!

vommom111111111INESNOmalmMININIENOINomw

Se

latnotm
;HOP
297 0705

WANTED
A BETTER PLACE TO GET

YOUR HONDA SERVICED

slizes in
CUTS

ook For
No- Sign

REWARD

CAMPUS CHOICESixteenth
Homecoming Queen Nancy
Niederholzer puts her trophy
into the Delta Gamma trophy
case prior to tomorrow evening’s activities. The 20-yearold Alpha Tau Omega candidate is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gus Niederholzer. Her regal position may well match her
regal statistics of a slender
5’9" queen. A junior speech
and drama major, Queen Nancy
succeeds Elaine Halvorsen.

Phclo by

*

can j04e lionda
SALES AND SERVICE
open evenings
Third Street

L-

L

"SISTER" FINALISTS
Twentyyear-old Ann Chambers, (left),
and her Delta Gamma sorority
sister Sally Prater make last
minute plans before the weekend’s events as Sally shows
Anne the dress she will wear.
Sally, a I9-year-old sociology
major and sponsored by Delta
Gamma, maintains interest in
Ski Club, Delta Gamma Etiquette Board, Rally Committee,
and the Student Affairs Committee. Anne, sponsored by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren H. Chambers. Sally is the
daughter of Mrs. M. S. Prater.

TRY YOUR NEW
SAN JOSE HONDA DEALER

141 S.

Ari,s

THE SAFE WAY to stay aler:
without harmful stimulants
Not
keeps Naitii ii I I
alert with the same sale refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet Nopoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

ci t:Trii monotony makes
you ft el drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do ... perk up with
etie-live Nnpoz tablets.
Anoint, tine e.yOuct at Crane Labotesanee

Phone 295-7525

near San Jose State Campus
San Jose
LADY VAN HEUSEN
BRINGS ON
THE IVY OXFORD
SHIRT TO
MATCH YOUR MAN’S!

Closest complete
foreign car
service . . .

FOREIGN CAR

SPECIALISTS

EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
MOTOR AND TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL
TUNE-UPS, BRAKES
IGNITION
LUBRICATION

San Jose
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
180 So. Market

286-1100

Just south of San Jose Library

AWS Stages Food
Drive for Needy
o collect Thaulingiing food ha,ket s for needy fain lies, accord
NIks Kathy Brainerd.
All living centers should collect I
imperishable goods to be turnedl
in between Nov. 114-22. Information
will be available before Nov. 16
about where goods should he sent.
For every 25 girls in a living
center, Miss Brainerd is asking for
a basket for a family of six; for
less than 15 girls, a basket for a
family of four should be collected.
\ poster will he displayed in
conspicuous place on campus indicating contributing residence houses with a paper can
bearing the name of the house.
Baskets will be sent to the families of clinical patients at San
;lose t’oeuty

ENJOY THE
FUN
THIS WEEKEND

69

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

/,

TICO S

1ACOS

by...
discarding those glasses and

wear

ing contact lenses. Don’t let glasses
keep you from hiring a good
weekend. With contact lenses, you

Before Open House
During the Parade
After the Game
HOMECOMING TIME IS
TICO’S TACOS TIME
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

can participate actively. Come in
today and let us fit you with contact lenses.

The
1411ti
SHOP MONDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHT ’TIL 9!
123 Sotith 3rd

CV

7

5174
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Miss &mid
Relates Bloch
Masque Story
Its .11 1111 Iti
A pert
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!nick, former :Ie.:::
dents at S.IS
II, the Black \I
Miss I)inuogI.
for the Spartan Oath
talgieally the histot.,
lions of the Ithek ’I
’It all started
Gladys Aitken. pr,
at the time. was 11 I

THE BROTHERS OF

WELCOME

ALUMNI

Kappa Alpha Theta

WELCOME
BACK
ALUMS!

A

lour Theta Sister,
EIADME YOU TO
HOME( MING

and a special greeting
to

X

Beta Beta

No. 1

Brothers of

DROP BY FOR
OPEN HOUSE

Pi

Sigma

HI ALUMS!

It

ALUMS TO HOMECOMING

oi,11 vrni

The Ladies of
Chi Omega

I I
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The Brothers of

IS

Pi Kappa Alpha
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HAPPY HOMECOMING
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THE LION ROARS TONIGHT’
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welcome their Alumni
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S igma Alpha Epsilon
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SEE YOU AT THE HOUSE!

OPEN HOUSE
12:30-2:30 on
HOMECOMING DAY

ELCOME RACK ON CAMPUS
ALUMS

THE SISTERS OF
GAMMA PHI BETA

GLAD TO SEE YOU AT
HOMECOMING

EXTEND THEIR WELCOME
TO RETURNING ALUMNAE

WELCOME
ALUMNAE
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HOMECOMING GREETINGS
TO ALL ALUMNAE!!
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The Ladies of
Alpha Phi Sorority
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TO SJS HOMECOMING

The
Brothers of
Sigma Nu

STOP BY THE HOUSE
AND SEE US
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Boasts Crowds
ful cloialless

SAN

.ow on Chanming games,
Ith those or
Homecoming
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9- the years.
a the afterSJS faculty
, for its first
ricle, campus
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ial Arts De m 3.000 and
ment during
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the parade
tO VIM% !lie
eying pretty
and mnelty
, Omicron Pi
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.
will
ivro.
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ent to Sigma
he Glory of
’tit me.’ ’rite
pulled in a
;the wheels

1 .,ins
!
limn the a itidow of the
1,,,
. r red 1, ;:. ei liall on the 110a t ,
it came to a hall in front of the reniewing
stand.
LARHEST CROWD IN HISTORY
Morn than 22,0qt persons jammed into
Spartan Stadium that night to VIeW the Sun
Devils’ 21-19 nictory oa,er Spaeli s learn.
The Chi Omega Dull Skulls Michele
Theireault, Site Sargent, Karen Birlentiach.
and Kathy Patten took home the winning
trophy for the pre-game hootenanny.
Then during half-time Roger Mozzy’s
San Jose State marching band performed
for the crowd.
Grand Marshal Dunean, Queen Nancy
and her court circled the field during the Iasi
few minutes ,if half-time in old cars driven
by members of the Los Gatos Car Club.
Duncan and the girls were escorted onto
the stage and Bob Himel, chairman of halftime activities, introduced them to the
Homecoming crowd the largest in the history of SJS homecoming games.
Winners of the Downtown Merchant,
Association display contest were. Citizen.,
Federal Savings & Loan, first place; Mosher’, Ltd., second; anti Penney’s, third. "amyl, Shop Window contest winners were the
Gilded Cage, first; Vaughn’s, second; and
Rey’s Barber Shop, third.
flomernmers. fan it ty, and ’it 1.1f lents left
flu,’ game Saturday
to join their friends
at fraternity party
the Alumni A-ssn.
dance at the Ste. (
, 11,tel, and at celebrations all ,a.or
t*:, County, aS
1;
San Jose st,
,r,ormiing

’Iii and Dolt:,

ast Minute Surge
ItSU Wins, 21-19

D1MMICK
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SM seconds left to play fell
and the slim-tan machine
/ermanently throttled.
r a
scoreless first half,
really began to liven it.
scored on a 16 -yard run.
Seedborg kicked the von t and with 4:50 left in the
aerigl, San Jose Slate v. ;fay seven points.
(hand Carter in the dm,.
tie Spartans then nr, 14: ’41
in 11 play, to SOIre. Watt
s made a beautiful goal Itch of a al -yard Carter
’alley tied it with his plant’.

xl

fly line of scrimmage. hanged into
two Spartans ulth enough impact
I’m be heard clear up in the press
hos and jetted into the end zone.
14-1:1
Seedlaorg’s kick gilvo ASt_t
lead.
After A’Sllt kb -kid oft, Carter,
tin the first pho. threw a sideline pass to intended receixer
Diie ,101111.11e.
iSla.
Arizonx
s!tate’a JerriN smith diagnosvd
the ploi
perk.. .Its. intercepted
the hall, and streaked 26 yards
for the TH. I raillorg 111111111 II
11-13, ;cm, 791 remaining in
the game.
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Typical of the Homecoming spirit is Judy Shaw,
1962 Song Girl, in front of last year’s bonfire. Big rally is scheduled for tonight at the Fairgrounds parking lot.
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At 1030 a coffee hour in 111
is slated and is open 10 all in
terpsted students and facility.

With food Services
On State Campuses

A student council luncheon it,
Cafetena It ioins A and It at noo0
and a conference with Dr. Stank’
Benz, dean of students, the ilerA California State College Stu/ 4110h/I He- Slamel staff and counselors at 2 dent Presklerds’ Association subp.m. will mat his sehedule here.
aommitlee, whir-ti met here this
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m
by Dr.
weekend to liiSele..S lifter:0111a of
("1,11 services on state college earnIsM, derided it 111441, Imire deton na] reply
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. Classics Feature
Menotti’s Opera;
Debussy’s Music

from 1921 to 1952 was director
of the Harvard College, Observatory, (7amtaridge, Mass. From
1952 he has been lecturer on cosmography in Harvard University.
The many awards and degrees
Dr. Shapley has received include
those honorary degrees of laelhi.
Uccnolu dim, Mexico, Toronto, (
penhagen. Prineeton and Harvard
He has been made honorary for.
eign member of the national academies of 10 foreign countiles, and
has been awarded medals and
prizes by the Vatican, India. Mexico, England. and Franee.
Some of the papers and books
Dr. Shapley has had published are
two monotraphs, "Star (lusters"
and "The Inner Metagalaxy." a
general essay entitled, "A Design
for Fighting." and a book, "Of Stars
411,1 Men,"
In the field of astrononlY. Ur.
Shepley’s
inelude
contributions
discovery that the center of the
galaxy is 25,000 light years dis.
tent from the earth in the direction of Sagittarius, thus showing
the eccentric position of the earth
and the sun is the stellar universe
Another discovery is the characteristic color-luminosity relation
for the bright stars in glohnlar
elusions.
fir Shepley’s speech is %pram
sawed by the (gime Len-timer Commit tee and the Division of Sciences
and Applied Arts

songressman Clawson
o Discuss Pending Bills

combined number of ! lifreshman and lower-division Ira :.
(ens enro lling fo r the first
at SJS.
The trustee,. also determille.,
Congressman Det
that criteria for selectitin of the it ’alit. will discuss the present tax
enrollment reduction anti civil rights bills
timited-lower-division
will be proximo) ol residence to ya, pending in Congress. at 7 the
0\ ening in E327.
Thuy.. lower -de sion applications
ClaWsort,
formerly mayor of
Will lie aceeptell lust from Santa tt,inniton, CAW., scored what was
( ’tarn ClIttniy, then from other termed an "upset" victory in a
areas.
’special Congressional elect unl
Applinints seeking special -Pm -learner this year. Tim. election filled
phasis majors at 5.15 will also
he considered for admission first.
Students frtini other areas not
able to attend S.IS because cif the
limitation will be "diverted" to
other state volleg,ea. junior out.
lei.fes and ;inn ersitie,
no limitation /III
Thu, scull
tippet -mInt i.I.ifl students,
Si 5511K NAN
Thu I im it ot In 1.1,111./ ,101 S. .1,
to the
passed in aiaaiialin..
college Niaster
enrollment. at S.1S shall be limited
to 40 lair cent It eVer Iii ti fl, tai
per cent upper.
San Francisna State will also
he limited in its 1964.65 lover
it
division email Intent . A tot .11
2.1(M1 to III he allomed, tor voter
tii fall, WNI I ft the sprl so
wichiquil,i and
PrPS. .1011,1
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton
represented SLIS at the meeting

-,-,! if tin
;,, I Wilmer:it te
Congressman Clyde Doyle.
The Congressman is H roonseevatine and staunch supporter of Sell.
(harry Goldwater.
Report, indicate that Claaa
is the next ftepublican in line for
an appointment to the lionise Com
!mit tee , in U n- A MeriCiln Act is it a’’.
At present . i.’ongressinfin t
win is in San Francisco on
near. I’,,- the Banking and Cul.
’emit lee of Congress
rency
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Goldwater backer

No Card Stunts
For Homecoming

THE GREEKS
W E 14 C 0 M E
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WELCOME
BACK
ALUMS!
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She Dazzles Crowds With Her Tw

to Beta Beta No. 1

DROP BY FOR
OPEN HOUSE

Fo untr:Thatno
a m
te,aai
noting the beam,. and r0,1
the country

biggest thrill
h "Myggest
steleevsisai:
..omurcerl W
walking down the
Streit
ing.T. Shcehyoc",l,(cwhlioltht-in,. Would
oatil
to me and ask if I vtas .th
girl’ fro m Ameri,

1
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RENTED

HI ALUMS!

PECIAL STUDENT RENT,,
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental rippl,es .s
Of any mach,ne
sa,., de: de
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Est. 1900
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SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Free Parking

WELCOME BACK

ZZ

Maxine in various parades
’
award -winning style Is putting the inoticed
her to transfer
co
senior physical education major and encouraged
through college. Happiness is a baith the band is
ton teaching career for Maxine.
twonderful,oSjSMarching thril ingm..
she
Junior high and high school
"a
football games provided an early says, "that can’t be described in
i
chance to develop championship ; words.
dexterity. It wasn’t long before
"When I march with the band ;
her home town of San Mateo rec- and hear that tremendous sound,
ognized the magic of the small something happens inside me that j
I just under 3 -foot. 1 -inch’ twirler. just makes me want to twirl."

autograph."
AAU CHAMP
TRIP TO JAPAN
While in Japan. sis
Trophies and awards nudged her
Teaching her two majorette
to the top. In high school she won corps. besides paying college costs, tured at profes,..anal
tol ng aumse s .
the national AAU I Amateur Ath- also paid for a tour of Japan this sbhazbna
letis Union i sweepstakes award in summer.
NS)
the Twin Peaks Majorette and
Drum Contests at Kezar Pavilion
in San Francisco.
Enjoy Smoking
TWIRLING QUEEN
Just before she was graduated
SMOKE A PIPE!
She was crowned international from high school, she took state
Try one of our select b,ends of fine
twirling queen two years ago at twirling and strutting championimported or domestic tobacco. Just
the Seattle World’s Fair Interna- ships in USTA (U.S. Twirling Aseight for you, the discriminating pipe
tional Twirling Contest.
smoker.
sociation) competition.
Teaching others how to copy herl While enrolled at College of San
Mateo, she was crowned national
champion in USTA competition.
CORONA
UNDERWOOD
REMINGTON
ROYAL
She transferred to SJS last year
and twirled into the international
.gypetvriters
championship at Seattle before
finally retiring from competition.
TYPEWRITERS

and a special greeting

X

Fr 1,

Maxine’s Golden Baton

Due to a lack ot time, the cani
stunts will not be featured at the,
homecoming game, according to I
Mike Freed, Rally Committee
By SCOTT MOORE
chairman.
What can one baton mean to a
The Rally Committee has given young girl?
up its portion of half time durIt meant something to do "to get
ing the game to give the band and out of mother’s.hair" 12 years ago
the queen presentation more time. for Mtudne Furulke, SJS coed who
In place of the card stunts now throws a mean twirl for the
though, there will he a card yell in , SJS band.
co-operation with the Bandaids
Fame, money, education, and
and the yell leaders. This will be a happiness are what a baton now
yell in which the cards will be used. means to 20-year-old Maxine. That
first baton quickly turned into a
magic wand.
i
One twirl after another through
high school and college earned her
baton twirling’s highest credentials. She’s both national and
international champion

THE BROTHERS OF
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24 So. Second St.

CYpress 3-6383

ARIZONA STATE NIXED
Arizona St ate offered her a
scholarship to twirl and study
there but she chose SJS because
"I’ve always wanted to march
with the SJS band."
Band Director Roger Muzzy, as,istant professor of music. also

sZ.

For fine food at a fair price
The Ladies of
Chi Omega

ZZ

CUGGINOS

MAXINE FURUIKE

. . . baton champ::

862 No. 13 St.

".".",...ilioge:iiiiiiii
ZZ

sJiti

PIZZA

HAPPY HOMECOMING
ALUMS

(THE campus florist)

We are so proud of our PIZZA we think you

For

owe it to yourself to try some.

1110111CC101111 111

THE LION ROARS TONIGHT!

QUeell

(This is to make it easv ior

"I It 4.

l. it.I Ii

0111’

OPEN
4-12 Daily
Until 2 a.m. weekends

r

Sigma Alpha Epsilot

For delivery
Call
292-8119

!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Flowers

SinS

(clip)
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WORTH

Re4e

*vie
Toward purchase of any pizza in the
house. Good Thru Nov. -8.

(clip)

C

8th & Sad C sri
CY 3-4321
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THE SISTERS OF
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WELCOME BACK

TO 1’11E’
6/111111 ETA hA 11,s

ALUMS

THE SISTERS OF

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

()NH, Its Is! It ()ITN 111)1 -1.:

WELCOME THEIR ALUM SISTERS

12:3() - 1:00
ItItINt, NIA It I. %\1111

L,/11)1ES OF
DELT/1 (;AMMA
2tri10I’W,’s

Parties
Parades
dnd
Sty
Hair
Pretty
for
Homecoming

I1,111

TO SJS HOMECOMING

The
Brothers of
Sigma Nu

STOP BY THE HOUSE
AND SEE US

..

Willow Glen
Beauty Collo
street
1045 Willow
San Jose
----------------
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,

8
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Nothing holds
an important
moment closer

c out of
no money. ,
Ma’s band opalget. They
team hen
Tomorrow night at half -lime the
perates
Spartan hand will enter the fit -hi
I travels
It, the heat of a Roman march. The
he game ’ amsic will be original. Eighteen
Biuid-Aids will do a classical
(It S II
Spanish dance, and award winning
Ho at -ssor it t wirier Maxine Furuike will add
,,etor since the final touch to halftime :tett\
,1,111. his band ties,

THE BAND PLAYS ONSan Jose State’s marching band-12l
strongis planning a "big surprise" for tomorrow’s Homecoming
Game. The polished group will be joined by Maxine Furuilte,
baton twirler, and the Band-Aids for a special half-time show.
,....e...o."../....,...10"....,,,,eeevverveloovIervAoterlore,e,or,164.,,,,,,,"......

Student Bowling
35c

:
Z.
s;
ss

A treasured secret shared...a
pledge vowed...a birthday or
nothing captures
anniversary
the essence of a moment so
quickly or so vibrantly as a gift
of beautiful gems. We are proud
to be a member of the American
Gem Society... and we’ve a wide
selection of precious jewelry.
Come see us, particularly when the
moment is precious.
latallIER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

anytime!

s’s
ss

Morton

plus

FREE SHOES
.‘
$
s’s

/6

Clean

Cortiti,an

Zs
‘ss.

375 W. Santa Clara St.

Park Plaza

Alleys

I

377-1464
E-dget terms
Open

294-7800

Fri. Eves
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SU Wins, 21-19
left ti. Iola% fell
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and the spartati lila, bine
Spartans: with enough impact
oertnatient I% t hroti
heard clear up in the press
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t half
arid jelled into the end zone.
li
np Seedborg’s kick gave AMC a 11-; ;
scored on a 16 -yard run. lead.
Seedborg kicked the can After ASII. kicked toff, ( arter.
and with 4-50 left in the on the first lobo. threw a si(14,
wriod, San Jtse State was line pass 141 11111.nded rcoi.r
seven points.
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0413 to nob Bonds Winds oVfir for the final sato’ at
J in the line-411.We pass
Berry had Bonds open in the
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ine’s tackle with a %khan) convetsiion. hit overthrem.
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much like a football coach trains
his team.
One hour a day and Saturday
morning the band is put through
field drill practice.
To keep top performers on his
band. Muzzy sorts through tram
scripts at the Registrar’s ()Unaduring the summer, and sends letters to those prospective student,
with musical experience.
The new at
reports oht
week early for orientation drill joins with the returning haiiI
members for "refresher drills."
and by the first game is part 01 a
well -organized team.

74,
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At 10’30, a coffee hour in Ill
is slated and is open to all interested students and faculty.

With Food Services
On State Campuses

A student council luncheon in
eafeteria Rooms A and It at fl ton.
and a conference with Dr, Stanley
Benz, dean of stialents, the perA, California State College Stuac. *mei staff and counselors at 2 dent l’residents’ Asstwiatio on sub,. 10,1.1
p.m. will end his schedule here.
a,n
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by nr.
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Dr. Smith in his
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five state college student body
letter.
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presidents and SJS ASH President
lessor Smith
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Medium," and "Images from Desi.tted.
tioning which type of operation is
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a
Medium"
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"
vate or ASH -operated.
"which are Gian-( ’arlo Metuati’s opera.
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ASII President Larson st a led
The Farillty ComOne Mille says of ’The Me "1".
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Aceioolic Freedom has
to
prilect
aspires
that
it
’fl -ukh.
look into the sit- union of reality and imagination ttf (viably of outside elmeerns, and
’
there is a definite concern over
"Images 111/111 1)ehtmsy" pre- ,
hr. Smith
states that. following sents three composition’. if Claude profit and loss by milleges."
Inforrnal
The main concern of state col4OriVerSation
with Debussy which are played and
ta Hew, he
leges is whether they ran operate
asked the dean, illtistraterl by the camera.
Would my
resignation from TAse
eompositiong, henti-1 their ovvn food and bookstore
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? Feature
Classics
Menotti’s Opera;
Debussy’s Music

from 1921 to 1932 was director
of the Harvard College. Observatory, (’)unbridge, Mass. From
1932 he has been lecturer on cosmography in Harvard University.
The many awards anti degrees
Dr. Shapley has received include
those honorary degrees of Delhi,
Honolulu. Mexico. Toronto, Copenhagen, Princeton and Harvard
He has been made honorary fin-eign member of the national academies of 10 foreign countries, and
has been awarded medals and
prizes by the Vatican, India. Mexico. England, and France.
SWIM of the papers and hooks
1st. Shapley has had published are
two monographs, "Star (lusters"
and "The timer Metagalaxy." a
arneral essay entitled, "A Design
for Fight Ing,’ and a hook, "Of Stars
41111 Men."
in the field of astiamomy, Dr.
Shapley’s
rontriblit ions
include
disonery that the renter of the
galaxy is 23,0(10 light s’I.,11*, distant from the earth in the direction of Sagittarius, dins slit wing
the eccentric position or the earth
and the sun is the stellar universe
Another discovery is the characteristic color-luminosity trlatitin
for the bright stars in globular
clusters.
fir Shaplry’s ’mem+ is .Tionm.rell by the (’ollrgr Lecture Commit lee and the Division of Sciences
and ,kitiolied Arts.

from the window of the
Tower Ball on the float, as
ii -ti.. to a halt in front of the I’M iewing
stand.
LARGEST CROWD IN HISTORY
More than fl’ iii persons Jammed into
Spartan Shia
. ’ - night to view the Sun
Devils’ 21-19
over
Spartli s team.
The Chi
rDull Skulls Michele
Thebeatilt. S:a S...treent, Karen Birtentatch,
and Kathy Patten took home that winning
trophy for the pre -game hemtenanny.
’rhen during half-time Roger Muzzy’s
San .1,4, State marching hand Perf"t7Tle’l
for the erowd.
Grand Marshal Duncan, Queen Nancy
and her court circled the field during the last
few minutes of half -lime in old cars driven
by members of the Ins Gatos Car Club
Duncan and the girls were escorted out,,
the stage and Boh !limed, chairman of halftime activities, intrxhiced them to the
Homecoming crowd- the largest in the history of SJS homecoming games.
Winners of the Downtown Mt’rchants
Association display contest were: Citizens
Federal Savings & Loan, first place; MoshPr’s Ltd., second; and Penney’s. third. Cam pits Shop Window contest winners were the
Gilded Cage, first; Vaughn’s, second; Jowl
Rey’s Barber Shop, third,
Homeeomers, faculty, and students left
the game Saturday night to join their friends
at fraternity parties, at the Alumni Assn.
dance at the Ste. Claire Hotel, and at eel.
hration.s all over Santa Clara County, as
San :Ii se State’, lfith Annual Ihmmeoming
-Spartan lianoil-’ drew
to a close.
I ew

1;7)’

game ever
e first jut -if-state
marching
nded hy an SJS
last
was the Arizona game
trip led
This public relations
Bakersband to Porterville,
that
and Tempe for concerts
applauded by critics, profesand students.
’VIE REST’
associate
d Dr. Gil, Lease,
the
sear of muIc. following
"I’ve never -seen it happen
the band kept 5,000
ere
and
e there far a half-hour
everybody
n if was thotitah,
, More. more!! Wove got

Boasts Crowds
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ongressman Clawson
To Discuss Pending Bills
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at SJS.
The trusteeS also determined
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that criteria r.w selection td the ’alit, 1 will discuss the present tax
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will he proximity of residence ti now pending in Congress, at 7 the,
-.vetting tn E’,27,
Thus, lower-div-isitin applications
lawsom
formerly mayor of
will lie accepted first from Santii Compton. Calif . scamd what was
I ’lava (.01inly, then front other termed an "upset" victory in a
areas.
speci a I Congressional election
Applicants seeking special -em- earlier this year. The election filled
phasis majors at KIS, will also
he conaidered for admission first.
Students from other areas not
stale to attend 5.15 because of the
limitation will he "diverted" tel
other state colleges. junior colleges and inmersities.
There will ls no limitation on
upper -di\ Isun
91 A ST FM
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laISSell in aecordance to the state
college Master Plan, which says
enrollment at 5,15 shall be hnoted
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per cent tippet San Francisco State will alS41
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A total ol
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PM’S
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destlio% may he reached ost the
December meeting of the’ Trustees.
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TIlE GREEKS
ELCOME
T F. IR AL M S
TO . . .

Traditional Homecoming at San
Jose State ended on a sour note
In 1948.
The Spartan gridders frittered
away a 14-7 third period lead and
dropped a heartbreaker, 19-14, to
St. Mary’s.
The game was deadlocked at 7-7
early in the third period when SJS
halfback 13111 Schemmel pushed
over from the one to score his second touchdown of the game. Fred
Lindsay converted.
After an exchange of the ball,
St. Mary’s rolled 42 yards in five
plays for its second score. The conversion failed and SJS managed a
slim 19-13 edge with 11 minutes
left in the game.
A nine-yard pass from Dick Jarvis to end Dick Lamp put the
Gaels in front with three minutes
left on the clock.

WELCOME
BACK
ALUMS!
and a special greeting
to Beta Beta No. 1

X
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Homecoming Ends Button, Button . . .
On Soar Note in ’48 Have a Lucky Number?
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It Can Mean Free Prize
Button, button, who’s got the House, and a Manhattan shirt from
Berg’s.
button’
Tomorrow night the winning
Homecoming buttons are not only
I numbers on the Homecoming but- a first at SJS but a first for the
tons will be announced. Each but- western coast of California. Schools
ton has a number on it and five known to have Homecoming butof the 3,000 buttons will contain tons are Oregon State, Washington
lucky numbers.
State and several other northern
Buttons have been sold for 25 colleges.
cents to students, faculty and
"We hope that the buttons have
alumni and in order to collect the promoted more spirit for Homeprize the button owner must wear coming and that they will become
his button to the game. The button a tradition at SJS at future Homesales end at 6 p.m. tomorrow.
! coming games. The buttons serve
First prize is a lady’s or man’s not only as a means of generating
wrist watch from Paul’s Jewelers., school spirit, but also give the
Other prizes include gift certifi- student something to remember
Pete
cates from hlosher’s and J. Sil- Homecoming by," not
hers, two dinners each at Angelo’s Dedini, button sales committee
Steak House and the International member.

FOR

DROP

BY

OPEN

HOUSE

BUTTON BUYERSDiane Moss, left, and Ginger hit Irm
to have lost their Homecoming Buttons. While they sea
tically, Bea Seckler smiles confidentaly and proudly lisp
enlarged button. Persons with winning button numbers
awarded assorted prizes at tomorrow night’s Hornecor ing

,co’We’VetkateVeliteW,e4Wie

Is It a Wild Goose Ch

HI ALUMS!

"It’s hard to find a live goose.
These were the words of Dan
Week, a member of Phi Sigma
Kappa’s Turkey Trot Committee
in 1948.
Most of the prizes had been ohtinned by Dan. who was having
problems trying to find a goose,

BACK

WELCOME

the
The trot began a,
of the Men’s Gyin. Tr.
satcaccituiirstiu; dmiht
Spartan
and
the gym.
Who knows if Dan
goose?

HOMECOMING GREETINGS FRMI .

The Ladies of
Chi Omega
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HAPPY

HOMECOMING
Walk in now for
Hofbrau Style Food-Moderate
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omecoming Committee Heeds ’Think Big’ Order
By JEANNE GATES
"Think Big,’ ordered 1963 Homecoming Chairman Jerry Engles and his committee of 14 obeyed.
For during the 600 man hours
of committee time alone between
last April 2 and tomorrow night,
there has been a lot of big -thinking
and big -planning going on by this
group.
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USF Victory

ning and preparation on the part of one special committee
Homecoming Committee. The group went into full gear at

011ie Matson, a big name in pro
football during the past decade,
led USF to a 27-20 victory over
SJS in the 1949 Homecoming
Game.

he start of last semester and it hasn’t let up yet. Committee
members were caught by the Spartan Daily shutter early this week
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San Jose State’s biggest
COMMITTEE AT WORK To stage
takes months of planHomecoming is quite a job. It
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as they got together to discuss final plans. Sitting around the
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LARGEST CROWD IN HISTORY
more than 22,000 persons jammed into
Spartan Stadium that night to view the Sun
Devils 21-19 sictory user Spin
-rims team.
The Chi Omega Dull Skulls Michele
Thetreault. Sue Sargent, Karen Birlenhaeh,
and Kathy Patten took home the winning
trophy for the tre-game hootenanny.
Then during half-time Roger Muzzy’s
San Jose State marching band performed
for the crowd.
Grand Marshal Duncan, Queen Nancy
and her osurt circled the field during the Inst
few minutes of half-time in old cars driven
by members of the Los Gatos Car Cb
lu
Duncan and the girls were escorted onto
the stage and Bob iiimel, chairman of halftime activities, introduced them to the
Homecoming crowd- the largest in the history of SJS homecoming games.
Winners of the Downtown Merchants
Association display contest were’ i Citizens
Federal Savings & Loan, first place; Mush er’s Ltd., second; and Penney’s, third. Cam pus Shop Window contest winners were the
Gilded Cage, first; Vaughn’s, second; and
Rey’s Barber Shop, third,
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I ho game Sat tirday night to join their friends
at fraternity parties, at the Alumni A
dance at the Ste. Claire lintel, and at .
bration.s all over Santa Clara County.
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opus Groups Aid At
Homecoming Work For

tion to helping Alpha Phi Omega
with the Bonfire Rally tonight,
has also agreed to conduct the
sale of Homecoming Buttons
a
new promotional contest designed
to encourage more student participation in Homecoming and to obtain additional funds for future
sthan the Homecoming activities.
tang little more
well renALPHA PHI OMEGA
action of service
dediAssisting the Rally Committee
these organizations
effort, talents and with the Bonfire Rally will be
their time,
to the support the men of Alpha Phi Omega, a
nel resources
campus, national service fraternity and the
San Jose State
and commun- oldest Greek organization on camconintittees
e
pus. They will be completely retivities.
Homecoming sponsible for the construction of
spring as the
laying the the bonfire, focal point of tonight’s
mittee began
1963, rally.
work for Ilomecoming
Two other groups, while not
aid
ediately enlisted the
groupsthe necessarily service organizations,
eral of these
willingly volunteered their services
Shields, Spartan Spears,
Rally Corn- early this semester when the
Key am! the
Homecoming Committee was in
need of personnel to man informaSPARTAN sHIELDS
honorary tion booths, distribute souvenir
an Shields. an
Homecoming editions of the Sparorganization and official
tan Daily, and handle the sale
symbol,
college
the
ian of
the of "Mums" to students and alumni
partan Shield, accepted
the at the Campus Reception.
marshaling
of
sibility
Sigma Delta Chi, a selective orparade.
ming
ganization for men preparing for
de marshals. the Shields
careers in journalism, requested
sure the smooth and COto distribute today’s special Spared synchronization of each
paring float, marching and tan Daily Homecoming edition and
to man the information booths;
unit, and band as they
and the pledges of Gamma Phi
rough the streets of downBeta, national women’s sorority,
San Jose tomorrow repreasked to help with the sale of the
the college and campus
"Mums."
arises too the students.

BOLDIZSAR
6 ’OWl*
and lamee.nloft thg. glory
Homecoming
year’s
this
members
are some 250
who
0,n college organizations
the vital support
her provide
a successful Home-illy for

and community.
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Decoration Contest
Sponsored in 1949

CAMPUS TOCRS
acting lours around the
, and assisting with the
cion of returning alumni
’he too-heir Campiis ReA llomecraning }house flee,11’iloinornow a ill be the Spar a sophomore women’s ,1,,ns Contest in 1949 found 20 living centers competing for three’
nd service organization
rg of 20 girls with above trophies offered by the Homecom: grades and active par- ing Committee.
Ten sororities, eight fraternities,
in school affairs.
rs of the SJS chapter of and two independent groups deco:y, national men’s honor rated their houses for the compeiedicated to the promotion tition.
Sigma Kappa was honored as
spirit school traditions
academic standards, will the hest decorated sorority house.
the official escorts of Kappa Alpha took the fraternity
ming and will be escorting trophy after a close race with
o:ir.s at the Campus Recep- Sigma Gamma Omega.

Last, End Looms in Sight
Hard-Working Committee

(Continued from Page 3C)

McCorkle and the committee create campus reception this year.
Also assisting her is Judy Harris
and Jere Wallace. Miss MrCorkle
directed the University of Oregon
Homecoming in her sophomore year
at Oregon.
Phoebe Morass, a senior majoring in philosophy and minoring in
English, is queen chairman. She
hopes to eventually teach philosophy at an accredited college.
She is on the Panhellenic Council and president of Delta Gamma
sorority. Assisting her on the committee are Kathy Bisset, assistant
chairman, and Carol Hardy, Coronation Ball chairman.
PARADE CHAIRMAN
Parade chairman Jere Owen Is
a psychology major and business
minor. Owen, a senior, who has
held positions of Sigma Nu social
chairman and house president, will
do insurance work after he is,
graduated.
Senior George Boldizsar is head
of the downtown merchants subcommittee. He is majoring in public relations and is president of PI
Alpha Nu, professional public
relations society.
HALF-TIME SHOW
Norm Rogers, Floyd Clark, and
Gerry Beaumont complete his subcommittee.
In charge of half-time activities
and functions is senior Robert
Himel. Himel, a social science ma -

YOU’LL SPARKLE
IN DOUBLE KNIT
VELVETEEN
CORDUROY

Catholic Women’s Center won
i at the pride.
Rally Committee, in addi- the independent trophy.
1,01
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Miss Pat
Fleishman
and more
tes 5-16
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and the tremendous arnroun’ if
work that goes into a good homecoming program."
BONFIRE RALLY
Senior Bruce Edmonds, a math
education major, is chairman of
the Bonfire Rally Committee. He
is also chairman of the Rally
Committee arid plans to be a high
school instructor after college.
Jack Barbour, a junior business
management major, is head of the
Coronation Ball Committee. He is
also vice-chairman of the Social
Affairs Committee and plans to
go into small business management
after college.
His sub-committee includes Loretta American, Bruce MacDonald,
and Marilt.n Bell
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DANCING . . .
Friday and Saturday Nights
Dance to
Latin
Tropical
Twist
SPECIAL SUNDAY JAM SESSIONS

728 N. 13th St.

CY 5-9872

Are any of these your questions?

, I

I

Mon. -Fri. 1030.6
Thursday 12030-8010

citified Cage
E. William
CY 4.7629

445

I

Where can I get a job
that will make use of
my college training

Do I hare to learn
typing and shorthand
to get good-paying
work

I’ll be on campus
soon to bring you
the answers you want
to hear

Is it necessary

to hare businesA
experience to get
good job

a

Intereated in working with the
public in a job that challenges
your ability? Our Avis Langneas
will be at the placement afire to
tell you about the good-paying
positions we have for college
girls.
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At 10:30. a coffee hour in Ill I
is slated and is open to all in
(prestos! students and faculty.
A student council luncheon in
(Sifeteria (bairns A and 11 al no,00n,
and a conference with lar. Stanley
Hew, dean of students. the perA California State College Stustaff and counselors at 2 dent President’ Assixtiation subme. S111111e1
An
oiffietal
osanmittee. which met here this
by Dr. p.m. sill end his schedule here.
111111111111111,in
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elude "there is a definite concern
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over profit and loss by colleges."
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five state college student laxly
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presidents and SJS 1511 President
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Nonversation with
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0,0! to 4
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into the sit- anion of reality and imavinal ion.
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"Images from
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lir. Smith Ames
Chinch.
of
that, following sents three compositions
The main concern of state colagarmai comers/Ilion
played and
vvith Debussy which are
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he asked the dean illustrated by the camera.
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no dale for heoor film series promise to he *inns- side115 of
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at

With Food Services
On State Campuses

Classics Feature
Menotti’s Opera;
Debussy’s Music

C10,11,,,

oraw on Chanming games,
ith those of
Homeeoming
ed the conof Sparta’’
rr the years.
to the afterSJS faculty
for its first
skle, campus
ial Arts Dem 3.000 and
men t dllt ins
’e on Friday
the parade
to vie-onthe
eying pretty
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t Omicron Pi
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year’s won
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lie Arizona
cigar.
ent to Sigma
he Glory of
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milled in to
ithe wheels

11,111 1 to, r.titoi,W oftile
r:1papei-c,
To ,we ’ Hall on the float, as
it came’ 10 a halt in front of the resiewing
stand.
LARGEST CROWD IN HISTORY
More than 22.11X) persons jammed into
Spartan Stadium that night to view the Sun
Devils’ 21-19 victory over Spardos team.
The Chi Omega Dull Skulls Miefiele
Thebeault. Sue Sargent, Karen Birlenbaeh,
and Kathy Patten took home the winning
trophy for the pre-goune hootenanny.
Then during half-time Roger Muzzy’s
San JOSe State marching band performed
for the crowd.
Grand Marshal Duncan, Queen Nancy
and her court circled the field Miring the last
few minutes of half -lime in old cars driven
toy members of the IAA Gatos Car Club
Duncan and the girls were eseorted onto
the stage and Bob Himel, chairman of halftime activities, introduced them to the
Homecoming crowd the largest in the history of SJS homecoming games
Winners of the Downtown Merchants
Association display contest were: Otizens
Federal Savings & Loan, first place; Month.
er’s Ltd., secaond; and Penney’s. third. Cam
boo s Shop Window contest winners were tbo
Gilded Cage, first; Vaughn’s, second: total
ftey’s Barber Shop, third.
Homecomers. facolty, and students le!’
the game Saturday night too join their friends
at fraternity parties, at the Alumni Assn.
dance at the Ste. Claire. I tote!, and at celebrations all over Santa Clara County. as
San Jose State’s 16th Annual Homecoming
110SP,
drev if,
-:partan Memoir:’
7,,/

See1,1111% left to play fell
and the spartan machine
rtnionent ly t !iron Md.
r a scoreless trust half,
really began to liven up
scored on a 16-yard in in.
Seedb1/11:: kicked the (ton t and with 4-50 left in the
seritai. San Jose State vas
’ay seven points.
t Band Carter in the. Iris era
ht. Spartans: then ni.c.cal sl
in II plays too ...1,111 W.i 1 1
s Made a beautoill goal Itch of a :11 -yard Carter
’rot Icy
01 with his place-

See the placement office now foe
an appointment
Wednesday, November 13, 1963
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Boasts Crowds

’hi and Deli
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Mon. So Thur. Nights
mid

lot’and business minor, hasn’t de tided as yet what he will do following the completion of his armed
service obligation.
A member of Rally Committee
Iand Spartan Shields, Himel feels
that Homecoming is directed primarily at San Jose State Alumni
ifor the purpose of helping them
feel they are still a part of the
college community, even though
I they have been graduated.
Himel relates the whole committee’s feeling toward its work on
the Homecoming activities by saying, "Anything becomes vastly important if you are connected with
it in any way. And Homecoming
means more to me now, because I
understand the real purpose rotii

from 1921 to 1952 was director
of the Harvard College, Observatory, f’ambridge, Mass. From
1952 he has been lecturer on COSmography in Harvarrl University.
The many awards and degrees
Dr. Shapley has received include
those honorary degrees of Delhi.
Honolulu, Mexico, Toronto, Copenhagen, Princeton and Harvard
He has been made honorary foreign member of the national academic*: of 10 foreign countries. and
hiss been awarded medals and
prizes by the ’atican. India. Mexico. England, and France.
Some of the papers and books
1)r, Shapley has had published are
two monographs, "Star (lusters"
and "The Inner Metagalasy." a
general essay entitled. "A Desism
for Fight Ing," and to hook, "Of Stars
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..ongressman Clawson
To Discuss Pending Bills

The limitations will inelude the.
combined number of first-time’
freshman and lower -division transfers enrolling for the first time I
at SJS.
( ’ongressmaii lad 0 laws. out 0RThe t nistees a Iso determined
that criteria for selection of the i 0 ’alit.0 will discuss the present tax
enrollment reduction and civil rights Inds
limited -Igo-wee-division
will he proximity of residence to, nos [wading in Congress. at 7 this
’’strong in E327.
5.15.
Chcsson
formerly nmyor od
Thome. lower-dnision ompheat ions I
will he accepted first from Santa 1Compion. Calif
acored what was
Clara Count y, then from other I termed an "upset" victory in a

areas.
Applicants seekins special -emphasis majors at SJS will also
be consideird for admission first.
Students from ot her area% not
ahle to attend 5,15 because of the
limitation will be "diverted" to
other state colleges. junior colleges aryl oiniversities.
There %A oil Ile no limit a son on
and Men."
upper-flit is? o on
In the field of rostiallliomy, Dr.
01AsTElt I’LAN
include
contributions
Shapley’s
The 1111111.111,M les1,111111011 01..0
discovery that the renter of the
too the slate
galaxy is 25,0450 light years dis- passed in aemordionee
which
tant from the earth in the direc- college Master Plan.
limited
tion of Suittariits, thus showing enrollment at &IS shall he
60
the eccentric position of the earth to 40 irer cent lower division,
and the sun is the stellar universe per cent upper
San Francisiso Slate will also
Another discovery is the characlowerteristic color-I um inosi t y mint ion he limited in its 1964-65
A total
for the bright stars in globular division enrollment
2,100 will he allowed, too enter
clusters.
for Shapley’s speech is spon- in fall. WWI in the spring
PrPS John T. Wahlquist and
sored by the College !saline Committee and the Division of Sciences Executive Dean C. Grant Burton
representecl S.IS at the meeting
and Applied Arts.

criMITIlige, banged into
the lino:
two Smimans with enough impart
to, be heard clear top in the press
box, anti jetted into the end zone.
Seedborg’s klek ’441Ve ASI: a 1:1-13
lead
After ASI. kicked off, Carter,
on the first play, threw a sideline pass to intendral reer.ig.r
Boil.
Arizona
Dux r- .14,1111,411.
state’. Jerra smith diagnosed
the play
II,.’ hall, and streaked 36 ,varda
!"1,411...ri: 111:111e it
for
’01-13. ii ills 7:20 remaining in
the pane.
Ken 13erry replaced the shai
curd Carter and directed Soon Joose
.sltate 76 )111YIS 11r paytort. Charley
Ifarrav ay. playing, his ft ’so game
in more than to month. phinsed
1,Vel’ for the final sard at 320.
Berry had 13onds open in the
end zone for the vital tvvo-point
onversion, but overthrew horTI. It
....sailed like the Spartans Mal finally. succumbed.
But. ruggt41 San Jose State
tackling shook Gene Poster loose
of the football at the Spartan 33
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open to all
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recepi Joh cr....Filial,. the President
and Mrs John T Wahlquist;
J Eckert, alumni president.
The Homecoming Queen. :thine!.
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BACK
ALUMS!
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and a special greeting
to Beta Beta No. I
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MORE FOR LESS AT MEALTIME
When mealtime comes, visit the Main Street Hof Brau
for a well prepared dinner at a price that ill nuit

DROP BY FOR
OPEN HOUSE

spit. budget.
Choice of:
FOUR ENTREES and
20 SALADS

. ":#We’,Ve’,"10-:e

$150

All you can eat for

HI ALUMS!

$

;

and Stanley Benz dean of
ealumni in a
e reception.
; ee featured
each playing
.
nani..
halt -b.’..., .:111-ing the reception They are the Dull Skulls.
Delta Singers and Ron Wilson and
Sherri Snow. Members of the Dull
Skulls are Karen Birlenbach,
Kathy Patten, Sue Sargent and
Michele Thetreault. The Delta Singers trio is comprised of Tom
Hawker, Bill Houlihan and Jim
Osborne.
Fro the first time a campus
lour will follow the reception.
Twelve departments will be open
1,,r the smtinv alumni.
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SING ALONG WITH US

Hootenanny Groups Play
For Alumni Tomorrow
’Lx ers,kies and puneh with a
Ifo’necorrung .1,min] add
I/ateh
Ive,venanny group- and
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erau
MAIN STREET !so.-1Io/
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WELCOME BACK

CB-72

(2 MODELS AVAILABLE)

HONDA
HAWK
zsocc 25 hp

Entertainers at tomorrows
SINGERS ALL
Alumni Reception get together during a practice session. The four girls on the left, members of the Dull Skulls are, top to bottom,
Michele Thebeault, Sue Sargent, Karen Birlen-

back, and Kathy Patten. In
the Delta Singers, fop to loc+tc.- Bill 44
hen, Tom Hawker, and Jim Osbcme. Po. ’011
also
son is at the right. They s.
tomorrow nIght in a pre -o-- ^ kcvc.-1

She Almost Left Town
The Ladies of
Chi Omega
$58.63 DOWN
533 Per Month

"’

II

305cc 27 hp

5 hp

50cc

I

BLACK
BLUE
RED

C100
HONDA "50"

THE LION ROARS TONIGHT!
r II

COLORS

TWIN CYLINDER
4 CYCLE O.N.C.
ELECTRIC STARTER . 4 SPEED TRANSMISSION
IN- CRANK
DUAL CARBURETORS

HAPPY HOMECOMING
ALUMS

I

th:- tan,-

HONDA
SUPER HAWK

ONLY

r

1954 Homecoming Queen ’Surprisei

CB-77

Sigma Alpha

1 k

1401 W.

OPEN THURS. NIGHT
One of the notions
oldest and largest
Hondo dealers

SERVICE
S ALES
San Carlos St.

PARTS
295-7295

HOURS: 8 to 5:30 Mondey thru Saturday

THE SISTERS OF
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Family Restaurant

0,,,erti HONDA
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SIMPLE SIMON

$25.43 DOWN
$15.09 Per Month

r
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SJS coed Barbara Joan Dal- ists were announced at the io
’on was busily canceling all the last week. because I didn’t expect
0.,tes she had made for the week to be among them, and I certainly
’end, she was accepting blind dates
because she had found out unex- didn’t think I would be queen,"
Ipectedly that she must stay in she said.
town ... she had just become San The surprised young lady, who
Jose State’s 1954 Homecoming ’preferred to he known by her secQueen.
oral name of Joan rather than her
"It was a complete surprise to first name of Barbara, was a 19me," Miss Dalton said at the time. year-old sophomore from San
almost changed out of my for- Francisco.
,.etty

:\ Liss
and minoreo
planned to t.
the subjects
lege students
ChihOen15:;21
S
sponsoring he;
test was Delta
nf fellows who
they were back
Miss Dalton w;,
Bride" the preo
When asked
’similar honors
high school. V
and remark’ -then,"

THIS WEEK’S COLLEGE SPECIAL
Students!
This coupon entitles you to:
25c off on a small pizza
50c off on a medium pizza
75c off on a large pizza

Tall

Sliq
HIGH FAA

OtsIonrC
Isl,r The 10
Sr LontAill

"The home of the golden pizza"

42 East San Antc040
Downtown San Jot

1897 ALUM ROCK AVE.

CY i-7616
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Brothers of
Sigma Nu
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STOP BY THE HOUSE
AND SEE US
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Willow Glen
Beauty College
1045 Willow Street
San Jaw
I,---------------------.4
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At Last, End Looms in Sight
Homecoming Work For Hard -Working
Committee

tion to helping Alpha Phi Omega
with the Bonfire Rally tonight,
has also agreed to conduct the
sale of Homecoming Buttons
a
new promotional contest designed
to encourage more student participation in Homecoming and to obtain additional funds for future
than the Homecoming activities.
king little more
renALPHA PHI OMEGA
of service well
ictI
Assisting the Rally Committee
these organizations decheffort, talents and with the Bonfire Rally will be
their time,
the support the men of Alpha Phi Omega, a
I tosources to
State campus, national service fraternity and the
the San Jose
committees and CoMmun- oldest Greek organization on campus. They will be completely reElell’itiet.
Homecoming sponsible for the construction of
the
as
spring
the the bonfire, focal point of tonight’s
mittee began laying
1963, rally.
pdwork for Homecoming
Two other groups, while not
aid
ediately enlisted the
groups---the necessarily service organizations,
eral of these
willingly volunteered their services
Shields, Spartan Spears,
Rally Corn- early this semester when the
Key and the
Homecoming Committee was in
need of personnel to man informaSPARTAN SHIELDS
honorary tion booths, distribute souvenir
an
Shields,
an
Homecoming editions of the Sparorganization and official
symbol, tan Daily, and handle the sale
college
the
of
Ian
the of "Mums" to students and alumni
partan Shield, accepted
the at the Campus Reception.
marshaling
of
bility
Sigma Delta Chi, a selective orparade.
ing
ganization for men preparing for
parade marshaLs. the Shields
co- careers in journalism, requested
ensure the smooth and
to distribute today’s special Spared synchronization of each
tan Daily Homecoming edition and
patina float, marching and
as they to man the information booths;
tY unit and band
and the pledges of Gamma Phi
through the streets of downBeta, national women’s sorority,
San Jose tomorrow repreasked to help with the sale of the
the college and campus
"Mums."
ations to the students.
and community.

BOLDIZSAR
gy blEORbt;
the glory and lime dden from
Homecoming
his year’s
some 250 rdembers
Hies are
organizations who
en college
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her proide
successful Homeary for a
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s and assisting with the
-titian of returning alumni
the two-hour Campus nen Dmorrow will he the Spar:R.1’s, a sophomore women’s
ansI service organization
ing of 20 girls with above
,e grades and active parlion in school affairs.
be of the SJS chapter of
Key, national men’s honor
y dedicated to the promotion
ool spirit. school traditions
gh academic standards, will
as the official escorts of
Mg and will be escorting
ies at the Camaus ReeeProt at the tirade.
Rally c,,thinittee, in addi-
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Mem o

loi Ise &coraA 1 f,,metiont ing
tions Contest in 1949 found 20 living centers competing for three
trophies offered by the Homecoming Committee.

McCorkle and the committee create campus reception this year.
Also assisting her is Judy Harris
and Jere Wallace. Miss McCorkle
directed the University of Oregon
Homecoming in her sophomore year
at Oregon.
Phoebe Moraes, a senior majoring in philosophy and minoring in
English, is queen chairman. She
hopes to eventually teach philosophy at an accredited college.
She is on the Panhellenic Council and president of Delta Gamma
sorority. Assisting her on the committee are Kathy Bisset, assistant
chairman, and Carol Hardy, Coronation Ball chairman.

HALF-TIME SHOW
Norm Rogers. Floyd Clark, and
Gerry Beaumont complete his subcommittee.
In charge of half-time activities
and functions is senior Robert
Himel. }lime’, a social science ma-

YOU’LL SPARKLE
IN DOUBLE KNIT
VELVETEEN
CORDUROY

FOR YOL

Miss Pat
Plairhican
and more
Sze* 516

hraii

America’s Most Beautiful
SPECIAL
STUDENTS’ DINNER
Mon

&

Thur. NighSs

ROB THOMPSON
iFo,rner SJS, ATO)
and
DAVE MARTY
on Beni
9.1 p.m.

"id Daily:
430 8 00 e.rn

Mon.Fri. 10.30-6
Thursday 12:30-810

lief Cage
445 E. Willi*,
CY 4-7629
East San Antri
widow! San Jut

Iv/ a.. i, .

and the tremendous amount of
work that goes into a good homecoming program."
BONFIRE RALLY
Senior Bruce Edmonds, a math
education major, is chairman of
the Bonfire Rally Committee. He
is also chairman of the Rally
Committee arid plans to be a high
school instructor after college.
Jack Barbour, a junior business
management major, is head of the
Coronation Ball Committee. Ile is
also vice-chairman of the Social
Affairs Committee and plans to
go into small business management
after college.
His sub -committee includes Loretta American, Bruce MacDonald,
and Marilyn Bell.

DANCING . . .
Friday and Saturday Nigins

728 N. 13th St.

mm wm........monNammaamowes.

Are any of these your questions?

:ominq

ow Street
Jose
-----

Pigeons flew from the wit-141,m ,o itt
paper -covered Tower Hall on the float, as
It came to a halt in front of the realewing
stand.
LARGEST CROWD IN HISTORY
Mitre than ’22.000 persons jatntried into
Spartan Starliom that night to VieW the Sun
Devils’ 21-19 tictory toter Spanli s team.
The Chi Omega Dull Skulls Michele
Thebea
SW’
Sargent. Karen Hirlenbach,
and Kathy Patten took home the winning
trophy for the pre-game hootenanny.
Then during half-time Roger Muzzy’s
San Jose State marching band Performed
for the crowd.
Grand Marshal Duncan, Queen Natt,,,
.
and her court eireled the field during the
few minutes of half-time in old eat ..
by mention’s of the Los it ti
Duncan and the girls v.’ere
the stage and Huth ilimel, chairman of halftime activities, introduced them to the
Homecoming crowd the Largest in the history of SJS homecoming games.
Winners of the Down t own Merchant
Association display contest. were: Citizens
Federal Savings & Loan, first place; MOSiler’s Ltd., second; anti Penney’s, third. Campus Shop Window contest winners were the
Gilded Cage, first; Vaughn’s, second, and
Rey’s Barber Shop, third.
Homecomers, faculty, and students Is"’
game Saturday night to join their friends
t
at fraternity parties at the Alumni Assn.
dance at the Ste. Claire Ifotel, and at
brations all over Santa Clara County,
San Jose State’s 16th Annual Homecoming
drew to a close
"Spartan Memoirs’

ast Minute Surge
kSU Wins, 21-19
left to play fell
,partan machine
.ermanently throttled.
a scoreless first half,
really began to liven up
scored on a 16-yard run,
Seta-Ilion; kicked the con and with 4.50 left in the
.)eriod. San Jose state \s;,,.
by seven points.
a Rand Carter in the drive,’ hi’ Spartans then moved sl

tnt set
4

Where ran I get a job
that will make use of
my college training
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Do I hare to learn
typing and shorthand
to get good-paying
work

e)

311(1

the

lo ’,Otte
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W.11I

made a healittlul grodatch of a 34 -yard Carter
’at icy tied it with his placeis

passing superb’s for
titne in six necks.
1 the sipartans Into the
on a 3H-%ard toticitiloon
pit* to Rob Bonds. Itond
d In the line-drise pass
25, (might ,,If Larry
aine’s tackle oith a %Whole.
ht arm at the 10 and raced
Tatles’s PAT attempt
Side, leasing it 13-7.
in a sp di ot 12
tin limits were sl.-1,1,
awn leaders
hi,’
arose filto) It’- III I,,
Spartan,.
.,s IS v.hele
ler,

Is it necessary
to hare business
experience to get
good job

a

Interested in working with the
public in a job that challenges
your ability? Our Avis Langness
will beat the placement office to
tell you about the good-paying
positions we hove for college
girls.

I’ll be on campus
soon to bring you
the answers you want
to hear
See the placement office now foe
an appointment
Wednesday, November 13, 1963
AV -tiaL OPPORTUNITY EV,
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the line of scrimmage. isanged int/.
two S pa rt arts v) it h enough impat,
to be heard clear up in the pre--.
box, and jetted into the end zone
Serdhorg’s kick gave ASL" a
lead.
After AS1: kicked off, t’arter,
on the first play, threw a aide.
141 intended reeehur
line
.1.(11fiscat.

Dace

.trizotla

Bat-.

Alert, sanith diagnosed
the play perfec11.. 1111..1,414,cl
the hall, and streaked ’56 .sarde
iii.t(le it
for the
11-13. %%Mt 7r.tit ’,Mailing in
the game.
Ken Berry replaced the
oiled Carl er and directed San Jose
State 7ti yards to paydirt. Charley
ifarrmA ay, playing his first game
.ii more than a month, plunged
over for the final yard at :1 21.1.
Hero/ had Brawls open in the
rorl /one for the vital two-pant
,triversion, but overthrew hi :11 It
-ismed like the Spartans had finally sip...cumber].
Rot. rugged San Jose State
.ekling shook Gene Freder 100Se
the 1.001,11 at the Spartan :1:1
onl Cass .1:ickson ree,ocred lor
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I
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1,1,11111
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At 10.30, a coffee hour in ttl
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wrested -it alents and faculty.
A sttalent council lunette/ in in
and It at n’’ in
Cafeteria 12., Watts
and a conference with 1)1.. Stank.).
Benz, dean of students, the perA California Stale College StuHe- sonnet staff and counselors at 2 dent Presidents’ Association SatAn arimini I.
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Boasts Crowds

4=10

***

Catholic Women’s Center won
the independent trophy.
ots

kir and business minor, hasn’t decided as yet what he will do following the completion of his armed
seivice obligation.
A member of Rally Committee
and Spartan Shields, Himel feels
that Homecoming is directed primarily at San Jose State Alumni
for the purpose of helping them
feel they are still a part of the
college community, even though
they have been graduated.
Ffimel relates the whole committee’s feeling toward its work on
the Homecoming activities by saying, "Anything becomes vastly important if you are connected with
it in any way. And Homecomingi
means more to me now, because I
understand the real purpose of it

PARADE CHAIRMAN
Parade chairman Jere Owen is !
a psychology major and business
minor. Owen. a senior, who has
held positions of Sigma Nu social
chairman and house president, will
do Insurance work after he is
graduated.
Senior George Boldizsar is head I
of the downtown merchants subcommittee. He is majoring in public relations and is president of Pi
Alpha Nu, professional public
relations society.

Ten SOMIlitieS, eight fraternitie,
and two independent groups decorated their houses for the competition.
Sigma Kappa was honored as
the hest decorated sorority house
Kappa Alpha took the fraternity
trophy after a close race with
Sigma Gamma Omega.

l."Yr..’ I’ ’t "t’ //4111.},,q

yea:.

ked 11 -he rem
trans, ahile a"
I. 1ilts
(ea
I WS(

Decoration Contest
Sponsored in 1949

(Continued from Page 5(2)

TAsc

from 1921 to 1932 was director
of the Harvard College, Observatory, Cambridge, Mass. From
1952 he has been lecturer on cosmography in Harvard University.
The many awards and degrees
Dr. Shapley has received include
those honorary degrees of Delhi.
Honolulu. Mexico, Toronto, Copenhagen, Princeton and fiat-vitt-11
He has been made honorary foreign member if the national academies of 10 foreign countries, and
has been awarded medals and
prizes by the Vatican, India, Mexleo. England. and France.
Some of the papers and books
Dr. Shapley has had published are
two monographs, "Star Clusters"
and "The Inner Metagalaxy." a
general essay entitled. "A Design
for Fighting." and a book, "Of Stars
anti Men."
In the field of astronomy. Dr.
include
contributions
Shapley’s
discovery that the center of the
galaxy is 25,0or, light years distant from the earth in the three.
lion of Sagittarius, thus showing
-centric position of the earth
the es
and the sun is the stellar 11111VVINC
Another discovery is the charactrial ion
teristic color-Ituninosi t
for the bright stars in globtilar
cluster,.
fir Shapley’s speech us %/tonLecture Comsured by the (
mittee and the Division of Sciences
and Applied Arts,

The limitations v.ill include the
combined number of first-time
Freshman and lower-division trans.
let’s candling tor the first time

a

first

%ongressman Clawson
To Discuss Pending Bills

4t SJS.
,...ngre.sman Del Clawson
The trustees also determined
that enterla for selection of the ’altl.i will discuss the present tax
enrollment reduction and civil rights hills
!United -lower-division
will he proximity of residence 1., aim,INtlflilig In Congress. at 7 thi.
E327.
4.1S.
I .1;1, .ot .
formerly mayor of
Thus, lower-dui...Hai alga a’ it IonSanto
scored .s.hat %..as
C.nupt,in.
a-ill he aceepted first from
(lara County, then from other termed an "upset" victory in a
s tie c a I Congressional elect 1,ri
areas.
filled
Applicants seeking special -em- Arlier this year.
phasis majors at S.IS mitt it-’’
he ronsidered for admission first
Students front other am.is not
able to attend 5.15 because
linutation will Iwt "diverted" to

ru....1,11,,n

state colleges. junior
and imikersities.
There %sill Ile no limitation or
upper.disistrin students.

late Dernociatie
’ongressinan ( lyde 1 atyle.
The Congressman is ii conservm.
ti.e and staunch supporter 01 51.11
It, rry
(lithivvater.
Reports indicate that (’limo, "In
is the nest Repuhlican in line fot
.an appointment to the House ()Humour on Un-American Activities
At present. I’ttngressman Claw-on is 111 San Francisco on bit,.
iess for the Banking and Cut.
Ciimmittee of Cr ingress
This evening’s program is het t,.
the FOS Young Re sponsored

other
lege!.

MAsTER PLAN
The limitation resolution a,
passed in arrordancr to the .iate
college Master Plan, v..bieh says
enrollment at SJS shall he limited
to 40 per cent lower division. 60
per cent tapper.
San Frantaseo State will also
be limited in its 1964-65 lower,A total of
division enrollment
2.100 will be allowet to enter
in fall, MOO in the spring
Wahlmitst and
Pres. John
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton
represented 5.15 at the meeting

No Tower Verdict
The Hoard 01 Trustee),
ptedporied an. .01 ----- 011 ml,.- 1.1.
of Toner 111,11 .0 its meeting
1Fritta. in ’,all I
wolifilt.11.

10

1111

li

stint,
tore are still being studied hi
the State Department of Pt titre

id

the
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erril
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REP. DEL CLAWSON
. . . Goldwater backer

A declahoit /in Timer II A II
dehtIns May be reached al She
Iteeemtper meeting of the Triostree.
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WELCOME
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ALUMS!

A

and a special greeting
to Beta Beta No. 1

X

DROP BY FOR
OPEN HOUSE

.

HI ALUMS!
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Spartan,
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A Tradition Starts

Old Spartan Daily Pages Tell
Story of ’Spartan Memoirs’

Tile first hato..?catoiri celebration took place in 104i The first
homecoming queen was Gaynelie
Miner, at that time a 19-year-old
sophomore from Osklan t She was
sponsored by Sigma Kappa.

Nov
Ana St
’Similar to
In Many WI

In

Arizona State ljnh"
Health exams for participants and morrow’s Homecoming
004
arip,ifl:air.,peinit.a(r..,
and heavy "betting" by fans pre- not
different
ceded the annual event which be- Jose State,
gan Nov. 13, 1941,
ASU Was established
in
The Trot was from the Men’s t hTe hI"As
’1.e.,rtialoripi
and
Stadium
Spartan
to
over
Gym
School. Thir)y-three slude
back 13.3 miles), and the winners rolled on the
first day of
received a turkey, a goose, a on Nov. 8, lissa;
THEME COMPARISONS
eggs,
A
grade
dozen
chicken, or a
17.71k snide]
A Spartan Daily reporter of depending on their place at the
1934 related that dance committee finish. Also, three beauty queens rolled at ASU accordin
school
costumes were "reminiscent of the
handed out "pecks" to the winning SJS students,
most ASU s
’gr.ad old da:,T,’" "1 1890-1910.
tracksters.
live on campus. (*oeds at
Returning alums in 1934 could
A
attend receptions in the Home- FIRST HOMECOMING QUEEN afford to he a little mores
Reigning over that first year of than SJS coeds. Alen out
making, Music, Drama, Industrial
Arts, and Athletic Departments. Homecoming activities in 1948 was women seven to four, He
Carrying tradition into 1963, a a Sigma Kappa, Gaynelle Miller, coeds may only choose (rota
campus reception for alums and a 19-year-old sophomore from three men.
Both SJS and An an
faculty will begin tomorrow at 2 Oakland. (Gaynell, now a resident
of Los Altos with her husband and in large metropolitan area
P.m. in the cafeteria.
ASU is located in Terre
In the 1930s there was a spe- children, hopes to return for the
of the Phoenix metropolita
cial college Tea Room open to 1963 festivities).
House decorating, a big thing In
At first glance, the AR
alums. For this year’s returning
homecomers, the sorority houses earlier years of Homecoming, has tin’s description of the I
will serve refreshments between since been dropped so that em- climate could he mistaket
phasis can be put on the parade description of the climate
12:30 and 2:30 p.m.
area. In Phoenix, skies are
New uniforms for the band were entriesfloats, cars, etc.
1.4444.1.1.1.4.144,1.41,4010attoisteiststts1SW*C.,O1.141.14011, a highlight at the ’34 game. (From
Homecoming was planned by a less, the sun -.hales con
a contemporary view the 32-cent sub-committee of the Rally Com- snow rarely falls, rainfall i
parent and alumni admission fee mittee in 1948, under the chair- and high winds ale tuft
litilgh1t9)3.4 was even more of a high - manship of Ed Mosher. By 1949, "Here is the wit ion’s most
plans and dreams for Homecoming climate," the l,,,Iletin sak
had expanded, so the committee
As ASti’s rt,,tile imidif
POST WORLD-WAR II
..4
From a 1948 volume of bound began to function under its own school is a stale supportet
0
.
0
0 Dailies, today’s homecomer may constitution, with a financial tution. Arizona State Coll
ASB.
Flagstaff and Univetsity (
kread a little history about the allotment from
In 1948 Homecoming was just an I zone. at Tucson are the oth
Turkey Trot.
It seems that Spartan t rack infant. Fifteen years later, it is i schools in th e st..te universi
:: mentor "Bud" Winter inaugurated regarded as a major occurrence i tern.
I
structure.
CT 7-7417s
1U4 W. Sc.San Cartes
sZ the event to stimulate Interest in, which is worked on and planned oldSimilar
to old
SJS. M,thi..,
ASU h
’s cross-country and distance running. for the year ’round.
1894. It is a threP-story,
iy-covered
In many wny. ASL’ is sin
In other v,,y.7 it is dif
’1’,qnorr000 at .,7h7
tansy
how similar 71
learns :IN’

By JEANNE GATES
Toe San Jose State Spartan footYellowed, frayed, and musty are
ball team lost its first homecoming game, 19-14, to St Mary’s the 1934, 1948, and 1949 editions
of the Spartan Daily. Yet these
Gaels.
printed Spartan Daily pages tell a
vivid tale of Homecoming memoirs.
"Spartan Memoirs" from these
and other past years form a background for the 1963 Homecoming
theme.
FOLK MUSIC THEATER
Jerry Engles, this year’s Homecoming Committee chairman, ex970 So. First S.
plains that events dating further
hack than even these Spa r t an
Now Appas-.1
Dailies will be reminisced about
during this year’s celebration.
DON CRAWFORD
For instance, a bound volume of
Friday: 9, 10.30 it
Dailies includes an October 12
1934
ROLF CAHN
issue with bold, black headlines
Satordey: 9, 10 1) 3. 2
, which foretell the excitement of
HOOTENANNY
"Grand Rally Day."
with Paul hootoeThat was Homecoming of preSunda,. 13 P.,
World War II days, sponsored by
Rolf Cohn WorkshOp
’
t he Alumni Assn.
Sunday. 2
. Following the big 1934 ChicoSan Jose gridiron battle which

ended in a 6-6 tie, the student
body, old grads and football heroes
thronged to a dance in the Men’s
Gym.
The floor was so crowded that
the Carmen Dragon orchestra
played from the stands.

the offstage

FOLK
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SMOKE SRI
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oungi Wayfarers
Ing and Strum To Top
w Quartet
11 Perform
Rally

Grand Marshal
Recalls Beginning
(EDITOR’S NOTE, The following is
an amusing autobiography by Dr. Carl
D.
Duncan, Natural Science Area
Chairman, who is the 1963 Grand
Marshal for to
morning’s
Homecoming Parade. Duncan has been
on the San Jose State faculty since
1921. He received his B.A.. MA., and
Ph D. at Stanford University and has
taught at SJS, Bellingham State Norrral School UCLA (science consult.
’intl. and at West Coast Nature
hool, in addition Co being the author
,,1 two kooc, .old numerous scientific
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ilowever, folk!, alive as long
.it

mported Pipes
’rid Tobaccos

feerschaam and
:alabash Pipes
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FOUR MEN WITH MUSIC
fire Rally are the Wayfarers,
now appearing at the hungry i
Adams, top; Sean Bonniwell,
Bailey, bottom.

Featured singers at tonight’s Bonpopular new folk -singing quartet
in San Francisco. Singers are Tom
left: Ray Blouin, right, and Dick

1.
1.1
ior
came undo ilii Wit 1,11.1. ..1 .
1 tam n lieetle-lo tk.si i troti.ssol s no
’still further sharpened now wits.,
Itidrii. them tm skills improved ’till
I could make aecurate measure -

First Queen Recalls Reign
all the SJS homecoming games
because it brings back memorie.:
.f my own reign at homecoming,- Pifferini noted.
I hariecoming to Gay nelle mean,
ii \raiment and bewilderment 1.4011
Thu many confusing and wonder-fill
happenings that were going on.
"Being the first SJS homecoming queen was a big honor."
Her husband. "Pitt." as he is
known by his triemik, played first
string center on the S.IS football
team in 19-17-1S. Ile also played
I aseball and basketball.

On Monday, Nov. 22, 1998, Gaynelle Miller, a 19-year-old sophomore from Oakland, was chosen
tile first homecoming queen of SJS.
Today, this 1945 beauty is 31 year -old Mrs Robert Pifferini, the
mot her of two sons, aged 13 and 11.
Gay milk. who was majoring in
journalism so.e.u.t. graduated from
she was mantled in
S.15
her :-...pisimore year to Robert
Pifferini. whom she considers "the
star of football and baseball." He
is now employed as the bsitluill
and baseball coach at Foothill

College.
She hinted that she has changed
in appearance from her "beauty
days" but sparkling brown eyes
brown hair
and her sliiminerin
belie her words.
’As I look back on homecoming
know I will never forget it.
heir
at San Jose now, I
It was one of the most excitim!
.ntinned on Page 4 -Di
events in my life I tro. tt
- !roan their
supplement
song writer
: their favorite
Song" which
Job, on racial prejii-.

ean of Students
Replies Formally
To Prof. Smith
rties

uI cloudless
iow on Chan-fling games,
Ith those of
Homecoming
.ed the eonof Sparta"
or the years.
a the afterSJS faculty
for its first
skle, campus
ial Arts De.
-n 3,000 and
ment during
’iv on Friday
the parade
to viea the
eying pretty
and novelty
o Omicron Pi
os" took the
year’s win
or AT(o.
depicted a
..he Arizona
cigar.
ent to Sigma
he Glory of
%Jure." The
pulled in a
. ithe wheels
’hi arid oh,’
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111MIDOR
10KE SHOP

Boasts Crowds

GAYNELLE MILLER PIFFERINI
. the first queen

"liege i neater
stuennits in owe
at It 30 PI M.
a coffee hour in /11
At 10
is slated ;Ind is open to all interested students and faculty.

He was a good athlete, standing
live feet, eleven inches and weighing 200 pounds as well as being, a
good student, according to Walter
Melliermin. head if the Men’s
P.E. Department. He has been
o.aching at Foothill College for
five years.
Mr and Mrs. Pifferini were
i blessed with a baby girl last week.

uncernea
, With Food Services
On State Campuses
L3L3rA

A student council luncheon in
Cafeteria Rooms A and B at
and a conference with Dr. Stanley.
Rena, dean of students, the perA California State College Stucounselors at 2 dent Presidents’ Ass, wirit a in subof f Una I ac- sonnel staff and
here.
schedule
his
p.m,
will
end
oomm II I IV‘, which met here this
ii I-1
by
Dr.
weekend to discuss operation of
1, ....late pro
foal services on slat,. r,Ilege earn . and adviser
Vises, decided it thin Is More der.rtnal reply to
tailed information but did con.iit pin Friday.
clude "there is a definite concern
lIr,Stailie,.. 1’. Rena, dean
of
tudents, is the
over profit and loss by colleges."
"Authority" "erred
The subcommittee composed of
Dr. Smith in his
liar,!
five state college student body
.1(141 Parry letter,
"I lid
presidents and SJS ASH President
conversation wit.h
Profns..,
Steve Larson, spent part of Fri’11 regarding the
(lassie films tomormw at 3:30
role
,
day, Saturday and some of Suni’v member as adand 7 Rm. in T115:1 features "The
day discussing a resolution quesletit orgallItiation,’
Medium," and "Images from Den I
tioning which type of operation is
bussy."
mast beneficial to students prito.
Mat."The Medium" ts a Illm of
vate or ASH -operated.
.
I "1, hieh are Gian-Carlo Menotti’’, opera
AS11 President Larson stated
1.,olty (’lienOne eritte says of ’The MeI O.,
to he if question
I’eedom has dium," that it aspires to perfect that there -seems
into the sit- union of reality and imaginatkin. of quality of outside coneerns, and
there is a definite concern over
"Images from Detsissy" prebr.Santh dares
profit and loss by colleges."
Claude
of
compositions
three
that,
sents
following
n intortual
’The main concern of state coleon\ ersation
played and
with Debussy which are
n Ben/ lie
leges is whether they can operate
asked the dean. Illustrated by the earnera.
Would us ie
bookstore
h.:nation from TAse
The three esompositions, beau- their own food and
,it a higher profit to the
mi,1 a imissilite tifully 1111111‘. ;111. "Arabesque En 4.01’s
art, Asti that% ran an miss’s. concern.
thei lir Smith SIC
Pellets ILitis
President I arson explained thrt
Iiii
have eontreeteel outFreedom rola11,011 Wills o,f tonlirrow’s r13...or some colleges
kitten lussl
set no date for
side concerns and the student body
mg ;is
hear. film series promise to be unusof late
profits fia a result_
Friday,
ually entertaining and instructive. is losing

Classics Feature
Menotti’s Opera;
Debussy’s Music

IIte

51811

1,1

11Ir

lVii,

DR. CARL DUNCAN
. . . ’she bugged me’
I wormed my way into the i_ood
graces of all ieho could help me,
grubbed away at my studies, and
crept upward by degrees .1: A.,
,1 A and Ph.D.’ and finally attained status as an entomologist
I and college professor.
Somewhere along the way, as all
normal young men must do. I met
la charming coed whom I thought
cute as a bug’s ear. FAT** time I
-tikr her I got butterflies in my
stomach and it wasn’t long moil
the two of us were as thick as
Ileas.
COMPLETE ENTRAPMENT
My captivation suggested
nothing so much as the old proverb
of the moth and the flame and my
entrapment was soon complete.
She was no social imt teril,. however, and the result of our marriage was more than thirtyroue years of hal-Th.1p,,
TM, brings me pretty well up
to the present. If I don’t louse up
my future. I .shoulel he able to live
out my years as snug as a lang in
the time of my retirea Mg.
ment to the day when I give my
last feeble kick in the fare of old
Mother Earth. take my departure
from this Vale of Tears, and become a proper candidate for the
"Diet of Worms.-

tot 111*.toig

()leery/dory, Pasadena, Calif., and
from 1921 to 1932 was director
’if the Harvard College, Observt oiy, Clan brief ge, Mews. From
1932 he has been lecturer on cosmography in Harvard University.
The many awards and degrees
Dr. Shapley has received include
those honorary degrees of Delhi,
Honolulu, Mexico, Toronto, Copenhagen, Princeton and Harvard
He has been made honorary foreign member .if the national academies of 10 foreign countries, and
has been awarded medals and
prizes by the Vatican, India, Mexico. England. and France.
Some of the papers and hooks
Dr. Shapley has had published are
two monographs, "Star (lusters"
and "The Inner Metagalaxy." a
nteneral essay rnt It led. "A I)ester
for Fighting," and a book, "Of Stars
and Men."
In the field of astronomy, Dr.
contributions
Stimpley’s
include
diseenery that the center of the
galaxy is 25,000 light years distant from the earth in the direction of Sagittaillis, thas Shwwing
the eccentric position of the earth
and the sun is the stellar universe
Another discovery is the characteristic color-lurninosrly relation
for the bright stems ti globular
(lusters
Shapley’s speech to seem!,11rf’d by the ’college Lect tire Commit tee and the Division of Sciences
and Applied Arts.

Ii ilireSTIoSes
The limitations will include the
if first -time
combined number
freshman and lower-di% ision transfers enrolling Ion the first time.
at SJS.
The trustees also determinef
that criteria for selection 01 the
eneillment
efl.11swer-divislon
veill he proximity of residence to
SJS.
Thus. lower-division application,
will be aceepted first from Santa
Clara County, then front other
areas.
Applicants Seel:11114 special -emphasis majors at S.IS 5’ III
be ronsidered for atimissiim
Students from other areas not
able to attend S.IS because ed the
limitation will be "diverted" to
other state colleges, junior col.
leges and einisersities
There %sill lie no limitation on
upper-dist,Ittil
NtAsTElt PLAN
The littut,ettein re...Widow
passed in 1-W(14111;1’1re to Illt
college Master Plan. which says
enrollment at SIS shall he limited
to 40 gsor cent lower division, 50
per cent upper.
San Francisco State will also
be limited in its 19644;5 timer.
A fetal of
division enrollment
2,1011 will be allowe1,. to enter
ht fall. 000 in the spring,
Pre!, John ’I". Wahlronst and
Y...geecutive Dean C. Grant Burton
represented .S.IS at the meeting

Z..
few from the
of the
1,.,;,.
Tower /fall ens Ito. float, as
it course to a halt in front of time’ reviewing
stand.
LARGEST CROWD IN HISTORY
More than 22,000 persons jammed into
Spartan Stadium that night to view the Sun
Devils’ ’21-19 ietory over Sparth’s team.
Tho Chi Omega Dull Skulls %oleic
Thebratilt. Sue Sargent, Karen Birlenbrieh,
and Kathy Patten took home the y.intung
trophy for the pre -game hootenanny.
Then during half-time Roger Mirezys
San Jose State marching band performed
for the eroixtl.
Grand Marshal Duncan, Queen Nancy
and her court- circled the field during the last
few minutes of half-time in old cars driven
by members of the Los Gatos Car (lItily
Dunean and the girls were escorted mite,
the stage and Bob /Benet, chairman of halftime activities, introduced them to the
Homecoming crowd the largest in the history of SJS homecoming games.
Winners of the Downtown Merchants
Association display contest were: ntizen,s
Federal Savings & Loan, first place; Mush en’s Ltd., second; and Penney’s, third. Cam pus Shop Windew contest winners were the
Gilded Cage. first; Vaughn’s, second; and
Rey’s Barber Shop, third.
Ilornecorners, faculty, and students left
the game Saturday night to join their friends
at fraternity parties, at the Alumni Assn.
donee at the Ste. Claire Hotel. and at celr[orations all over Santa Clara County, as
San Jose State’s 15th Annual Homecoming
-.Trill:In Memoirs" drew to a close.

ast Minute Surge
kSU Wins, 21-19
3M seconds left to play fell
and the spartan machine
wrmanently throttles!.
vorele.s
.1.
half,
really began to liven lip
scored on a 16-yard riln,
Seedborg kicked the von t and with 4-S0 left in the
aeriod. San Jose State v.,..
by seven points.
Rand Carter in the driver’s
he Spartans then moved 141
in 11 plays to Won’ Walt
a made a beatititul goalatch of a 31 -yard Carter
’at Icy tied it with his placeler, passing sistwrtilv for
-irst time in six nerks.
1 the spa rtans Int o
sin a 58-%ard tolichtlimn
plots to Ron Bonds. tiond
sl In the Ilne-drise pass
15, fought off Larry
sine’s, tackle with a stile ion
lit arm at the 90 and raciil
Tatle)’.., P.% T attempt
side, leasing It 13-7.
1, in a span nf 12 411,(1111.1,
on Devil.
pre SI111,11111y
mind leader ’hose fro,
’
t14 Whew the
,
d Charley Tay 1.0
of a first flOW(1
I
fl was offside. giving ;1,,
a first dosen on the 43
it
apparently stripped at

the line of scrimenia,a
t.’..
Sparliirri with enough impact
t. be heard clear up in the press
hue, and jetted into the end zone.
Se.edborg’s kick gave ASI’ .1 11-1::
lead.
After .5.s11. kicked off, Carter,
on the first plas. threw a sideline pass to intended revels er
1>ass e Johnson.
But,
Arizona
States Jerr% smith diagnseall
the play pertectls. interceptrrt
the hall, and streaked 15 yards
for the TD, seedloorg miule it
11-13, with 7:90 remaining in
the garne.
Ken Berry’ replaced the shah,91(NI Carter and directed San Jose
State 76 yards to paydirt. Charley
Ilan-away. playing his first garne
ti more than a month, phineed
over for the final yard at 3.20.
Berry had Bonds open in the
end zone for the vital two-point
u- inversion, hut overthrew hull. It
,(1eM(41 like the Spartans had finally SIIN-11,101(.1!
?tickling

’L..,

’1, ’I.

t../4(

of the fpothall lit the Spartan 33
And Coss Jacks. in reeovered for
.111
chi," ii
wit
, I. And mo,en .11 rho %SI’
. ,,!
few
the first
kick foim tIse 43
i
I ,t
loll rwas the base of Ilw tell
upright

Congressman Clawson
To Discuss Pending Bills
Chi". -

.10.1 will discuss the
/11sVIA
....Hirt ion a nil civil
r, tin’ il S.,11
its., pending In Ceingr.
,11Sk
-setting in 1-...327.
I’lawson.
form,: io
,t.
Hompton. (7alit., scored
the next 11.,i, .,
termed an "upset" vicioro
ti iiii
..
Is p Vela 1 Congressional
mittee rift 17n-Amerieali
!earlier this year. The election !,h..! Sr
t
t’songre
.11 San Francisco son t,
.. fill’
Banking and
Congro pri)grant is ’11,’I
."’’’
S.IS Young Re
01,’11,1

No Tower Verdict

REP. DEL CLAWSON
. . . Goldwater backer

The Board eel Trustees .eg.eisi
postponed ans .11I it’ll on the Iel.
of Tosser 11411 at Its meet 1111;
Frtitari fn San Francis,.
Possitole solutions to the to
Sun’ if the Its cos emit stein
titre sire stin bting studied los
the "date Illepartment of 11.
natIVe.
di,Ni11111 on Tenser flall’s
&Olin may he rearhed iii h*,
Dereenher meeting of the Treat...P.1.

THE CREEKS
W E 14 (: 0 M E
’III E I It ALE:S
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WELCOME
BACK
ALUMS!

A

and a special greeting
to Beta Beta No. 1

X

DROP BY FOR
OPEN HOUSE

Garden of M

Robot Makes Debut;
Whistles at Coeds
NORD
kkrrxx .
leen "eyes" flash.
Brig?’
Five-n,ot six -inches of electric
circuitry and galvanized sheet
metal garbed In 24 coats of midnight blue lacquer comes to "lite"
"Good morning, I’m Eddy Elec-

He startled and amused a small
crowd ot students as he whistled
at passing coeds, pumped his arms
up and down. said a few words
on minority grotty:, and shook
hands with Drs. Ralph Bohn, Howard Ottrrish and Donald lietando
of the IA faculty.

tron."
Eddy Electron Is a robot or humanoid as his creator, John V.
Deal, calls him.
Eddy will appear in a lunar
scene and greet guests at the Industrial Arts Department Open
H. ’use this weekond.
LIKES 11’01:0%
Eddy made his campus debut
two weeks ago in front of the
Industrial Arts Building.
_

Eddy was designed and built by
Deal. a 23-yeat-old industrial arts
maim% tor a special problems
eriuNe in electronics.
end.
Deal said that Eddy’s electrical I
inside: are composed ’of receivers. I
decoders, and servos, which are
Ii otors that make the robot’. head
turn and arms move.

Rs

THE BROTHERS OF

Friday, Nov.

ROI

named No
Homecontinr;
sponsored
and Delta 1:1.
parades sweep- t
had
top honors in the
tireek
Thousands jamtnill
h’irst
view the 40-unit
-peetacte
intermittent r
in
witulySc tst t het

A signal from the control boiod
is picked up by Eddy’s rereivPi,
decoded into the designated
trent and used to activate the
motor that controls that movernent.
Eddy’s speech is contmlled by a
OPEN
hand -carried transmitter separate
STUDENT
!...t friend was chased. Irian the control hoard.
MON., THURS.,
DISCOUNTS
ieaten in 1958 Horne._ted
"Eddy can be controlled from a
,.inu
float themes when SJS distance of 1.5 miles," Deal sid.i
WHOLESALE
. , ’..1 the Fresno State Bulldogs.
’sr.;
E
Deal pointed out that Ed dy
the parade’s floats de I-,
complete yet. He needs litr!,1
DIVA MORE
the bulldog spinning on
motors to move his 250-pound
4,7
I. falling beneath football
and solenoids in his pincer -like
!)/our $
ttal caged behind glass winhands before he can grasp objects
I.
tlitrd Radio anti
tbe
by
used
1425 Vv San Carlos
He will be
CV s.i2 :
tnetnImood
* * *
j,
in electronics tie:11,
In
1958.
3000
students
out
of
410.
110
OM.
4M.
r
in high schools and in in’ Ii
1 the 13.000 enrolled, jammed the conventions.
1671 The A
’ Homecoming Queen election polls
Students in the IA Department
to vote. The 10 semi-finalists were
Teach them to say: BEAT ARIZONA ST.
254 5663
are considering building a el., Shelia O’Brien, Judy Allen, Helen ironic dog for Eddy.
Featured t^’s weei
Barker, Ziska Baum, Janice Hill,
What about an Edie Electron?
Susan McIntyre. Nancy Newman.
a
Diane Perry, Lana Porter and Lalug The World Premiere Of The Most 5ignificos
A
Your Pet’s Dept. Store
onna Schultz, The Hrim.’c.iniirtg
Entertainment Event Of The Decade
(,l’aten selected was Judy Allen.
Open Da , 1) }3 9
*
*
*
Open Se
13 td
The 1958 homecoming Parade
ALL-COLOR MOTION PICTURE PRESENTED AND 1.
COUnfry
"one of the largest p
-3as 4, the
was not apprmed at first by So.
RATED IN PERSON BY NOTED AMERICAN COQRESP’
1280 Tne Alameda
Phone 297-0254
Jose City Council members be-

DON’T BE SCAPEDPaula M:Corlde, senior speech and drama
major, tImidly approaches Eddy Electron with a book whlle a
cur;ous stude-ts watch.
g-a6ip

Highlights of Past
Gala Occasions

larry nelso

,....,,,,,,14,WWWe’rWWeWirleWev

HI ALUMS!

T. V. Slippl

CONNECTICI
MUTUAL LIF

BABY PARRAKEETS

WELCOME BACK

’INSIDE CASTRO’S CUBA’

The Ladies of
Chi Omega

WELCOME ALUMS

HAPPY HOMECOMING
ALUMS
Z:

Make your Homecoming
complete by visiting our
Lariat Room. Were open
24 hours a day to serve
you our delicious food.
So come in any hour and
meet your friends over a
savory steak or a cup of
coffee.

THE LION ROARS TONIGHT!
’I Ie

It I.

cause they thought the psi..
would interfere with peak trdi,
on First and Santa Clara Streets
The prop.rqs1 time for the parade
,s 5 p.m. The City Council
parade would also be h;t:it/ :’,41 by cars moving in and out
.1 the parade line on FUN! Street
because no barricades would be set

DENT, ROBERT COHEN,
SAT.. NOV. 9th, 8 P.M.

1

S1L25

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.

CV 5.0
SAN JOSE BOX OFFCE
40 W. San Carlos St. Mail Ordrs Acceerd
enclosed self-addressed stamped envelc pi

A week later the Council finally’
tpproved the time but designated
in special police cars to c,a,trol
traffic

I 11
FRESH AND PURE ...

.3;,.

.

Sigma Alpha Epsiloi

ao,,#.4..0.4.4".....4.4.4.,,,4,4,4,,,,,,,,,,voy",

"t1l1D111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111N1111111111111111111

We
our inventory regular, meticulous inspecticrs
that our medications and ingredients are always ph.’’
end potent. be, you Can be sure the we give eves’ .
. .
no substitutions. Our pharmacists? Courteous. pL
be of Serr;Ce. Depend on them.

FREE
PARK!

ANGELO’S

AL S
EARL’S
3E. S. 3rd

STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CAA

(’age (II ".11N11

0.11
I eliforn,

THE SISTERS OF

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.
Professional Pharmacists

\

rrtfl Fremont

,

Moderne Drug Co.

CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
r

’

PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

OPEN

Tit MIDN

GAMMA PHI BETA
EXTEND THEIR WELCOME
TO RETURNING ALUMNAE

IIONIECOMING
13( nial Li of

71
11111e 1,11

Lice If $

J(

Tint ellfla

Tur, Ltinu,s oF
SI(;11111 KAPPA
Parties
Parades

Ilmin(th stivs !HT() l’1114,’
(,,I1111 I 143’,1
\IL ’14) 4)1 H
12:311N(11

IIA Its

WELCOME BACK
ALUMS

and

Pretty Hair Styles
for
Homecoming

THE SISTERS OF

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

41’1:\ 114)1 -A’.

I is ti. 11

:1.1

WELCOME THEIR ALUM SISTERS

1:1111

H

%NMI

LADIES OF
DELTA GAMMA

.1,

’Furs. Ilitti

TO SJS HOMECOMING

Willow

The
Brothers of
Sigma Nu

STOP BY THE HOUSE
AND SEE US

464.411,111.114111.

_

Glen
.

e_cre,

Street
1045 Willow

Friday, N00,4
11

1.1 of M usi
,

Spartan

ov. 8, 1963

MemoirJ
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usic To Highlight Game
estivities Here Tomorrow
Pre -Game
Hootenanny
Scheduled
I,

ry nelson
in

/o;.

NNECTICUT
ITUAL LIFE

ZZLEDAllLEFive coeds who will dance during half time
+0morrow night’s Homecoming game gather around Associate
,ector Charles E. Carr, who is helping produce the program.
e dancers, who will do a Roaring Twenties number, include,
I. to right, Sharon Smith, Dee Wilcox, Lee Rossi, Mary Beth
rn.clt, and Nancy Cummins.

PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 2% HRS.
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
ALL GREEN 18 HOLE COURSE
61 PAR.

294.5560

Most Slnificanf
tecode

11 Rancho (lade

CUBA’
ENTED AND NA:.
:AN CORRESPCA

Golf Course and Driving Range

CY 5.0811
Accepted
envelope

142

McKee Road
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

THE

.

" Engine Rebuilding
" Ignition Systems
Starters & G
fors
Walton Motor Guarontoo
Courtesy Car mait ,bio,

II/

nine.’ of this
!,.h.r queen,
he sequence of mu 5 a hootonann3
at 6:30 pin.
’,sill vie at
, ii
Ii’
judged best.
and Nina Johnson,
ir. :it the event, will iiet as
Ineluded in the folksinging
at the pre -game hoot are Non Wilson and his 12-string guitar: Page
and Cheri Brownton, duet: the
Delta Singers. Bill Houlihan, Jim
Osborne and Toni Hawker; Sherry
Snow: Little Big and Hosvard, Ed Ward Main and Howard Perth in
thi’ Dt.111SkiillS frOM Chi Orue,,,,
Miebele Thebeauty. Karen Birierihaeh, Suzie Sargent and Kathy
Pattern, and Michael and Ku ii
Michael Brandt and CarI,
Warren.

141 South 3rd St.

I

I

1.1t,t

OPEN ’TM RION*

Dean of Students
Replies Formally
To Prof. Smith
triies
rades
and

-lair Styles
Io,

ecominq

rw Glen
r College
’mew street
Jose
.....

in

I

the parade
to vies% ihe
tying pretty
and novelty

L r,rart

Blor,

The 1964 SUZUKI
*SS 80 cc

Omicron Pi
w" took the
; year’s win
or ATO.
depicted a
:he Arizona
cigar.
cot to Sigma
he Glory of
’More,’ The
pulled in a
, ithe wheels
’hi and Deltfi

Cl. 1-1143

RED MARION ENTERPRISES
1711 Bascom, near Hamilton

(Continued ion Page I -Di

Christmas

is

fell
I 1141 to 11111
:old the spartan ittarhine
oermanently I !trot t led,
? a sopreless first half,
really began it, liven up
scored on a 16-yard run,
Seedborg kicked the el in.
and with 450 left in the
aeriod. San Jose State
lly seven points.
t Rand Carter in the driver’s
he Spartans then moved 111
in 11 plays to score. Walt
a made a beautiful goalatch of a :it -yard Carter
’at Icy tied it with his place’.

just around the earner!

Lay-away plans now available

1..slails

1111 i\

in stye t next. i /Minitel%
at ¶1..10 a.m.
At 1030, a coffee hour in HI
is slated and is open to all interested students and (madly.
attallintftt

’

Lightweight 3 -speeds from

$39.95

10 -Speed Derailers from

$59.95

*Parts
*Accessories
*Special Discount for
S.J.S.

Students
-.

894 E. Santa Clara at 19th Street
CY 4-0742

L3L3rA Loncernea

With Food Services
On State Campuses

’unchain
A st,alent
Cafeteria Rooms A and 11 at noon".
and no conference with Dr. Stanley
Reny, dean of students, the PerA California State College Stu 2 dent Presidents’ As.sociatnin subat
enn"sel"rs
and
MAT
,;.i.
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In the field of astroniimy. Dr.
include
em ntribtit ions
shapley’s
ilisemery that the center of the
galaxy is 25,0011 light years distant from the earth in the direction of Sagittarius, thus showing
the eccentric position of the earth
and the sun is the stellar universe
Another discovery is the characteristic color-luminosity relation
for the bright stars in globular
elosters.
I’m Shapley’s speech is sponsored hy the l’ollege I,,erture Oenmit tee and the Division of Sciences
and Applied Arts.
411,1
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Observatory, Pasadena, Calif.. and
from 1921 to 1952 was director
of the Harvard College, Observatory, Cambridge, Mass, From
11952 he has been lecturer on cosmography in Harvard University.
’ The many awards and degrees
Dr. Shapley has received include
those honorary degrees of Delhi,
flonolulii, Mexico/ Toronto, Copenhagen, Princeton and IlarVaed
lir has been made honorary foreign member of the national acad..
emir of 10 loreign countries, and
has been awarded medals and
prizes by the Vatican. India. Mexico. England. and France.
Some of the papers and hooks
Dr, Shapley has had published are
two monographs, "Star Ousters"
and "The Inner Metagalaxy." a
general essay entitled, "A Design
for Fighling," and a hook, "Of Stars

The limitations will include the
combined number of f irst -time
freshman and lower-division trans(em’s enrolling tor the first tine.
at SJS.
The trustees aim) determined
that enteria for selection nit the
enrollmeni
will be proximity of residence I,

congressman Clawson
T o Discuss Pending Bills

congressman Del Clawson
will discuss the present tax
a ’ion and civil rights hills
,:ress..it 7 the(
I
SJS.
mayor of
..nerly
Thus, lower-dis ision amlication’al,: , scored what was
will be accepted first Iron)
Clara Coiinty, then from tithe’ ,..1-inted an "upset- victory in a
.pecia I Congressional elect loll
areas.
Applicants seeking special -em- -.oiler this year. The elect kin
Oasis majors at S.IS %sill also
be eonsidord for admissian first
Students from other areas not i
able to attend SYS because of the I
limitation will be "diverted" to
other slate colleges. junior colleges and iimversities.
l’here so II be no limitation on
upper-disision stialents.
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No Tower Verdict
The Board of Trusters .eg.011

in aecordanre to the NtAte
smi sCollege Ma.ster Plan. Allich
enrollment at 5,15 shall he limited
tom 40 per cent looser division. 60
per cent upper.
San Framisco State will also
he limited in its 1964-65 lowerA total of
fileiSilm enrollment.
’2.100 mill be alltnveck 10 4,1111.1’
tot fall. SDI in the spring
Wahlrpost and
Pres. John
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton
represented S.IS at the meeting.
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Congressman Clyde Islyle.
The Congressman is a etlitserVatie and staunch supporter ol Set!
’tarry Goldwater.
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the line of scrimmage, ranged into
tu , Spartans with enough impact
to he heard clear up in the press
box. and jetted into the end zone.
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2I-13, with 7:210 remaining in
the gi
Ken lerry replaced the
ened t’arter and directed Sail
State 711 y’artls to pus ’hit. Charley
Ilarrast;o, playing his first game
in more than a month. piiinved
Wel’ for the final y-ard at :1 20,
Berry had Bonds open in the
end zone for the vital tWo-p,arlt
conversion, but overthrew hen It
seional like the Spartans had finally seecumbed,
But. rugged San Jose State
tackling shook Gene Foster loose
of the football al the Spartan 33
and Cass Jackson moo\ eyed lot’
SJS.
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Tatiey’s PAT attempt
Ode, leasing it Is -7.
1. in a stein of 1.2 setonds
an Devils uere suddenly
point leaders.
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Huret or Simplex nylon derailers only
$4.95 (plus installation)
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BBQ Spare Rile.
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Limediately at ter the first half
play the San Jose State mareh-

Zeta. Pigeons flew from the ssaidow of
paper-ciovered Tmver Hall on the float, as
it came to a halt in front of the resiewing
stand,
LARGEST CROWD IN HISTORY
M0111 than 22 000 pfrsons jammed into
Spartan Stadium that night to view the Sun
Devils’ 21-19 sictory over Spanirs team.
Omega Dull Skulls Miehele
Theibeault. Sue Sargent, Kasen Birlenbaeh,
and Kathy Patten took home the winning
trophy for the pre -game hootenanny.
Then during half-time Roger Milizy’S
San Jose State marching band performed
ha’ the crowd.
Grand Marshal Duncan, Queen Nancy
and her court circled the field during the last
few minutes of half-time in old ears driven
by members of the I APS Gatos Car Chili
Duncan and the girls were escorted onto
the stage and Bob Himel, chairman of halt.
time activities, introduced them to the
Homecoming crowd -the largest in the history of SJS homecoming games.
Winners of the Downtown Merchants
Association display contest were’ Citizens
Federal Savings & Loan, first place; Mush em’s Ltd., second; and Penney’s, third. Cam pus Shop Window contest winners were the
Gilded Cage. first; Vaughn’s, second; and
Reiy’s Barber Shop, third,
Domecomms. faculty, and students lett
the game Saturday night to join their friends
at fraternity parties, at the Alumni Assn.
dance at the Ste. Claire lime!, and at eelbrations all over Santa Clara County. as
ql Jose State*, 16th Annual Homecomin2
drew to a el,Ne.
-p,o-tan Memoirs’

ast Minute Surge
kSU Wins, 21-19
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The hootenanny will end at 7:40
%Oh songs of the 1920s by the
f-’,,iternity Five Dixieland Band.
A,companying the band will be
four Roaring Twenties -clad coeds
dancing the Charleston.
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Boasts Crowds
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For your Ilomeroming we have:
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first SJS Homecoming pa.
’ante was held at 7:30 p.m. on Nov.
23 1948.
There were about 30 entrants In
the parade, The parade left the
corner of Fourth and Sari Fernando Streets and proceeded down
Fourth In, Santa Clara. The parade
ended in the Inner Qaall where a
heiti

I

S1.25
1 mile East on Nlekee Road Overpass

Oates from (isle Center

III/

First Parade

In 1941i a 110.yeai Mil sophomore
nloris Peterson, reii.dled
coming queen. She presided no (’I’
the Ilomectming game beisseen
SJS and College of the Pacific.
An est i rip ii t ed 20,000 fans
watched the Spartans trounce the
(’OP "Tigers" 45-7. After the
game, a dance was held in tlie

Dr Gus Lease, associate proles:litisiS, and Charles (,
the pre -game shou.

Weekday student green fees
$225 .S

10

1949 Homecoming
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any talents, I’m Sim’ I took piano
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high sch,v31 and maybe direct school
a not.’ I didn’t practice.plays and participate in common Ifer int1.1,SIs include skiing. both
theater productions " said the
1
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i ,in wan., and snb iw. foreign tan.
I ill. sleuder brunette beauty durand
sp,.,,h
traveling.
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phere . In flint of i.otir classes.
en though this is a large sehool,
there is a lot of student -teacher
vontact.
"But there is a lack of real in terest in scholastic achieiement
There is t.na much of who’s the
easiest teacher and what’s the
easiest class." she added.
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FOREIGN FILMS GOOD
Miss Neiderholzer, who was
sponsored by the brothers id Alpha
Tau Omega, prefers foreign films
and likes the acting of Yves Monland, Ingrid Bergman, Jack Lemmon. Paul NMVInall and Liz Tay -
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and orange clothing. as she explains. "Bright yellow. not just any
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The Ladies of
Chi Omega
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HAPPY HOMECOMING
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ing band will march onto the field
to start the half-time festivities
At the end of the band’s performance this year’s homeeomin
queen and her court will he driven
on the field.

We Also Serve

s’aVirtr1,,,,,,,’Woie

VARSITY APTS.

Wayfarers aren’t
itick at their St tidies in social se;irafe. math, pre -law. and journalism. hut forward to continiting
entertainment
the
in
success
world. For them folk music is the
word of our times a times seeking to know its sources, its
lure. and itself, -

ttaintinued fr.

OR.A’NGE WINZIT DRINK
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Much Music Here
Tomorrow Night
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state’s Bonfire Rally tonicht to j
H fairgrounds, and the
.4igagement at the ive
Wayfarers will be i
.
Portland. After Portland thei
ia Charleston. South Carotin
March of Dimes benefit.

ST.

tier highness anal her court will
arrive on the playing field in five
"old-time" Cam owned by member .4 the Los Galt*. Horseless
"lace Club.
As the half-time comes to a close
and the 1964 It’ meeoming Queen
has been presented to her subjmas
the winners of the float division
it the morning parade will he
announced.

rates: or’ ,
$, 75 a ser-,-Y,-eelectric’/
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Ow on Chanrning game:,
ith those of
Homecoming
.ed the conof Sparta’’
tr the years.
a the afterSJS faculty
for its first
campus

or prof e -icon
11.,i.
Mid
mod important. it brim.- the oil..., ool it- Ammo I gether. for the lienelit I I,. iii, to -nate time. know led,
and resource-.
Jci-s state’s iit-t
ha).., for the tie part. catered more to the -Indents I hut alumni Ills. go..
for which flonieesuiling is trailitionall. held. It e. are ph to
with the effort, of this sear’,
tctionito
whose diligent planning has lull 1.1 oil alumni H
departimmt- 6111 lie open: .5 _eneral al lllll
,
enteritimilent, mill be held: fraternities. -or,
ties and other
L:roup- hair. -olictliticd teas. shim.
and receptions to comoi I oilsI
.1
the parade f
ha- been set ssitl, .donini attendance o
mind.
I urge all returning alumni. from recont grail. lin ’,part:ills of esters too, to take arlsatita:, s.f the
10 know !ariur alma nutter as it i- totla. Represent it ar II
and serse it well. 1 on are its iirmInct asol it- heal aide-111.in.
rile %aline of your degree increase- a- the reputation
of our alma mater flourishes. A elemo,.
l
Is,jsie.’oin
iii
-incerels.
illiarsi I. Eckert
National Prosident.
-.I, Alumni Assn.

drawing boards. Approximate cost hand. Th. 4
0,114 .11i
gy SITU: ,PENCE
-’.me amateur was figured at $220. a relatively he benne, to the Sun 1 as iis loot
ke an idea. ;chi
throw in small figure in comparison to the The Sun De, i1 is movable, Oat
els and carpenters,
to build a I loats that adorn the Rose Bowl and will respond to the burn a
h wood and wire
-col - ’competition in Pasadena evers the eigar.
house, sitin NlIth multi
are New Year’, Day.
The wooden franieweirk and most
crepe paper ;mei chances
(.,ne up with a Homecoming ; Carpentry and engineerinv are of the wiring is complete now, but
the basis of a successful Iliad, ATO will wait for the last rho
enough, but to especially when you hasp ins,vable. before Wilms the entire float with
nds
Tau Dineva traternity, it’s synchronized parts. Seven ATO gold, v leen and red crepe paper.
members filled this bill with car- The paper is sensitive to early v serious business.
feminine pentry experience on summer jobs. mornim dew and bright afternoon
O. alone with the
How to move the whole shebang sun.
of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
The over-all theme of SJS’s 196:1
way through the building of was the next problem. Dennis Fitz.
at entry in t his year’s ’came up with a Jeep, which will Homecoming is "Spartan Memo’noting competition. The fra- also act at the base of the float. ries." ATO’s theme is "Thanks for
Chairman of the ATO (Ina t the Memories." Theme, construcy is aiming tor its third conice sweepstakes win and a committee, Mark Hutchinson, is tion and oser-all appearanee are
to claim permanent keeps supervising the building of the 1963 taken into ClInsideration by judges
Homecoming entry and is looking in determinim: a %%inner,
e homersonits.: trophy.
forward to taking home the top
EX -QUEEN si.LI"r HERE
B166ER AND BETTER
Saturday night, billowing the
s year Am plans to top last award.
’GOING TO BE HUGE’
previous night’s coronation ball
spectacular two-section float
Says Mark, "This one is going to the newly reigned 1956 Homecomportrayed Spardi dragging a
the
be
by
huge.
Last
year
Spardi
Lobo
was
ing Queen Anna Beal and the reMexico State
13 feet high from toe to head. signing 1955 Homecoming Queen
homecoming
This
year
he
will
be 13 feet high Barbara Dale went out on double
building of a
By FORBEsT t AssIDY
ilie
dales. Afterward Anna spent the
must begin with the idea,’ from his waist to his head!"
Many a black csssned grad
I.
..liership in the .1
To let the cat out of the bag_ night at Barbara’s home in San
was furnished tor ATO by
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With Food Services
On State Campuses
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Debussy’s Music
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Ithservatory. Pasadena, Calif., and
from 1921 to 1952 was direchrr
of the Harvard College. Niers:a n ry
’ambridge, Mass. From
19:52 he has been lecturer sin cosmoecaphy in Harvard University.
The many awards and degrees
Dr. Shapley has received include
those honorary degrees of 1)elhi,
Honolulu, N1exicti, Toronto, Copenhagen, Princeton and Harvard
He has been made honorary foreign member of the national academies of 10 foreign countries, Etnd
has been awarded medals and
prizes by the Vatican, India, Mexico. England. and France.
Some of the papers and books
Dr. Shapley has had published are
two monographs, "Star (lusters"
and "The inner Metagalaxy."
Genera I essay en t it led. "A Design
for Fighting," and a hook, "Of Stars
and Men."
ln the field of astroturmy, Dr.
Shapley’s contritaitions include
discovery that the renter of the
galaxy is 25,000 light years distant from the earth in the direction of Sagittarites, thus showing
the eccentric position of the earth
sirs] the sun is the stellar universe
Another discovery is the characteristic color-luminosity relation
for the bright stars in globular
ellisters
I 11. Shapley’s i-pectli IS sponsored by the College "alit re Commit tee and the Division of Sciences
and Applied Arts.
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tAerthrew him II
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Iillident’S

Ilew from the mdow of the
"roWer Hall ofi the lloat, as
a came to a halt in front of the resiewing
stand.
LARGEsT CROWD IN HISTORY
More than 22.000 persons jammed into
Spartan Stadium that night to view the Sun
Devils. 21-19 11.etory (Ayr Spat-ill’s team.
Tho Chi Omega Dull Skulls Miehele
Thebeallit. She Sargent, Karen Hirlenbach ,
and Kathy Patten took home the winning
trophy for the pre-game hootentinny.
Then Miring half-time Roger Miizzy’s
San Jose State marching band performed
for the MAO.
(;r-and Marshal Duncan, Queen Nancy
and her court circled the, field during the last
few minutes of half-time in old ears driven
by members of the Los Gatos Car ChM.
Dune:in arid the girls were escorted onto
the stage and Bob Himel, chairman of halftime activities, introduced them to the
Homecoming crowd -the largest in the history of SJS homecoming games.
Winners of the Downtown Merchant,
Association display contest were: Citizens
Federal Savings & Loan, first place; Mush er’s Ltd., second; and Penney’s, third. Cam pus Shop Window contest winners were the
Gilded Cage, first; Vaughn’s, second; and
Rey’s Barber Shop, third,
liomecomers, faculty, and students lett
the game Saturday. night to join their friends
at fraternity pat-ties, at the Alumni Assn,
dance at the Ste. Claire Ihrtet and at celebrat ions all over Santa Clara County, as
San Jose State’s 16th Annual ilorneentnInt:
-Spartan Memoirs’ drew to a close

354
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Chairman Jerry Engle
Creates New Formula

And the Band Played On

The hand pla3s on . . weitimg 8-I0 )c’irs S,JS WWI blousc,, al
1949 uniforms- worn, faded, and trousers had "had" it,
sometimes baggywas the 1958
SJS homecoming celebration.
HOMECOMING KING
In 1958 Arizona State had a
When precision marching detelaped after World War II, college homecoming king as well as a
bands across the nation purchased queen. The pair were crowned with
West Point or military uniform white Stetson hats. During the
styles, consisting of choke collar, half time activities of the game.
Launching new its and solicittailored coat, spats and hat with the Retail Bakers Association
befor
spelled out "Arizona S tale Uni-1 g PP
plume.
with touched has been the formula used
Uniform manufacturers say uni- versity" on the field .
forms have a life expectancy of Icakes.
1 by Chairman Jerry Englaa in gold -

THE BROTHERS OF

GO, SPARTANS . . .
Beat Arizona ,St(Ite!

WELCOME
BACK
ALUMS!

A

Memoir

Sparian

PAGE 2E

and a special greeting
to Beta Beta No. 1

X

Chairman Engles plans to suggest to ASB that the publicity
committee next year be divided
into three ar(’as: TV and radio,
campus media, and metropolitan
publications.
April 2, last spring, the 1963
Homecoming Committee started
work. The first few meetings were
primarily for what Engles calls
"brainstorming and big-thinking."
This same "big-thinking" created Campus Reception icampus
tours, departmental demonstrations, folk singing entertainment,
refreshments, introduction of the
queen and court), which Engles
hopes one (lay sill take the place
of the traditional Homecoming
Parade as focal point of Home-

.1,..0.""4’VeoleeVer

HI ALUMS!

Bring your
for a shake

WELCOME BACK

ate
to
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We don’t serve Sun Devilburgers, but
you can get a darn good hamburger!

The Ladies of
Chi Omega

We also feature:

;’,WriiiiieVWiiiiii"!

HAPPY HOMECOMING
ALUMS
THE LION ROARS TONIGHT!

HAMBURGER DINNER
Burger Fries Drink

35c

DELUXE DINNER
Deluxe Burger Fries

49c

I

0/

I

(1)11.1) nitAW 16,000
Campus Reception, he feels,
should be big enough to draw the
16,000 alums in Santa Clara
County alone back to their alma
mater, in addition to those scattered throughout the nation.
Committee desires materialized
and li-It tPii- scat :Is the

39c

FISH DINNER
Fishwich Fries Drink

49c
82c
Drink
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of float buildiw;
More first -timers

INVITATION TO

Drink

CHEESEBURGER

SHRIMP DINNER
Shrimp Dinner Fries
rf

folk -singing group, seallyu.t;ekv
deeidE,d
form at the li.infire
dreamed of 4 p.m, renV
First Street ta,S, ;(1,nntitiji.elq"),1.11.
place tontorrott:
and
town Merchants Ass5. thell
lid

mtl.terri BlviistoN

DROP BY FOR
OPEN HOUSE

I II I’

log the 1963 Homecoming Cornnut tee to create a top-notch schedule of events for better studentcommunity -alumni relations.
Engles created five new committee positions this year which
he hopes the Student Council will
make official sub-committees in
the future. These are Rally Committee Representative, Social Affairs Committee Representative,
Campus Reception, Greek Coordinating Chairman, and Button Sales.
Campus Reception and button
sales are new events to homecoming; however, the other three
committees were brought in by
Engles to bring a unity of efforts
in the areas of Coronation Ball,
Bonfire Rally, and Greek coordination of teas and dinners with the
other Homecoming activities.
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are 41 various units that will
After they assemble at the stagstretch the parted e over eight ing area on Second and San Salsablocks of San Jose streets.
dor streets, floats will make a
Once the parade participants path against the usual tide of San
have started, they will take an Jose traffic. Four blocks of }list
hour or so to file by more than 11 Street will see them sailing north
blocks from the staging area to the past the reviewing stand at San
I parking area on the closed portion Antonio Street.
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Jere Owens, parade chalenian
sot permission from city and ed.
lege officials to use city streets
and the closed portion of Seventh
Street.
This was not done overnight,
however. Actually, the parade’s
planning began in May when high
school bands were contacted and,
at the Fame time, San Jose Police
Department’s T r a ff 1 c Division’s
approval was obtained.
To secure the city’s approval of
tieing up its streets takes a favor-
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READAK Rapid Reading Class
SIGN UP NOW!
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Chi and Delta

ing a Galapagos Go Kart in the
1961 Homecoming Parade, will
roll down South First Street tomorrow at 4 p.m. during the annLal parade. Setting up a parade is no easy task, according
to parade committee members,
..ho worked since last spring on
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Inarlinfr!rtri-vail conversation
The main concern of state colwith Debussy which are ’obeyed and
leges is whether they ciin operate
-. he asked the dean, illustrated by the camera.
their own food and bookstore
MN li laisition from ’rASe.’
’rile three compositions, beautees at a higher profit to the
and n possible tittilly dams are "Arals-sque En, SO’S
noilsifle trornCern.
Pellets Dons l’Eati," and ’ ASH than can all
this, Its saints . ales
I swam eXplalned that
Plaslohnit
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{all/ Nan’ ’Net,
,Nrahraitle
The
some college,. have contended railF reseduao (sail I
Roth tilms of banorreass, (lassie
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unitsbe
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no
series
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date for hear. film
ing
profits as a result.
’ "I late Iseiday.
ually entertairung anti instructive. is losing
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al me star en itft. a.,. VI discoid
observatory, Pasadena, Calif., and
from 1921 to 1952 was director
of the Harvard College, Observatoiy, Cambridge, Mass. From
1952 he has been lecturer on cosmography M Harvan1 University.
The many awards and degixtes
lir. Shapley has received include
those honorary degrees of 1/elhi.
Honolulu. Mexico, Toronto, Copenhagen, Prineeton find Harvard
Lie has been made honormy foreign member ,of the national aced mules of 10 foreign countries, and
has been awarded medals and
prizes by the Vatican, India, Mexico, England, and France.
Some of the papers and hooks
Dr Shapley has had published are
two monographs, "Star (lusters"
and "The Inner Metagalax)’," a
efeneral essay entitled. "A Design
for Fighting," HMI a honk, "Of Stars
an!’ Men."
In the held of astr onomy. Dr.
rontnbut ions
include
Shepley’s
discosery that the center tof the
ellaxy is ’25.000 light years distant from the earth in the direction of Sagittarius, thus shinving
the eccentric position if the earth
and the sun is the stellar universe
Another discovery is the charmticicon
teristie rotor-luminosity
for the bright stars in glefintlar
(Insley’s.
fir Shapley’s speech Is sponsored by the College Lecitur Coenmit tee and the Division of Sciences
and Applied Arts.
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soverial Tower Hall on the float, as
it came to a halt in front of the resiewing
stand.
LARGEST CROWD IN HISTORY
More than 22.000 persons jammed ins,
Spallan Stadllan dial night to view the Sun
Devils’ ’21-19 sictory ie.er Swish s team,
The Chi Omega Dull Skulls Millie+.
Theletault. Sue Sargent, Karen Hirleribieth,
and Kathy Patten took home the winning
trophy for the pre-inane hootenanny.
Then during half-lime Roger Mtizzy’s
San Jose State marching band performed
for the crowd.
f;rand Marshal Duncan, Queen Nancy
and her court circled the field during the lanti
few minutes of half-time in old cars driven
Icy members of the Los Gatos (sae clot,
Duncan and the girls were escorted onto
the stage and Bob !lime), chairman of halftime activities, introduced them to the
Homecoming crowd the largest in the history of SJS homecoming games.
Winners of the Downtown Merchants
Association display contest were: Citizens
Federal Savings & Loan, first place, al-. I
er’s Ltd.. second; and Penney’s, third
lois Shop Window contest winners vats, ’1,.
Gilded Cage, first; Vaughn’s, seennri: awl
Rey’s Barber Shop, third.
flomecotners. faculty, and students lett
the game Saturday night tul pin their friends
at fraternity parties, at the Alumni Assn.
dance at the Ste. Claire /hotel, and at cedebration.s all over Santa Clara County, as
San Jose States 16th Annual Homecoming
-Spartan Memoirs" dem., to ;t chose.

ast Minute Surge
ASU Wins, 21-19
:04 seconds left to lila) fell
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ick scored on a Iti-yard run.
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11.13. %tisk s.taii remaining In
the game.
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Congressman Clawson
To Discuss Pending Bills

LIMITATIONS
The limitations will include the
combined illimher of first -t
freshman and lower-division true
fers enrolling Inr the first ts
at SJS.
,t,,,,..sreall
I )1’
The t rust goes a Isip (lenient
1.
Iil
Will d1S(.IP,,
that criteria for .v1(.011111 ot
tete
enrollniuill . ,hirtion and vi, i1
will Ile proximity 01 res,lence tii moss pending in (’,ungross .it 7 the
’’Sibling in IS127.
ntayttr
t
bower-dis rem applications
fornleely
will he ;tempted first from Santa (Simplon. Calit. yawed svhat
Clara (’Illonty, then from other tiornual an "upsets vietery in a
s to Petal t’onscressianal election
areas.
Applicants seekinst special -em-, earlier this year. The election filled
Oasis majors at SJS will also
he considered for admission fast
Students front other areas not I
able to attend S.IS because of the,
limitation will lat "diverted" to
other state colleges. junior ccclegos and uniseraties
Theii a al Is. n.c inmtation on I
upper-dis rem sitalents.
M.AST1.311 PLAN,
io as
limitation
passed ill aecordance to the iate
college Master Plan. which !all,
enrollment at 5.15 shall be limited
to 40 per cent lower divisiotc. tin
per cent upper.
San Frandsen State will also
he limited in its 1964-65 lower A total al
division enrol lineal
2.1011 will he allowed, to enter
tit bell. 1400 in the spring
WeihIquist and
lPee,, John
k.7*cecutive Dean C. Grant Burton
:represented SJS at the meeting
The
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1 Last Year’s Homecoming Festivitie

THE BROTHERS OF

WELCOME
BACK
ALUMS!

A

and a special

greeting

to Beta Beta No. 1

X

DROP BY FOR
OPEN HOUSE

1
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HI ALUMS!

WELCOME BACK
sz.
The Ladies of
Chi Omega
,::::::
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s’t

halftime at last year’s Homecoming game.
Queen Elaine made it to the center of the field
where she was presented to the crowd of 19.000.

AND AWAY WE GOElaine Halvorsen, 1962
Homecoming Queen, rides into Spartan Sta.
oium behind a team of spirited horses during

HAPPY HOMECOMING
ALUMS

It’s a’snap’with

Eric
Parade at 4 p.m. Peterson’
says ..1

"For want of a horse,
the battle was lost’’...
so said the poet, but never let
it be said that for want of a
collar button your date was lost.
The new Decton oxford Tabber
Snap by ARROW gives you the
trim, good looks of a traditional
tab collar without the fuss
and fumble of a collar button.
Tapered to trim body lines
and labeled "Sanforized-Plus"
to ensure perfect fit washing
after washing.
Keep that date in an ARROW
Decton (65’; Dacron’, 35%
cotton) oxford with Tabber
Snap collar.
In long sleeves
$6.95

ontinued trolls Page 3-E)

,,pen houses and the Homecoming Game.
And the ’,Rite is designed to
:is clitse Ii the campus for
;after ,2,0ing over mans
:wiles anti times, decided
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College
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TM a.. de pOreeter Aber

make a date to see
our complete selection
of ARROW styles for
business or college wear

-

LOUIS JORDAN
IL441te

0E140

PALMER 4

*ERIC PETERS
1060 Hack

Ave.

Campbell, Calif.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

+A.e..wrAgrw...ww,tow".",,,,,,,,,,,,,er

tt You

risks. Let re :e you titc1,1

THE LION ROARS TONIGHT!
1

THERE’LL BE A HOT TIME
1. Spirited students gather around
the blazing fire at the 1962 Bonfire Rally. The big pile of wood
burned to the ground and a
symbol of New Mexico State, a
lobo, was burned on fop. Tonight’s rally gets under way at
7 p.m.

,’.

Tel.: 378-0218
First National
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THE SISTERS OF
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GAMMA PHI BETA
EXTEND THEIR WELCOME
TO RETURNING ALUMNAE
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Pretty Hair Styles
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TO SJS HOMECOMING

1

LADIES OF
DELTA GAMMA

iss

The
Brothers of
Sigma Nu

STOP BY THE HOUSE
AND SEE US

$
4411.

411. 41. 4.

Willow Glen
Beauty College
1045 Willow Street
San Jose

